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ABSTRACT

As a result of a request from Commissioner V. Gilinsky to investigate in
detail the causes of an error discovered in a vendor Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) computer code in March, 1978, the staff undertook an extensive
investigation of the vendor quality assurance practices applied to safety
analysis computer code development and use. This investigation included
inspections of code development and use practices of the four major Light
Water Reactor Nuclear Steam Supply System vendors and a major reload fuel
supplier.

The conclusion reached by the staff as a result of the investigation is that
vendor practices for code development and use are basically sound.

A number of areas were identified, however, where improvements to existing
vendor procedures should be made. In addition, the investigation also
addressed the quality assurance (QA) review and inspection process for
computer codes and identified areas for improvement.
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PREFACE

This report, originally scheduled for issuance in April,1979, was delayed
approximately one year due to temporary assignment of the authors to the
Bulletins and Orders Task Force in NRR in response to the accident at Three
Mile Island-2.
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1.0 Introduction

This report documents the results of a staff review of the nuclear industry
quality assurance requirements for computer code development and control. This;

review was conducted by the Analysis Branch, Division of Systems Safety,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and focuses primarily on Thermal-Hydraulic

i Safety Analysis computer codes. The review was' limited to the four major
Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) vendors and one reload fuel supplier.
While the review did not include other types of computer codes (e.g., stress
analysis) the conclusions reached are considered generally applicable to all
aspects of NSS vendor and fuel reload supplier safety analysis code develop-
ment and control. The applicability of the conclusions to other types of
safety analysis code users in the nuclear industry (e.g., architect engineers
cnd applicants) is not established in this report. This report was prepared
in response to a request by Commissioner Gilinsky to investigate in cetail the
cause of a computer code error of the type discovered by Westinghouse in its
emergency core cocling system (ECCS) computer code LOCTA.

The report is organized in three major parts. The first part, comprising
sections 2 through 4, provides background information regarding the purpose of
the review. The second part, sections 5 through 7, describes code development
experience, industry practices, and applicable NRC requirements. The third
part, sections 8 through 10, presents the staff observations, conclusions and
recommendations.

2.0 Summary and Conclusions

The investigation indicates that the nuclear industry quality assurance procedures.

; for safety analysis computer code development and use are basically sound.

The investigation identified a number of areas which should be improved. The
more significant conclusions and recommendations are provided below. These ;

conclusions and recommendations, although specifically developed from our
investigation of thermal-hydraulic safety analysis code development and use,

. are considered generally applicable to the development and use of all safety
' analysis codes.

-A. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B and Regulatory Guide 1.64, which endorses ANSI
N45.2.11-1974, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants" are considered acceptable controls for the development and
use of computer codes. The vendors have developed procedures tc comply
with these requirements and we found that these procedures, when properly-
executed, are acceptable. The execution of the procedures did not measure'

up to staff expectation however, and some of the procedures as well as
execution of the -procedures were found to need improvement.

Recommendations:
,

.(1) Maintain the'present methods of quality assurance.
a .
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I(2) NRC should assure that the shortcomings found in the procedures are
promptly corrected.

(3) NRC should audit the execution of the procedures for computer code
development and use more often, using a multidiscipline team for the
audit. (See Item 0 below)

B. In addition to ANSI N45.2.11-1974 endorsed by NRC, there are two additional
ANSI standards presently available which pertain tc quality assurance for
computer code development and use. These standards have not been endorsed
by NRC however.

Recommendation:

(4) NRC should review ANSI-N413, " Guidelines for the C.cumentation of
Computer Programs" and ANSI /ANS-10.5-1979, " Guidelines for Considering
User Needs in Program Development." If found useful and acceptable,
these standards should be officially endorsed by NRC through issuance
of a Regulatory Guide.s

C. Only the reactor vendors and one fuel supplier were audited during this
investigation. There are indications that other segments of the industry
(utility companies and Architect-Engineers), the national laboratories,
and the NRC might not have quality assurance procedures developed to the
same extent as reactor vendors.

Recommendations:

(5) Architect engineering firms and selected utility companies should be
audited.

(6) National laboratories which develop and/or use computer programs for
safety analyses under contract to the NRC should be audited in the
same way as reactor vendors.

(7) NRC should set up internal quality assurance procedures for its
audit calculations.

D. Although the examples selected for this special, in-depth investigation
were all from the thermal-hydraulic area, we believe the findings are
general and are equally applicable to all computer code quality assurance
procedures.

Recommendation:

(8) The inspection program recommended under Item E should be adapted
for all engineering disciplines.

E. The present version of quality assurance procedures considered applicable
to code development and use is relatively new. The NRC vendor inspection
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program administered by Region IV played an important role 'in the establish-
ment and development of these procedures. However, we found that the
present inspection program is not entirely suited for rendering a judgement
on the extent and completeness to which vendors implerant code development
and verification procedures.

Recommerdations:

(9) Region IV should periodica',1y conduct code development and use audits
with the help of NRR.

(10) An inspection of the code files should be conducted prior to approval
of a given code. The NRR reviewers should participate in the inspection.

F. Some reactor vendors expressed a view that NRC audit calcualtions provided
independent verification of their calculations. While NRC may, on occasion,
independently check certain vendor analyses, NRC analyses do not provide
the independent verificatior required by the quality assurance procedures.
This is the responsibility of the vendors, and under no circumstances
should staff audit calculations be relied upon as independent verifica-
tion of vendor analyses. Generic submittals do not require an affadavit
attesting to the correctness of the information submitted as licensingapplications do.

Recommendations:

(11) Vendors and applicants (or licensees) should oe reminded that they
are fully responsible for the quality of their calculations.

(12) Generic submittals, such as code descriptions and engineering calcula-
tions should be accompanied by an affidavit as required for licensingapplications.

G. There is an apparent problem in the reporting requirements. Vendors are
required to report potential safety concerns based on their contractual
requirements - in some instances based on 10 CFR Part 21 " Reporting of
Defects and Noncompliance." However, an organization currently is not
limited in the amount of time they may use to study the issue prior to
making a finding regarding the existance of a potential safety concern.
The study process often takes months or years.

Recommendation:

!

(13) Specific time limits should be established to determine if a potential
lsafety concern is reportable when one is filert in the vendor's '

organization. Alternatively, reporting requirements to NRC of
potential safety concerns when they are filed in vendor organiza-
tions might also be considered.

H. Vendors have no reporting requirement for code errors which are not
covered by contractual requirements. The director or responsible officer

|

|
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of a vendor may have some enforceable regulatory requirements under
10 CFR Part 21 for reporting of code errors. The nature of safety

analysis code errors with respect to the reporting requirements in many
instances would not require applicants or licensees to report errors.

Recommendations:

(14) Specific criteria for the reporting of computer code errors should
be established.

3.0 Background

On March 23, 1978, Westinghouse informed the NRC staff that it had discovered
an error in the LOCTA program used to calculate peak cladding temperatures in
their ECCS evaluation model. This error involved the zirconium-water heat
generation term in the cladding being erroneously decreased by a factor of 2
at the cladding surfaces.

The staff made a preliminary determination of the impact of the error on
operating plants and interim penalties on allowable peaking factors were
applied. For plants in the licensing process, recalculations by Westinghouse
were made on an expedited basis with only the correction made to the code in
order to show compliance with the regulations. The long-term resolution
involved a submittal by Westinghouse of additional code improvements to offset
the effect of the error. Subsequent to approval of the code modifications,
Westinghouse recalculated new allowable peaking factors for all affected
operating plants.

The discovery of the Westinghouse error was not unique, in that other vendors
had previously reported errors in their ECCS evaluation models. (see sec-
tion 4.0).
The staff decided that a review and inspection of the major vendor and fuel
supplier safety analysis code quality assurance requirements would best address
Commission and staff concerns.

4.0 Description of Review

The review and inspection of the vendors' thermal-hydraulic safety analysis
code quality assurance requirements had three main purposes. The first was to
evaluate if sufficient guidelines for quality assurance requirements of safety
analysis codes have been developed by NRC. The second was to allow the staff
to examine the vendors' existing procedures, and determine if they were adequate
to minimize the potential for errors to go undetected in thermal-hydraulic
safety analyses. The third was to determine if the vendors were actually
following the procedures.

The major elements of this effort were:

(1) Evaluation of existing NRC regulations, regulatory guides and acceptance
criteria in Standard Review Plans to determine if sufficient QA control
requirements exist for the development and use of computer codes.

!

I
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(2) Review of of documents relating to the quality assurance of vendor safety
analysis computer codes.

~ (3) Meetings with the vendors to review their computer code quality assurance
procedures.

(4) Inspection of vendor records to determine compliance with established
quality control procedures.

(5) Evaluation of the findings and derivation of conclusions and recommendations.

Elements 2 and 3 were performed primarily to familiarize the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR) staff with the present procedures being implemented
in the vendor organizations. The inspections referred to in element 4 were
carried out by the Vendor Inspection Branch of the Region IV Office of Inspec-
tion and Enforcement (IE) with NRR assistance.

4.1 Organizational Interactions

Figure 4.1 shows how NRR and IE interact with the vendor organizations as part
of the code development process. The basic interactions are as follows:

(1) The Quality Assurance Branch, NRR, is responsible for reviewing, evaluat-
ing, and accepting each vendor's Quality Assurance Program description
(normally a topical report).

(2) Each vendor is required to establish a set of procedures which satisfy
the commitments of the quality assurance program description and any
additional standards or guides.

(3) Once the code has been developed, it is submitted to NRR for review and
approval (in the case of thermal-hydraulic safety analysis codes, the
review is performed by the Analysis Branch).*

9

(4) At this stage, the code is sometimes used to perform safety analyses.

(5) During the development of the code, any information generated is placed
in the development file established for that code. Once the development
file is at the appropriate stage, the code is certified by the vendor for
use.

(6) Certified codes are used for plant safety evaluations. Information
developed for the safety evaluation (e.g., input data) is contained in
the project file.

'

(7) At any stage during the development and use of the code, the Vendor
Inspection Branch of IE Region IV can inspect the code files and/or the
project files.

"Unlike licensing submittals by utility applicants , computer code descriptions
are usually submitted as generic topical reports by the vendor, and are not
accompanied by an affadavit attesting to the correctness of the submitted
information.

..
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4.2 Staff Audit Function

Staff audit calculations are part of a staff methods review of a vendor's
computer code. They consist of analyses performed by the staff (or their
contractors) using computer codes independently developed for staff use, and
are intended to duplicate analyses performed by the vendors' computer code.
Audit calculations are usually performed whenever a new code is submitted for
approval, an existing code has been significantly modified and the modifica-
tions are submitted for approval, or there is some other reason to independ-
ently audit a vendor's model (e.g. , a significant change in plant design). In
addition, audit calculations on individual plants are performed if requested
by other branches within NRR, such as Reactor Systems Branch, Containment
Systems Branch, etc., to assist them in determining design acceptability.

In the case of thermal-hydraulic safety analysis codes, the audit function is
performed by the Analysis Branch in the NRR Division of Systems Safety.

The five LWR vendors reviewed in this study use a total of 19 computer codes
to calculate the course and consquences of a Loss-of-Coolant Accident (th's
does 'not include codes related to fuel performance, containment analysis,
subcooled loads analysis, etc.). These 19 codes have been submitted to the
NRC and approved by the NRC staff. On the other hand, for analyses of reactor
transients other than LOCA, there are approximately 30 codes used by the same
five suppliers. Of these, 13 have been approved by the NRC staff. The remainder
are still under review.

Because of the different calculational methods used by the vendors and NRC,
and because of the complexity of performing accident analyses, differences in
results between vendor and NRC calculations are expected. Typically, these
differences overshadow the effects of small errors that might exist in either
the NRC or a vendor's code. Therefore, audit calculations for thermal-hydraulic
safety analyses are only expected to discover large errors.

If any significant discrepancies in the results are seen, the staff will try
to resolve .the discrepancies with the vendor, and determine if an error is the
cause of the discrepancy.

In the past, the staff has found errors in vendor models through the use of
audit calculations. In 1974, a staff audit calculations with the TOODEE code
uncovered the use of an inappropriate initial cladding oxide thickness in a
code used by one of the vendors. This same audit calculation also uncovered
an error in the heat transfer coefficients. In 1975, during the review of a
vendor's transient code used to analyze anticipated transients without scram
(ATVS), the staff suspected that the omission of certain terms in the consti-,

tutive equations was producing incorrect results. A follow-up audit calcula-
tion using the RELAP3B code confirmed the error and the vender was required to
correct the model.

In areas where the staff has not performed audit calculations, some errors
have existed and gone undetected for long periods of time. A recent example
of this is the REDY code errors discovered as a result of disagieement between
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predictions and the results of tests performed in the Peach Bottom reactor.
(See ites (4) of enclosure (1) to GE trip report in Appendix A.).

> - 4.3 Inspections
4.3.1 Vendor Inspections

The determination that vendors are properly implementing their quality assurance
procedures is the responsibility of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE).'

The Region IV office of IE has the responsibility of performing the vandor inspect-
ion program. This program is designed to (1) determine if the vendors are following.

their procedures, and (2) determine if the vendors' procedures fulfill the commit-
ments of their. approved quality assurance program. The inspections by Region IV
include NSSS suppliers, fuel reload suppliers, architect engineers, and both ASME*
Code and non-code vendors (e.g., valves, valve movers, electrical components).
However, if a utility performs its own architect-engineering function, then the
applicable region Inspection and Enforcement Office performs the QA inspections.

The scope of IE regional office inspections of applicants was not investigated
for this report.

It was observed that the broad range of subjects that must be inspected by
Region IV inspectors limits the inspector's capability to properly assess the
technical adequacy of the information provided by the vendors in support of
both adequacy of the procedures and procedure compliance. In many instances,

,

an inspector must rely on information which supports compliance with adminis-1

; trative aspects of the procedures in order to conclude the technical aspects
of compliance are also met.

l. For example, in the case of compute * code development and control QA procedures,
' the procedures call for a computer code to be verified. What the inspectors
! examine is whether information exists in the code file pertaining to verifica-

tion, and that proper documentation that the code was verified in accordance
with procedural requirements also exists.

:

An in-depth review of the documentation of the verification methods used, their
applicability to the specific computer code in question, etc., is not performed
by the inspectors.

1

It was also noted that Region IV had not yet developed inspection procedures
for auditing' code development and control. Inspection procedures are typically
used by the inspectors to aid them in inspecting diverse engineering disci-
plines and to provide an orderly approach to the inspection process. It was
felt that development of inspection procedures for code development and use4

! would~ greatly aid the inspectors in this area. In addition, the multi-
: discipline team approach used for these inspections worked very well in that

the NRR personnel provided technical support to the inspectors in conducting
i their inspections, and the inspectors helped the NRR technical staff in finding ,

i proper information to be examined. |

3

*American Society of Mechanical Engineers

. _ _. , _ _ _ . . _ _ ._ __ _ _ , _ - . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -._-
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4.3.2 Code Quality Assurance Inspections

The purpose of the vendor inspections performed for this task was not only to
provide an assessment of whether vendors were following their procedures and
if their procedures fulfill the commitments of their approved quality assurance
program, but to answer the following questions (with regard to thermal-hydraulic
code development):

(1) Are the design control procedures being appropriately interpreted for
code development?

(2) Were previously discovered errors the result of deficiencies in the
Quality Assurance procedures and could the errors have been avoided with
better procedures?

(3) Are there any critical areas in the code development process in which
procedures presently do not exist and are needed?

4.3.3 Scope of Code Quality Assurance Inspections

The vendor quality assurance requirements are applicable to computer code
development in general, and not to any one particular type of computer code.
Since this review was conducted by the Analysis Branch in the Division of
Systems Safety, NRR, it was restricted to those codes within the branch's
cognizance, namely thermal-hydraulic codes for analyses of reactor transients
and ECCS safety analysis codes. The codes inspected at each organization are
listed in Table 4.1. In addition to inspecting code files, the NRC staff
examined example project calculational files at some vendor organizations.
The causes of some previously reported code errors were also examined. These
are listed in Table 4.2. A detailed discussion of these errors can be found
in the trip reports of Appendix A. A more precise discussion on what is meant
by an " error" is given in section 5.0.

5.0 Code Errors

Code errors can be divided into two types. The first type involves mathematical
expressions, parameter values, input data, etc. , not existing in the code or
being used in an unintentional manner. The second type, code modeling dis-
crepancies, involves the inability of a code (and/or individual models within
a code) to predict new experimental data. These types are not considered
" errors" in the context of this report, since they neither occur in the same
way as the first type <6 errors do (i.e., unintentionally in the code) nor are
they treated by NRC fr. he same way the firpt type of errors are. Recent
examples of this tvM are those revealed by the results of the Peach Bottom
BWR transient tescs and the TLTA (Two-Loop Test Apparatus) tests 6405 and
6007.

5.1 Code Discrepancies

NRC, in many cases, continues to evaluate thermal-hydraulic safety analysis
codes subsequent to their approval for use. The Semiscale, LOFT, and TLTA

,
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TABLE 4.1

CODE DEVELOPMENT AND USE FILES AUDITED

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC
ORGANIZATION ECCS TRANSIENT

Babcock & TRAP (STEAM-LINE BREAK)
Wilcox

Combustion STRIKIN-II CESEC (TRANSIENTS)
Engineering

| Exxon RELAP PTS-BWR (BWR TRANSIENTS)
Nuclear
Corp.

Westinghouse LOCTA (HOT PIN HEATUP) LOFTRAN (TRANSIENT)

General * CHASTE (HOT PIN
Electric HEATUP)

REFLOOD (REFLOOD
HYORAULICS)

.

4

!

, ,. _ __
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TABLE 4.2

PREVIOUS CODE ERRORS A,ND MODEL DISCREPANCIES EXAMINED *

VENDOR ERROR, TYPE ** APPARENT CAUSE

B&W Did not analyze most E Break size to area
limiting small break relationship not

thoroughly examined

B&W Sign error in gravity E No line-by-line
head term of CRAFT 2 checking when code
code was developed

B&W Steamline break result.= E F v code considered
more severe with new .anservative but
code. Did not fill out degree of conservatism
PSC (preliminary safety was not quantified
concern)

GE Error in reflood vapor E Code was not given a
venting detailed design review

when it was developed

GE Core pressure drop for D Model was not properly
leakage flow verified against

applicable data

GE Use of wrong system E Review are only done
pressure during reflood on individual codes,

not overall analytical
methods

GE REDY errors indicated D Model was not properly
by Peach Bottom Test verified against

applicable data

-W Zirconium-water Reaction E Insufficient review at
Rate time of code development

W Upper Head Temperature D Model was not properly
Error verified against

,

applicable data

* The errors identified do not represent all of the errors reported
to date, but were selected as examples for the purposes of this

| review.
!
| ** E-Error; D-Model Discrepancy

,

|

| |
|

l
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TABLE 4.2 (continued)
|

VENDOR ERROR TYPE ** APPARENT CAUSE

W Total steam flow E Incomplete checking
| calculation did not of computer input card

'

i include safety valve deck
flow

| CE Numerous programming E No if ne-by-line checking
' errors when code was developed

ENC None reported to date
__

|

I

|
|
!

I
t

r

i

!
l

. - _. _ _ , __ , _ . -
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programs have been and continue to be used extensively for this purpose in the
area of LOCA analysis verification.

Through the Standard Problem Program, industry and international participants
evaluate the capabilities of their LOCA codes to predict selected experimental
data from these and other facilities. Infrequently, a discrepancy may be seen
between the expected or predicted system behavior and the actual behavior.'

Sometimes *.hese discrepancies are due to atypicalities in the experir. ental
facility er test conditions, but in other cases these discrepancies can be
traced bs:k to incorrect models in the codes.

Some recent examples of code discrepancies are TLTA tests 6405 and 6007, Peach
Bottom BWR Turbine Trip tests, Semiscale test S-07-6, and LOFT test L2-2. The
effects of these tests are presently being evaluated.

5.2 Previous Code Errors

The reporting by Westinghouse of the metal-water reaction rate error found in
March, 1978, was not unique for ECCS codes. (In contrast to ECCS codes, most
errors in non-ECCS codes are not reported to NRC). Since 1974, when the
majority of the ECCS models were approved, 4 of the 5 vendors inspected have
reported errors. (Detailed discussions of the causes of some previously

i reported code errors are provided in the staff inspection trip reports in
Appendix A to this report.)

These errors were detected in a variety of ways which are generalized as
follows:

Users of the code (s) other than the originators observed anomalous results-

which were traced to an error.

Users of the code (s) within the originating organization observed anomalous-

results which were traced to an error.

Internal technical audits of codes by the originating organization revealed-

errors.

Test results indicated a code was in error.-

The types of errors that typically occur are as follows:

Programming Errors-

Errors in the input (erroneous)-

Errors in the use of the code (wrong applications)-

Models not properly converted to mathematical expressions for code input.-

Based on discussions with the vendors inspected in this study, the conclusion
is that the majoHty of the errors reported to date were introduced into the

. _ _
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! ECCS codes during the period in which the evaluation models were being developed
in accordance with Appendix K to 10 CFR 50. Development of ECCS models at
that time was done on a priority basis to meet regulation deadlines, and
development and review practices were less than optimum. Moreover, procedures
for code development and control that existed at that time were not nearly as

,

detailed as those that exist today. Subsequent to the evaluation models being
developed and approved, some vendors did audit their codes again for correctness.1

i

j There are numerous errors that are found and corrected by the internal reviews
and checking process before the code is submitted to NRC for approval. Unfor-
tunately, none of the vendors has kept any statistics on the number of errors t

;

) detected during the development versus the numbered detected later. The
j concensus of the inspected vendors, based on experience and memory, was that
; the review and checkout procedures for codes caught approximately 95% or more

of the errors. Code files examined did reveal internal memos, notes, etc.,'

3 documenting some error corrections; however, not all error corrections were
documented, and those that were did not corroborate the estimated 95%.

a

5.3 Impact of Errors
r

) Errors found in thermal-hydraulic safety analysis codes can be either conserv-
1 ative" or non-conservative.* These two are addressed for ECCS codes. For
i transient analysis codes, the error type is not relevant, due to the present
j lack of reporting requirements (see section 4.3.2).
|

| 5.3.1 ECCS Codes

For errors discovered in ECCS codes that are conservative (e.g., a heat gener-
i ation. term inadvertently multiplied 2), the code can still be considered
| acceptable with a known " conservative" model in it. If the applicant does not
] wish to take credit for the error correction, then no reanalysis or operating
j technical specification change is necessary. If credit is to be taken, then

j reanalyses would be required.

} For errors that are non-conservative,*- staff practice has been to impose an
j interim penalty for all operating plants, and to require all of the affected
1 plants to submit recalculations using the corrected model.
1

! Normally, the correction of an error is accompanied by an application for ECCS
l model change. These changes involve the removal of some conservatisms or

conservative features in the ECCS evaluation models that are not required by
Appendix K to 10 CFR 50. In the past, these changes usually offset the penal--

izing effects of the error, with the result.being no net change in the operating
'

limits of the plant. As a result ECCS, code errors have historically not
impacted the operational limits of affected plants.

|

|
"" Conservative" means that with the correction, the code predicts less severe

'

results. Non-conservative means that with the correction, the code predicts
j more severe results.
;

4

4

#

4
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5.3.2 Transient Codes
!

| To date, only one error'has been reported in a transient analysis code. There I

was no impact on licensing calculations performed with the code because the
error only affected the Anticipated Transient without Scram (ATWS) analyses
being performed as part of a generic study. Other errors may have been found '

by the vendors in their transient codes, but they have not been reported to
NRC, nor is it required.

| Before examining the results of the inspections, a brief discussion of the
4 reporting requirements for errors is given both for ECCS codes and for transient
; codes.

5.4 ReportingReduirements
! 5.4.1 Reporting Requirements for ECCS Errors

: The requirement for reporting errors in ECCS codes is found in 10 CFR 50.34 (a)(4)
and (b)(4):

s
" Analysis and evaluation of ECCS cooling performancea

following postulated loss of-coolant accidents shall be

performed in accordance with the requirements of 50.46 for
facilities for which construction permits may be issued

; after December 28, 1974."
1

'

If an error is found in an ECCS code, calculations performed with that code
j_ -are not considered to be in compliance with Appendix K, and this deficiency
j must be reported to the Commission.

5.4.2 Reporting Requirements for Computer Codes

1 With the exception of the reporting requirements for ECCS evaluation model
j errors noted above, the only requirements for reporting errors found in safety
'

analysis computer codes are those found in 10 CFR 21 and 10 CFR 50.36 regarding
operating plants, and those found in 10 CFR 50.55 regarding construction

] permit applications. The 10 CFR 21 requirements are applicable only if the
j error resulted in creating a substantial safety hazard, and are quite specific

regarding notification requirements once a compliance failure or defect is'

positively identified. Notification of NRC within 48 hours is required. The
! part 50.55 requirements are applicable if the error "...were it to remain
| uncorrected, could have affected adversely the safety of operations of the
j- nuclear power plant at'any time throughout the expected life time of'the
i plant..."~ Notification of NRC within 24 hours is required. However, no time-
| limit is specified regarding how long an organization has to evaluate a poten-
i tial safety concern in order to establish if the safety concern is justified
i and should be reported under part 21 or part 50.55.

In the case of the upper head coolant temperature error by Westinghouse,*;

i 'approximately 4 months elapsed between the time Westinghouse was first
informed of a potential code error and the time it was confirmed that there

? .was a code error. Similarly.- a period of 9 months elapsed for the evaluation
i

: See Appendix A, Westinghouse Trip Report, enclosure (2)
,

J
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of a Potential Reportable Concern at GE. No documentation was found in either
case which justified the amount of time taken to perform the evaluations..

However, in the case of the zirconium-water reaction rate error by Westinghouse,*
only 10 days elapsed between the time Westinghouse was first informed by a1

| company in France using the LOCTA code of a potential code error and the time
it was confirmed that a code error did exist. Despite the wide range of |

i evaluation times, the acceptability of the evaluation time is questionable. i

In the case of thermal-hydraulic transient codes, reporting is not required as
; long as reanalyses with the corrected code do not result in previously estab- !;

'

i lished technical specification limits being invalidated. (For example, if a

j to be 1.5 and subsequent to correction of an error, it was recalculated to be
'|i minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (MONBR) was originally calculated

1.35, the error would not have to be reported because the recalculated MDNBR-

was less than the minimum allowable MONBR value of 1.3).

There also appears to be considerable ambiguity regarding the reporting of not ,

i

j only code errors, but also changes to codes. While a vendor can use a staff-
approved code for safety analyses, he can also make a change to that codei

I subsequent to the staff approval and use it without officially notifying the
i staff. The only way the staff would know a change was made was if the code
~ was not specifically identified as staff-approved in that section of the

Safety Analysis Report (SAR) which identifies methods used.
I In addition, if an applicant was aware of an error, he would not necessarily*

be required to report it to the Commission. This is because safety analyses-

: reported in the SAR usually only conclude that results remain above acceptable
limits (e.g., "the minimum DNBR does not drop below the 1.25 limit"). Thus '

knowledge of an error does not invalidate the statement that information in; ,

SARs is sworn to be correct to the best of the belief of the applicant as long,

: as limits are not violated. Moreover, there is nothing to stop an applicant
i from compensating a large error in a transient code by making " improvements"
i to other areas in the code such that the results obtained with a corrected and

|
" improved" model still do not violate acceptable limits.

: Finally, no requirements presently exist for vendors to report any kind of ,

I

j code errors either to the NRC or the applicants unless they are covered by
'

contracture requirements.
,

<

; Regulatery Guide 1.16, " Reporting of Operating Informat*on--Appendix A, Tech-
nical Specifications" clarifies the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36 and identifies

! types of reportable occurrences that the NRC should be promptly notified of
; with written followup. This includes " errors discovered in the transient or

accident analyses or in the methods used for such analyses as described in the
safety analysis report or in the basis for the technical specifications that

i have or could have permitted reactor operation in a manner less conservative
than assumed in the analyses . . ." This guide however, is intended for the'

'

operators of a plant, and not the vendors who designed it. Hence, the vendors
must report any errors to the applicants or licensees in order for them to be
reported in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.16. As mentioned before, there
are no requirements for vendors to report code errors to the applicants.

:

'

,

i
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6.0 Applicable Standards
i

The quality assurance procedures of all of the vendors are designed to implement
the requirements of ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standard

! N45.2.ll-1974, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power
Plants". This standard has been endorsed by the NRC through Regulatory Guide 1.64,

; " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants." The
if standard does not specifically state its applicability to computer codes, but |

considers codes in the same way it would consider a component or system design.,
,

i This deficiency has been recognized and efforts are now underway by the ASME
! Nuclear Quality Assurance Working Group on Design Control to propose an ampli-
; fication to the design QA practices to provide better guidance specific to ;

computer codes. It is the inlent that this information will be added to3

ANSI /ASME NQA-1-1979, " Quality Assurance for Program Requirements for Nuclear t

Power Plants.".

In addition, ECCS evaluation model codes must also meet the requirements of
'

Appendix K to 10 CFR 50. These requirements impose uniformity of many aspects,

of the calculations models and are not QA requirements. However, experience ;

j has shown Appendix K to require controls similar to quality assurance procedures.

In addition to ANSI N45.2.11-1974,' there are several standards which have been
ideveloped or are currently being developed by the ANS-10 Standards Committee

of the American Nuclear Society which are described briefly as follows:

(1) "Guideliner for Verification of Computer Programs" provides users with
! information about the models being represented, the thoroughness of the

,

j software testing effort, guidelines for types of information that should '

;

! be supplied for verification, and information that facilitates modifica-
. tion, maintenance, and transportability of computer codes.
4

| (2) " Guidelines for the Documentation of Computer Programs," ANSI-N413, '

' facilitates the effective usage, transfer conversion, and modification of
; computer codes.
|

(3) " Guidelines for Considering User Needs in Program Development," ANSI /
ANS-10.5-1979, ensures the proper application and simplifies the use of; ,

: the code. The intent is to encourage the development of a product that
will be easy to apply correctly.,

|t

ANSI-N413 and ANSI /ANS-10.5-1979 have been issued and are available to the
i industry. However, they have not been offigially endorsed by NRC through a

Regulatory Guide. The need to officially endorse these standards should be.

explored by NRC.
>

;

2 7.0' Industry Practices
} 7.1 Code Development and Modification Practices

.

Many times errors are introduced in a code during its development or modifica-'

tion. This section examines present industry practices in the area of code
~ development and modification.

I
1'

9

[
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The primary responsibility for assuring that a code does not contain errors |
rests with the individual doing the development or modification. The size end i

complexity of present generation thermal-hydraulic safety analysis codes is ;

; such that only the developer truly understands the overall logic that wenti

into designing the code. It usually takes well over a year for a reviewer toj 1 carn the code and to gain.the same level of insight and understanding as the1

developer. To do this, the reviewer must work with the code on a full-time
basis. Typically, this is not done, due to excessive manpower costs.

;

j Code developers are highly competent individuals because of the complexity of
the codes they develop, the impact on safety the results of these cosas will;

have, and the detailed review the codes will be subjected to by NRC. In some ;

| organizations, the code developer also programs the equations, models, and ,

i correlations into the computer language. In other organizations, there is a '

j

separate group of programming specialists who program the code in cooperation'

with the code developer.i

: After the basic code is programmed and operational, it undergoes checkout and
,

verification. This is typically performed by the code developer as well.
I There is no specific set of procedures to 'ollow during this stage of the
.

development and the extent of checkout and verification is usually determined ,

:

| by the developer.

There are various methods for design verification. The three methods discussed!

,

j in ANSI N.45.211-1974 are design reviews, alternate calculations, and qualiff-
.

cation testing.!

Some code developers comparG t. heir results to similar calculations for pre-
viously designed plants, v',ile others used alternative calculations, such as
other codes or hand calcu1* N e to check their work. In many instances, the

i
modified version of a code was run, the new results compared with the old '

results, and any changes observed were determined to be consistent with the
modification made.

I

At this point, it is worthwhile to note the verification work that was per-
formed by.CE on two of their ECCS evaluation model codes, STRIKIN-II and
CEFLASH. The STRIKIN-II code had never been thoroughly reviewed so CE had two
relatively new engineers review the STRIKIN-II code. This served both to
familiarize the engineers with the code, as well as to find any errors. The

|
review consisted of essentially rederiving the constitutive equations and code,

; logic. As a result of this review, CE uncovered a number of errors, all but
{

or,e of which had a negligible effect on the calculated peak cladding temperature.
Because of the errors found in STRIKIN-II, the same kind of review was done

j No errors were found, and hence nothing was reported.
'. -for CEFLASH.

'

When asked why they did the review, CE stated that the-impact of. finding
errora in licensing codes was great enough to have them look for errors at

-that time rather than to have them appear unexpectedly at some later time.4

They said that if NRC did not place the importance it does on small errors,
they probably would not have performed the review. The total manpower

;

j expended to review the STRIKIN-II code was about two manyears.
i

i

!

,
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In reviewing the extent of the verification and checkout work in codes, it was
difficult to determine what had been done, since generally either the documen-

! tation was incomplete or no documentation existed at all. Moreover, the cor-
rectness of a code submitted for staff review is not attested to by a signed'

affadavit at the time of submittal, as is required for all docket submittals.4

.

ANSI N.45.2.ll-1974 requires that " design verification shall be performed by
any competent individuals or groups other than those who performed the original1

design but who may be from the same organization." In actual practice, there:

i are essentially two design verifications, one by the code developer and one by
an independent verifier. The review by the code developer is much more rigorous
than the one by the independent verifter and usually i: performed by alternative

~

calculations or methods of verification o*.her than design review.
!
'

The independent verification is almost always performed by design review. In |
some cases, the design review can be quite short. For example, see item B.1 l1

of enclosure (1) to GE trip report of Appendix A. |

| Many, but not all, thermal-hydraulic safety analysis codes undergo some quali-
'

: fication testing. For ECCS codes, participants in the Standard Problem program
i compare their codes predictions against experimental systems data such as from

the Semiscale, TLTA, and LOFT facilities. (During one inspection, a vendor
informally mentioned that they considered the staff audit calculations a form

,

of independent verification.) BWR transient codes are being compared against
some tests run at the Peach Bnttom 8WR plant. These comparisons and resultsa

are not considered by most of the vendors to be part of code verification
i files however. The reason given by the vendors for this with regard to ECCS
1 models is that the ECCS models have been approved by NRC, and therefore are no

longer being evaluated by the vendor.
|

In fact, B&W procedures state that the verifiction requirements are waived
when the code is considered consistent with applicable NRC regulations (see,

ite.m II of enclosure 2 to the B&W trip report in Appendix A). The amument
given to justify this waiver is that regulatory requirements usually impose

; unrealistically conservative assumption; to be made in certain areas so that
j meaningful comparisons to data would not be possible.
!

The staff rejects this argument since in most instances the conservative
requiren.ents involve specific methods and do not affect the overall structure '

i of the model. Thus, replacement of the individual conservatisms with best-
; estimate methods would allow meaningful comparisons to test data to be made.
i Finally, the staff believes that the responsibility to assure the correctness
! of the plant safety evaluntions rests with the licensee.
1

Qualification testing can only uncover major code errors and not minor code
errors. This is particularly true for ECCS codes. Present uncertainty bands

j on code calculations of cladding temperatures are on the order of a few hundred
i degrees'due to both calculational and measurement uncertainties and three
: dimensional variations in data. Any. errors which impact the results by less

than this amount would most likely not be detected based on data comparisons.o

Therefore, verification by alternate and/or hand calculations would most
j 'likely be the best way to determine if small errors exist.

!
.
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Some vendors have utilized codes that were developed by organizations other
than their own. There are no requirements that these codes be developed in
acccrdance with any quality assurance procedures, and it is up to the vendors to
assure their accuracy. None of the vendor's procedures distinguish between
codes developed within their organization and those developed outside of their
organization with regard to verification. Since the major part of code veri-
fication is typically done by the code developer, the above methods appear
inadequate, and it could not be determined if quality assurance practices in the
absence of specific procedures were sufficient for verification of codes
developed by others. (See item 2.8 in enclosure (1) of the ENC trip report in
Appendix A.)

7.2 Code Use and Control Practices
7.2.1 Code Use

J

Code users may be either the code developer or others. Errors in code use can
be made in a number of ways, such as errors in input data (e.g., the wrong
number was inadvertently punched on a card.), input data derivation errors
(e.g. , the wrong initial upper head fluid temperature) errors in using code
results (e.g., a code calculation was prematurely terminated resulting in a
wrong output parameter value) and code applicability errors (using a code for
a set of conditions for which the code was not intended to be used).

Project ECCS files that document the ECCS calculations for specific plant
analyses were examined in a few of the vendor organizations. These files were
generally well organized and documented. Input data derivation and trace-
ability to the source was thorough. While verification is performed on the
input data derivation information, there does not appear to be any checking or
review of this information after it has been transferred to the actual code
input (e.g., on punched cards). Most of the ECCS codes however, print out the
input data so that the input actually used can be checked as part of the'

output verification. In some instances, calculations are submitted to NRC
before the checkout and verification work is completed and properly documented
(see item C.13 of enclosure (1) to CE trip report in Appendix A).

7.2.2 Code Control

Codes are usually controlled and maintained by a code custodian. The responsibility
'

,

of the code custodian is to see that the proper, approved, versions are being
used for analyses, and that all code modifications are done in accordance with j
established procedures.

8.0 Observations

Appendix A to this report contains trip reports issued by the Analysis Branch
of NRR after each vendor inspection. Apper. dix B to this report contains
inspection reports issued by the Region IV Office of Inspection and Enforcement
af ter each vendor inspection. These reports document specific observations
made during the inspections.

I

l
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8.1 -NRR Trip Reports,
'

After each inspection, a trip report documenting the NRR staff's observation
,

was-issued and a copy placed in the Public Document Room. Each vendor was
advised of the availability of the trip report.

8.2 Region IV Inspection Reports

As. stated previously, Region IV inspections have two distinct objectives;
(1) to determine if the vendor's procedures fulfill the commitments of the
approved quality assurance program, and (2)'to determine if the vendors are
following their procedures.

Failure to do either of the above is cited by the inspector as a deviation,
which requires corrective action including the identification of measures to
be taken to prevent recurrence.

1

At the end of each inspection, the IE inspectors conduct an exit interview
with the vendor management, at which the vendor is advised of any deviations
found. During the exit interviews for the inspections conducted for this4

review, thC NRR staff also advised the vendors of the staff's observations and
any items for their consideration.

Subsequent to each inspection, Region IV issues a formal inspection report to
';

the inspected organization. These reports identify deviations, as well as
i other items for consideration. The vendors are required to respond within

30 days to any deviations identified. This response must identify the correc-
| tive action and any measures to prevent recurrence. Vendor responses to the
i inspections conducted for this review are provided in Appendix C.

i 8.3 Deviations

One deviation, the lack of a procedures to report change to the evaluation
model to the NRC as required by Appendix K to 10 CFR 50, was found at three of
the inspected vendors. This deviation was found during the third of the five

4

; inspections, and the two vendors inspected earlier whose procedures were not
specifically reviewed for this requirement, were inspected for compliance at |

the next scheduled inspection (early CY'79) |
1

Other deviations involving failure to follow procedures were found at all of )
the inspected vendor organizations.

|! 9.0 ACRS Comments

On January 16, 1979, the NRR staff presented its preliminary conclusions and
recommendations from.the code' inspections to the ACRS ECCS subcommittee and

,

! its consultants.. The Subcommittee commended the NRR staff on its trip reports
(Appendix A) and raised numerous questions on the code development process,

! along with some concerns in. specific areas. These were discussed at length,
and the subcommittee concerns and comments are considered in the conclusions
and recommendations of this report.

. . - . ... - - . . .- . - . . - . - _ - - _ _ . .-. -- . -- -. ,
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There were-no unresolved areas of concern. The subcommittee chairman informed
the full committee in February,1979 of the outcome of the subcomittee meeting.
The full committee has not requested a briefing by the staff.

A

10.0 Conclusions

As a result of observing vendor practices in the area of thermal-hydraulic
safety analysis code quality control, a number of conclusions were drawn.
These conclusions either address the general adequacy of existing controls
(section 10.1) or identify deficiencies in present practices and procedures
(section 10.2 through 10.4).

.

10.1 General Adequacy of Existing QA Requirements
.

A. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B and Regulatory Guide 1.64, which endorses
ANSI N45.2.ll-1974, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
Nuclear Power Plants," are considered acceptable controls for the development'

i and use of computer codes. The licensing procedures and criteria for
accepting QA programs are contained in Standard Review Plan sections 17.1
and 17.2, which address the applicability of Regulatory Guide 1.64

; (ANSI N45.2.ll-1974).

B. Based on review of the vendors' computer code quality assurance procedures,'

the NRR staff concludes that the vendors' procedures are reasonably
uniform in content, scope, and applicability, and are generally accept-
able for application to safety analysis computer code development and
use. However, there were observed cases where the procedures do not

i adequately address key elements of the design and safety analysis process.
Examples of these, which are discussed in more detail later in this
section, are listed below:

1. Content and organization of code files

2. Verification

3. Documentation
,

'

C. The vendors are continually revising their procedures to eliminate
ambiguities, extend applicability, and, in general to improve them. In
some cases it was found that present procedures are the fourth or fifth
revisions of procedures that existed four years ago, or that procedures ,

in force today did not even exist four years ago. |
|

D. The staff believes that staff audit calculations of vendor analyses |

-provide a necessary indpendent check on the adequacy of vendor computer
models. Previous experience has shown the NRC audit calculations to be
beneficial in uncovering errors in vendor models. In addition, they
provide increased confidence in the adequacy of vendor models by staff j

confirmation of vendor analysis conclusions. |

_ _ _ _
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E. - Among the computer codes audited, the ECCS code files were generally
better organized than the non-ECCS code files. This was primarily because
of the stricter NRC requirements placed on ECCS codes and the greater
attention:given to them by NRC.

F. Most of the errors' reported to date were introduced into the codes during
the code's development, or at times when major revisions were made. In
particular, many of the reported errors were made during the initial
period of compliance with the ECCS rule (10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to
10 CFR 50) in 1974.

G. The codes are generally developed and used in accordance with established
procedures and good engineering practices, and it is expected that major
errors should have a low probability of occurrence if these procedures and
practices are properly followed, and the codes are adequately verified
through alternate calculations and. qualification testing.

H. The percentage of errors that:are found after a computer code is released
is small compared to the percentage found during code development and

-checkout, based on vendor estimates. While no actual statistics exist,
the vendors agreed that most of the errors are found during development.

I. Independent verification is primarily by design review. A majority of
verification work' utilizing methods other than design review is usually !done by the developer. Based on the observed vendor engineering practices, !

independent verification by design review is acceptable if other methods
(alternate calculations or qualification testing) are performed as well.
The other methods do not necessarily have to be performed independently,
however. If independent verification by other methods is feasible however,
we would strongly encourage its use.

10.2 Enforcement of Existina Regulations,

The following conclusions pertain to area of code development in which
ANSI N45.2.ll-1974 requires procedures where procedures presently do notexist. Table 10.1 summarizes these areas.

A. Code Identification

In one case, it was found that more than one version of a code existed,
yet both versions had the same identification (see item III of enclosure 2
to B&W trip report in Appendix A). The requirement for a procedure

' requiring appropriate identification of codes and code revisions is
identified in sections-4.2 and 4.5 of ANSI N45.2.ll-1974.

B. Formal Notification to Code Users of Code Modifications and/or Changes in
Code Status

In one case, it was found that-the only way code modifications and/or
changes ~in code status were transmitted to the users was by the code

| custodian informally telling the' users, with no formal tran'smittal

!
!

l

,
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|

TABLE 10.1

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT REQUIRED TO MEET ANSI N45.2.ll-1974

REQUIREMENT LOCATION IN
ITEM ANSI N45.2.11

1. Procedures for Code Identification 4.2, 4.5

2. Procedures for formal notification of code
users of any code changes and/or changes in
code status 8.0

3. Procedures for Correcting Codes
with Errors 9.0

4. Procedures for follow-up and close-out
actions when problems with codes are
identified 9.0

5. Procedure which requires that procedures
be examined in the event of an error to ,

determine if the error was caused by a
fault of the procedure 9. 2

6. Procedures for documenting verification
scope 6.1, 6.3

7. Procedures for using codes in applications
other than those for which the code was
originally developed 6.2

8. Procedures for using codes in overall
analysis models (whare a model is
composed of two or rore codes) 6.2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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identifying the changes. (See item 3.6 of enclosure 2 to Exxon trip
report in Appendix A.) The requirement for a procedure requiring the
formal notification to users of code modifications and/or changes in code
status is identified in section 9.0 of ANSI N45.2.11-1974.

C. Correcting Codes with Errors and Follow-up Actions When Problems with
Codes are Identified

In one case it was found that an organization did not have a procedure
requiring the correcting of codes with known errors and another organiza-
tion did not procedurally control the follow-up and closecut of problems
identified with codes (see item B.9 of enclosure 1 of GE trip report and
item 2.11 of enclosure 1 of ENC trip report in Appendix A). Both of
these items require procedures by section 9 of ANSI N45.2.11-1974.

D. Reexamination of Procedures in the Event of an Error

The staff found that one organization (see item A.9 of enclosure 2 of
Westinghouse trip report) did not require that procedures be reeAamined
to determine if a code error was the fault of the procedures. The
requirement for such a procedure reexamination is in section 9 of
ANSI N45.2.ll-1974.

! E. Documentation of Verification Scope

For almost all the vendors, the scope of verification efforts was not
documented (see item 3.10, section 2, enclosure 1 of ENC trip report;
item B.4, enclosure 1 of GE trip report; item 4.17, enclosure 2 of
Westinghouse trip report; and item 2.3, enclosure 1 of CE trip report,
all in Appendix A). The requirement for such a procedure, particularly a
checklist similar to that found in section 3.2 of ANSI N45.2.ll-1974 is
in sections 6.1 and 6.3 of ANSI N45.2.ll-1974.

F. Use of Codes Outside of Intended Range and in Overall Analysis Methods

Present vendor procedures appear to only address code verification and
code use within the context of an individual code being used within its
intended range of application. In one instance, it was found that an
error resulted because a vendor used a code incorrectly as part of an
overall evaluation model (see item C.3 of enclosure 1 of GE trip report).
This could have possibly been precluded had a procedure existed requiring
the verification effort to consider integral code use as part of a more
extensive analysis model (e.g., evaluation model).

Similarly, another vendor applied a transient code to a problem outside '

; of its intended range (see section 4.2.2). It is believed this would not
~

have happened had a code verification procedure been in place requiring
verification of code application.

The procedures identified above are considered required by.section 6.2 of
ANSI N45.2.ll-1974.

. .
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Since the items identified above are all considered to be required by
ANSI N45.2.ll-1974, IE will inspect each vendor for these procedures at a
future scheduled inspection and require these procedures if they already do
not exist.

,

10.3 Additional Recommendations for Improvement
,

The following items are presently not required by existing regulations, regu-
latory guidance, or ANSI standards. As such, they are presented as recommen-

: dations for further consideration.

A. Reporting of Computer Code and Analysis Model Errors and/or Deficiencies'

I 10 CFR 21 and 10 CFR 50.55 set forth the requirements for the reporting
of defects and noncompliance for operating plants and construction permit
applications respectively. In particular, 21.21(b)(2) requires " Initial
notification... shall be made within two days following receipt of the
information," and that "...if initial notification is by means other than
written communication, a written report shall be submitted to the appro-
priate office within 5 days after the information is obtai ed."

Part 50.55(e) states, in part, "The holder of a construction permit shall
within 24 hours notify the appropriate Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Inspection and Enforcement Regional Office of each Reportable Deficiency."'

All vendors procedures included a prcs. ion for reporting code errors or
deficiencies. These were called a PSC (Potential Safety Concern), a PRC
(Potential Reportable Concern), or something similar. Potential Safety

Concern reports are initiated at the staff leve', or above (see item B.10
of enclosure 1 of GE trip report in Appendix A for example).,

If the engineer decides that the problem, whatever it may be, is not
considered reportable, then it goes no further, with no documented justi-
fication as to why it was not reportable.

4

Of more importance however, is the lack of requirements for vendors to
complete the necessary evaluation in a timely manner once a poi.ential |

concern has been identified. From the vendor design review files (
examined, these evaluations of potential safety concerns took anywhere i

from a few days to about 9 months.
! The vendors have been found to be in compliance with the requirements of

]
10 CFR 21 or 10 CFR 50.55, , in that the only time limits they are required,

to meet are those set forth in 10 CFR 21 and 10 CFR 50.55 from when the
potential error or deficiency was judged to be real and reportable.

.

1

It is therefore recom. rended that NRC should consider the establishment of !

specific time limits for vendor evaluation of potential safety concerns, |
and requirements for more thorough documentation by vendors of the dispo-
sition of potential safety concerns found not reportable. Alternatively,
reporting requirements to NRC of potential safety concerns when they are

.. ._
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filed in vendor organizations might also be considered. Expansion of any )
requirements to the industry in general (applicants and licensees) may
also be desirable. i

B. Errors and/or Model Changes' Not Reportable Under 10 CFR 21

Vendors are not required to report any model errors found or changes made
to safety analysis codes (see item 2.2 of the enclosure to CE trip report
in Appendix A for example). For changes made to previously approved
codes, the only way the staff can become aware of the change is if the'

vendor voluntarily notifies the staff, or if the SAR does not identify
the code as staff-approved.

With regard to transient analysis code errors, correction of errors to
comply with staff-approved models does not require any reporting of the
errors as long as reanalyses with the corrected code do not invalidate
any previously approved technical specifications limits. Moreover, the
vendors have no requirements to reanalyze with the corrected code all
plants whose technical specifications were based on the code with the
error.

Even if the vendor does report the error to the applicant, the applicant's
sworn affadavit attesting to the correctness of the submitted analyses
remains valid because the affadavit attested only that the allowable
limits were not exceeded, not that the specific results were correct.
Only if the applicant is made aware that the error results in allowable
limits being exceeded is he' require 6 to notify the Commission that the
affadavit is no longer correct. It is recommended that NRC should con-
sider the establishment of specific criteria for the reporting to NRC of
errors and modifications in non-ECCS safety analysis codes. In particular,
the consideration should be extended to other types of codes (e.g.,
seismic, structural) as well as Thermal-hydraulic Safety Analysis Codes.

C. Code Classification Levels

All of the vendors have defined code classifications, such as master
code, developmental code, conditionally certified code, and fully certi-
fied code. While most safety analysis codes have been in use long enough
that they should be classified in the highest quality category, in practice
most of them remain in classifications less than the highest category"

(for example, see 3.9 of enclosure 1 of ENC trip report and item VIII of
enclosure 2 to B&W trip report, both in Appendix A).

4

Codes used for safety analyses should be maintained in the highest quality
category. It is recommended that NRC consider establishing specific
requirements that would require vendor procedures to identify the maximum
time a code used for safety analyses can be maintained in less that the
highest quality category before it must be recategorized into the highest,

category.
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D. Independent. Verification

The majority of code verification was found to be done by the code
developer and not by the independent verifier. Most of the independent
verification work was done by design review in the case of codes developed
internal to the user. organization. For codes developed outside of the
user organization (e.g., developed by an independent contractor), there
is no requirement that the outside organization meet the requirements of
ANSI N45.2.ll-1974 or that'the developer operate under an approved QA
program. (See item 2.8 of enclosure 1 of ENC trip report in Appendix A.)
The user organization is only required to verify the code, and thus could
verify it.only by design review. Codes developed external to the user
organization should receive verification more extensive than design
review only. Therefore, NRC should consider establishment of requirements
for independent verification of codes by other means in addition to
design review if the code is not developed within the user organization
or under an NRC-approved QA program.

E. Code File Index

None of the vendors inspected produced an index of the project or code
development files. T..;s made it extremely difficult for both NRR and IE
to determine what information was contained in a file (see item 2.1 of
the enclosure to the CE trip report in Appendix A for example). Typically,
the staff would request information on a code and, as questions arose,
the vendors would produce more documents.

If a central index existed listing all documents composing the code
design or project file, it would be advantageous to each vendor and also
greatly aid NRC during inspections. Therefore, NRC should consider the
need for a requirement for vendors to keep central indices for all code
design and project files.

F. Code Submittals

In two cases it was found'that code analyses results were submitted to
NRC for approval prior to completion of all verification workc specific-
ally the signing and. dating of forms by the independent verifier. (Seeitem 2.6 of enclosure 1 to ENC trip report and item 2.13 of the enclosure
to the W trip report, both in Appendix A.)

In one case, this practice has been corrected. In the other, confirmation
of one or two items was needed to' complete verification. However, verifi-
cation is considered complete only when the independent verifier signs
and dates the. appropriate form. The staff has always assumed that infor-
mation submitted for review ~and approval has been properly verified.;

! Therefore, NRC should assess the need for a requirement that vendors
i complete all QA requirements through independent verification prior to

submitting any information to NRC for review and approval.

i
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! As a result of this,.the staff intends to confirm early in . technical
i. . reviews that all verification work has been completed. This will most
! likely be done through the normal question and answer process.

G. Topical Reports.

It appears 'that while computer codes undergo S.n independent verification,,

there is no requirement for the topical reports that describe such codes
. to. undergo a similar independent verification for correctness. Moreover,.

.there are no requirements for vendors to correct errors in the topical
reports.(see'iten A.ll in enclosure.(2)=of Westinghouse trip report).
Since the NRC staff presently bases its review and approval of computer
codes on the topical reports submitted, NRC should consider the need for
requirements for vendors to independently' verify the topical reports
describing codes submitted to NRC.

i H. Extension of Code QA/QC Practices

i The_ inspections performed in this study focused on computar codes from
one area'of nuclear plant design, namely thermal-hydraulic safety analysis
codes. From this, the staff obtained a fair understanding of NSSS vendor'

and fuel supplier quality assurance procedures for all types of codes.'

We do .not recommend any further investigations in the near future for,

-other types of codes used in NSSS vendor or fuel supplier organizations.*

However, NRC should consider conducting similar investigations of computer<

code quality assurance practices and procedures in other areas of the
,

nuclear industry (e.g. , architect-engineeri.ng firms, utilities, and NRC
; contractors). In addition, NRC should cons;.1er the need to setup internal
; quality assurance procedures for staff engineering audit calculations.

I. Quality of Information Submitted to NRC
.

Some of the reactor vendors expressed a view that NRC performed an inde-
pendent = check of their calculations. NRC does not have the capability to
independently check all vendor calculations. Staff analyses are of the'

audit type in~ selected areas and are not meant to' confirm completely the,
' adequacy of a design. ~ Therefore, vendors and applicants (or licensees)

should be reminded that they are fully responsible for the quality of
their' calculations. Moreover, NRC should consider the need for generic

; .submittals, code descriptions, and all engineering calculations to be
,' accompanied by an affadavit from the vendor attesting to the correctness

of the i.M crmation submitted as is required for docket submittals by
. applicants.
1

10.4 Additional Actions'to be Performed by the Staff

| A. NRR-IE Interface |
t i

Both the NRR and IE staff benefited from the' experience gained in the |,

: inspections. In addition, the staff believes'that many of the inspected
: organizations benefited from the NRC's review of their code development

procedures.

,

;

;

E
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Based on reviews of vendor code files, the quality of staff review of
computer code topical reports could be increased, and the time required
to review a code could possibly be decreased if the reviewer had access
to a code file during the review (for example, during a scheduled IE
inspection). The reason for this is that much information normally not
submitted in a topical report exists in the code files. For the most
part, the NRR reviewee is not aware of this information and would not ask
for it during the normal review. Knowledge of what is in the files would
aid the reviewer in developing specific questions (as opposed to a general
probing type of question) and would broaden his insight into the code
development. In addition, the NRR reviewer could assist the IE inspectors
to determine specific areas they shouid inspect.

Based on the above, the NRR staff intends to work with IE more closely
during inspections of vendor code development practices.

B. IE Procedure Development

IE utilizes inspection procedures in conducting inspections. No procedures
provide specific guidance, however, on the inspection of computer code
development and use, particularly in identifying what areas should be
inspected and to what depth. Since an inspector is not expected to be
aware of detailed problems or areas of concerns NRR may have with codes,
an inspector's conclusion that a procedural requirement has been met does
not necessarily mean that the work is either applicable or complete. For
example, all that may be required procedurally to demonstrate that a code
has been verified is a signature of the independent verifier. The IE,

inspector would find this acceptable since this is all the documentation
required by the procedure. However, the verification work done may be
wholly inadequate or insufficient for the problem at hand. With an
inspection procedure specific to computer codes, then more detailed
guidance would be available to the inspector regarding what areas should I

be inspected in more detail than others, what areas are of more concern '

than others, etc.

Therefore, the IE staff will consider developing inspection procedures i
for computer code development and use.

C. Review of Additional ANSI Standards

In addition to ANSI N.45.2.11-1974 endorsed by NRC, there are two additional
ANSI standards presently available which pertain to quality assurance for
computer code development and use. These standards have not been endorsed
by NRC however. '

. Therefore, NRC should review ANSI-N413, " Guidelines for the Documentation
of Computer Programs" and ANSI /ANS-10.5-1979, " Guidelines for Considering
User Needs in Program Development." If found useful and acceptable,
these standards should be officially endorsed by NRC through issuance of ;
a Regulatory Guide.1

j
1

l

|
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D. Requirement Clarification,

- As stated previously, the applicability of- ANSI N.45.2.11-1974 to computer
: code development and use has not been clearly defined. IE initially did

not consider certain recommendations for procedures as required by exist-
.

ing regulatory guidance. Subsequent interpretation by the Quality
I- Assurance Branch,-NRR has determined these recommended procedures are
i required by ANSI N45.2.ll-1974. The Quality Assurance Branch has taken

steps to provide clearer guidance _in the-Standard Review Plan as to the
controls that apply to the development and use of computer codes.
Specifically, the controls being required in Chapter 17 (Quality Assur-
ance Program) of Safety Analysis-Report by the revised Standard Review
Plan are as follows (the underlined sections. indicate revisions);

4

1. Activities related to Quality Assurance Program (17.1.2) are accept-;

able if:

c. A commitment that the development, control, and use of computer
: code programs will be conducted in accordance with the QA
! program and a description of how the QA program will be applied.

2. Activities related to Design Control (17.1.3) are acceptable if:

- 3A The scope of the design control program includes design activi-.

; ties associated with the preparation and review of design
documents including the correct translation of applicable
regulatory requirements and design bases into design, procure-

| ment and procedural documents. Included in the scope are such
i activities as field design engineering; physics, seismic,

stress, thermal, hydraulic, radiation, and the SAR accident4

i analyses; associated computer programs; compatibility of
i materials; accessibility for inservice inspection, maintenance,'

and repair; and quality standards.
i
; 3B Organizational responsibilities are described for preparing,
i reviewing, approving, and verifying design documents such as
4 system descriptions, design input-and criteria, design drawings,
.

design analyses, computer programs, specifications, and procedures.
I

! 3C1 Errors and deficiencies in approved design documents, including
| design methods (such as computer codes) that could adversely
j affect structures, systems, and components important to safety
i are documented; and action is taken to assure that all errors

and deficiencies are corrected. I
4 -

1- 1

} 3E2 . Procedures are established and described for design verification !

activities which assure the following: l
,

i :

Proce' dural control is established for design documents. c.
4 that reflect the commitments of the SAR; this control

differentiates between documents that receiv'e formal
|

*

1

.

W

A
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design verification by interdisciplinary or multi-
organizational teams and those which can be reviewed by a
single individual (a signature and dr.te is acceptable
documentation for personnel certification). Design docu-
ments subject to procedural control include, but are not
limited to specifications, calculations, computer programs,
system descriptions, SAR when used as a design documents,
and drawings including flow diagrams, piping and instrument
diagrams, control logic diagrams, electrical single line
diagrams, structural systems for major facilities, site
arrangements, and equipment locations. Specialized reviews
should be used when uniqueness or special design consider-
ations warrant.

3E4 Procedures are established to assure that verified computer
codes are certified for use and that their use is specified.

Activities related to Document Control (17.1.6) are acceptable if:

6Al The scope of the document control program is described, and the
types of controlled documents are identified. As a minimum,
controlled documents include:

a. Design documents (e.g., calculations, drawings, specifica-
tions, analyses) including documents related to computer
codes.

Activities related to Nonconforming Materials. Parts, or
Componeng (17.1.15) are acceptable if:

.

15.1 Procedures are established and described for identifica-
tion, documentation, segregation, review, disposition, and
notification to affected organizations of nonconforming
materials, parts, components and as applicable to services
(including computer codes) if disposition is other than to
scrap. The procedures provide for an independent review
of nonconformances, including disposition and closeout.

|

i
|

I
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MEMORANDUM FOR: I. R. Rosztoc:y, Chief, Ans!ysis Branch. 055

FRCM: 8. W. Sheron, Analyst, 3 ranch

THAU: L. E. Phillips, Section Leader, Analysis Snnch. 055 07.4
SL'8 JECT: TRIP REPORT: INS 7ECTION OF ENC QA CONTROLS FOR SAFETY

ANALYSIS CCCE DEVELOPMENT

Enclosure (1) doc:anents the report of the tMp which Paul Marian, Rene
Audet:a, and I took to ENC on October 31 - Novemoer 2,1978. The purpose

; of this trip was to acccacany the Region IV inspector (O. Anderson) on
their inspection of ENC's QA controls for Safety Analysis Code Development
in the thermal. hydraulic area.

The observations reported in Enclosure (1) are consisunt with the inspection
recort. While these observaticns may imply recomended enanges to the
procedures, it is not the intent of this report to put forth suca
recosmendations. The final report doc:anenting the results of the entire
review will present any rec:runendations and conclusions.

Q> C0 ~ in

Enclosure * Ed "" N* M P'"
Analysis Branch.as sutad Division of Systams Safety

| c:: R. Mattson
R. Tedesco'

T. Novak
K. Kniel
R. 3'icxley, Region IV

|

| 3. Anderson, Region IV
( C. Hale, Region IV

W. Ruther'ord IE
A. Satas, Acas
W. Lyon, RES
W. Maas, OPM
J. Gilny, OPM
5. Manauer, CO
?. Morinn
R. Aucet.a
?OR

| ".cntsc:
l 1RR:3. ihenn

Ext. 27EBS
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; ENCLOSURE 1
!

1.0 Int-oduction
i

On October 31 - Novester 2,1978, P. Norian, 3. Sheron, and R. Audette
;

i accompanied D. Anderson of Region IV on an inspection of ENC's QA controls

{ for Safety Analysis code development in the thermal-hydraulic area.
|
1

The two caputer codes originally intended to be inspected were RELAX and

| PTS-BWR. It was learned that the RELAX code was still under development
i

and that very little doc: mentation was available. RELAX's predecessor,'

i

i RELAP, was therefore looked at.

:
1 The PTS-aWR code is used to predict the transient behavior of SWRs for nori-
;

LOCA events. RELAP is used to calculate the blowcown and the reflood hycraulics

! of the LCCA accident. Unlike previous inspections, Exxon has not reported

i any code errors to date, and therefore no examples of previous errors were

| traced through t.e procedures,
i

j 2.0 Areas for Consideration by Exxon Manacement

i The following 15 f tans were identified to the Exxon sanagement for consideration

j at the end of the inspection, and are docunented as follows:
1

1 1. There are no formal procedures for the docunentation, timely assess-
i

! ment, and resolution of potential safety concerns, nor are cert any

procedures for reporting EC::5 model changes per the requirements of,

I 10 CFR S0, Appendix X.
1

2. Thert are no procedures considered by Exxon to be acplicacie t =ce

j develotsient. Existing procedurts are only ensidered accitesole c
i

j code use.

3. Verification information snould be docuented in the project files.

Exxon also statec tnat Management signatures on tootcal recort =nstituted

verifiestion by design review. We do not believe this to be an acceatacle
,

.
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method of verificatien.

4 When changes are made to the code, lettars to c:de users informing

them of the change (s) should be issued and included in the code file.

When code versions are approved, the approval letters should be kent

in code file.

5. In some instancas, signatures indicating that independent checks were

perfomed on final calculations were not found.

6. It was fbund in some cases that input data calculations were dated

af'ar the ECCS analyses were completed and the topical report aoproved

by Exxon Management and submittad to NRC. Independent checks were

dated as mucn as three months after Management accreval. (~his was fcund

by Exxon in previous internal audits and corrective action taken.),

7. There is no procedure sich mquires input data, as it is put into

the ende, to be independently checked.

S. Exxon should have procedures specific s how codes developed by Exxcn

contractors are to be checked out and verified by Exxon. These ;ro-;

cedures should be more specific than those that presently exist in

the area of verification requirements.

| 9. Procedures do not exist whi'ch describe the detailed precarstien,

develooment, review, approval and control of camouter codes.,

10. Procedures related to code develegnant activities saculd address the

dautis of precarstion, c:moletion, checking, signing, identification,

; indexing, etc. of calculation fer.ns.

2

,
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11. Procedures do not address hcw Mastar codes which c:ntain acmitted

l errors, are to be flagged and corrected.
!

| 12. The catagorization of codes into three classes; mastar, develocmental, and

I special, does not appear to be suf*icient to assure protaction of NRC-
|

| approved code *. More specific categorization which provides battar
i

i protection of MRC-epproved c= des against unauthori:nd modification is

! ree:-ended.
1

j 13. There is no evidence that code design and project files an indexed, nor

f is there any requirement that they be indexed. Without indexing,
i

thert is no record of what documents c:nstituta a c:de design or project
]

; fil a.
J

^

14. Definitions in procedure XN-NF-500,002 should be more extansive, enc mpassing
1

i such itans as verification, qualification, etc...

) 15. In some instances, calculational files are only signed by the checkar
i
1 on the first page. This signature is intanded to indicate that all

pages of the calculation wrt checked. Settar c nfidenca that all pages
;

were checked would be obtained if (1) al' pages were signed, and (2)

ce checker documented in a brief statament the extant and sc:ce of the

cneck.
!,

3.0 Other Obserrattens !

! 3.1 Exxon does not c:nsider their procedures apolicable s c:meuter c:ce
.

develocment, but only to use. The =ca custodian nomally makes a

enange ts the c:ce and decks out me ef#ect of the enange himself.
,

The incepencent verificaticn =mes about with =de usa. At -he ti:ne

ce coce is used, the ince:endant enecker verifies all enanges 9 ace

:reviously. It does not accear that -he sviewer c:ule even tetamine

j wnat, if any, revious =ce Onanges nad n Ce answer.

A-4
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3.2 Code changes made are docJrented in a notacock entitled "RELAP Cocu-

mentation UCC". They contain a code listing showing the updates, and a

compariton of the results to a standard case in order to detennine

the effects. The standard case is supposedly a short ranning problem
; !

which tes*a many of the RELAP features. The comparisons are :nada at

0, .2, .5 seconds of transient time. The theory is that minor effects
,

on the standard case will be minor for a big plant. Conversely, large
' effects on the standard case are further investigated with large plant

| analyses.

3.3 For the ECCS analyses of the R. E. Ginna plant, the input data

derivation frts SAR infonnation was well-documented and signed by both the

developer and checker. Any comparison of the results however, with
i

| other data, (i.e., previous calculations, etc.), was not documented.

There was no signed calculational fone that the output was reasonable,

or that it was independently verified. Exxon stated that the Manager

signof" signatures on the first page of IN-NF-77-58 (ECCS Analysis for

| the R. E. Ginna Reactor with ENG WREM-II PWK Evaluation .w del) con-o

I
| stituted the signature of the verifier (s).

?.4 The design file contained all changes (version) to the code. For

changes wnich were made but not submitted to NRC, doc; mentation was

l not thorougn. However, when a Sture version was submittad to NRC,

all crevious changes were included, and me design file contains

appitcaele pages of the sutstittal in wica all changes were descMbed.

Appmval letten from NRC are not incluced in the files hewever.

3.5 For the GINNA analyses, the TOCDEE calculations have me olaca on ce

comcuter cutout for the precarer and cr.ecker to sign. No signatures

were found per 5.3.1 of XN-NF 100,002. Also, no places for signa ures

h-5
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were found on the RELAP calculations, and no calculational forns

j (signed) wre found, per XN-NF-500,002,

3.5 The design record file did not contain intamal letters infonning user's

of code modifications as they are made. The code cust:dian shoulc issue

such a letter.
1

3.7 When Exxon takes over responsibility of code, then it falls under QA.

Exxon does have design reviewers with the centractors, but they are not

required by procedures.

3.3 Exxon stated that wnen code changes are c:ntemolated, a staff :neeting

is held to discuss the proposed changes. Changes are put into the c:de

by either the engineer who proposed the enange, or the esde cust:dian.

There is no fennal doc:anentation of the change except wnat the code

custodian puu into his notebook, and no letter is issued ti code user's

informing them of the change.

3.9 Exxon s%ted that RELAP will always be a developmental code because

it cannot :neet Master code standards. There is no requirement for

centro 111ng develognantal ceces or for defining how long a c:ce can

ranain in the develonnental stage.

! 3.10 Exxon management also checks wort before it goes out wnich is a nire

review and above the nonnal develognent review and inde:endent

verification.

.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: I. R. Roszteczy, Chief, Analysis Branen, 053

FROM: S. W. Sheron, Analysis 3 ranch, Reactor Analysis Section, 055

THRU: L. E. Phillips, Section Leader, Reactor Analysis Section,
Analysis Branch, 053 4 [ [

SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT: INSPECTION OF 3&W QA CCNTROLS FOR SAFETY
ANALYSIS C00E DEVELOPMENT

Enclosures (1) and (2) canoMse the report of the trip which you and I
took to B&W on 3/29-9/1. The purpose of this trip was to ace:moany :he
Region IV inspector (R. SMckley) on his inspection of B&W's CA controls
for Safety Analysis Code Cevelopment in the thermal-hydraulic area.

Encicsure (1) sunneMzes the overall obseriations of their code CA control,
and Enclosure (2) provides more detailed infomation on specific obseria-
tions. These observations are consistent with the inspection report.
While these observations may imply reconnended changes to the procedures,
it is not the intent of this report to put forth such reconnendations.
The final report documenting the results of the entire review will
present any reconnendations and conclusions.

\-

tv u 4m.

Srian W. Sharon
Analysis Branch
Reactor Analysis Section
Division of Systans Safety

( c:: R. Mattson A. Sates, AC25
; D. Ross W. Lyon, RES
' T. Novak W. Haass, OPM

X. Xniel J. Gilray, OPM
R. SM ckley, Region IV 5. Hanauer, EDO
0. Anderson, Region IV FCR
". Hale, Region IV
W. Ruther ord, IId

Centact: 3. W. Sheron, NRR, X27588

|
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Enclosure 1

Sumarv of Overs 11 Obsanations

!

; The inspection pico was to audit one ECCS code and one transient code.

The codes selected were the TiiETA code (ECCS hot pin) and TRAP code

(stnam line break). In addition, a review of circumstances which
'

led to the discovery and correction of 3 previous code errors was also

performed. The audit started with the TRAP code, and it was soon

realized that ame in order to do a thorough audit,

additional time wuld be needed for the TRAP code, and it was decided

to eliminate the THETA code audit from the inspection. Early develop-

ment of the TRAF code (about 1972) was not based on the peccedures 03at'

exist today, but on what appeared to be less definitive procedures

that existed at the time the code was initially being developed.

^

Comparisons between procedures which existed then and new pointed

out the developmental nature of the procedures, in general. While some

weaknesses existed in early documentation requirements, thers was
' evidence that sound engineering practices wars probably folicwed despite

l

a lack of doc:snentation.

The basic c:ncerns in the precadures aapeared to be in the areas of
1

independent review and verification, the details of which are discussed '

in Enclostia (2).

A-8
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It is also noted that the documentation files showed that during the

development of the code, numerous errors were discovered and corrected

and/or modifications and improvements made as part of the development

process.

Of the three errors looked at there was no basic pattern observed or'

conclusion reach on either the nature of the errors, or the method of

discovery. Stric*ar procedures might have caught these errors, but it

cannot be said with any certainty. At the conclusion of the meeting,

Z. Rosztec:y informed S&W management of the NRR observations (no obligation

on 3&W's part to revise their procedures based on these observations),

and R. 3rickley presented the inspection findings.

|

|

|

| A-9
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Enclosure 2

] Results of 3G Inspection 8/29-31/78

A. General Observations
;

4

i I. Role of Indecendent Review in the Develocment and Ndifiestion i

| of Comouter Coces i

I Mumerous errors have been found in the TRAP code during last year.
4

1
i Most errors found " coincidentally" and after the program has been
I released by Technical Staff for production use.
j

Present BW procedures do not recuire independent review of equations,

] models and/or methods prior or subsequent to programming. Present

) practica is to appoint same person (cogni: ant engineer) for both
,

i jobs; development of methods, equations, etc. , and reviewing the
,

!
i program for use. Selection of Jndependent reviewer for second
d

job has potential to reduce masber of code errors going undetected.

II. 3W procedures requirt a computer code be verif'ed by, in part,
J

a comoarison of at least 2 independent cases using the pregram

and comparison with at. least one of the fo11cwing:

a) Experimental Results

; b) Closed form solution
i

c) Results of other accented codes.

When program is considered consisant with acclicsole NRC requia-ions
'

anc regulatory guidelines, a, b, e accve are waivec. This accears

inconsistent eith .he recuireents of AtlSI stancard NM.2.11 as

A-10
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well as with Accendix X to 10C7R50. The responsibility to assure

the correctness of the plant safety evaluation rests with the

applicant; independent of how detailed Requiatory requirenents are,

even in cases wnere Regulatory _ requirrments are purposely unrealistic

in some respect. The computer code can still be checked against

experimental data, for example, by bypassing certain models in the

code. Verification of these codes (under requirements of Appendix K)

is considered equally important as verification of other safety

analysis codes.

III. Termination of Certification

No procedure exists which specifies hcw to tarninate a code versicn
I

which has been found to be in error or has been superceded by a

new version. Numerous versions of the TRAP code were certified for

use concurrently with others which have known errors.
.

Fomel, well documented procedures saculd exist for the ter-nination

of certification.
4

1

Corrected versions of the code should be clearly identified my different

version nummer or equivalent.>

1

IV. Cadfication Oce:nnentation

Present procedures do not require a centn1 car.ification file 'or

j c::moutar codes. Individual code files are teot at different !ccaticns.

*he :rtsent ; recs dure (NPG 0902-06) equins -he selecticn of a

recrtsentative tst case and the 31acement of 31s test case in

i

9
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the car *1fication file. As modifications are made to the program,

the calculations used to verify the modification have to be placed
,

'
in the certification file. In the case of full or conditional

j certification, it is also required that the applicab:e staff manager

or engineer, respectively place original documentation in the certi-
' fication file. Original documentation, however, is not defined in

the procedures.
4

7he above requirements are not sufficient to establish the documen-

tation requirements for certified camputer programs. More detailed
7

) infomation, as described below, and/or a more detailed listing of

documents which should be placed in the cert'ffcation file should
1

3 be defined.

i

| Form 705-21177, Caputer Program Certification, does not require

; any documentation of wnst is being certified, including what change

! was made to the code, why it was made, etc... The certification
j

| fem should include this infomation. Fom PDS-21177 also requires

j nnly the technical staff manager sign the conditional certification, l
; <

whereas for full certification, the signature of the cogni: ant

programer, cognizant technical staff engineer, and the tecnnical.

t u ff a nager are required. The signatures required for full
'

certification shculd be recuired for conditional cer-ifica:icn.
4

| 'I . P-ocedures do not address recorting of model enanges or ermrs in
i

accordance with Accendix X, nor do -hey address recorting of non-

EC;;5 code ern es. M reover, ?rocedure NPG-0902-06 coes not recuire

,

I

r

A-12
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documentation of analyses performed to justify dismissal of a safety

concern.

VI. The procedures only require fully certified codes contain a repre-

sentative test case to be placed on microfiche in the certification

file, with no similiar requirement for conditionally cenified

codes.

VII. The code manual used in the design section by the d_esign staff does

not agree with the manual in the code certification file and neither

are up to datI. No procedure exists for the code manual to be a

controlled doc.anent.

VIII. The purpose of conditional certification is to permit use of a code

while code verification is being comoteted. Accordingly, conditional

certification is given for specified time period. S&W appears to

routinely extend conditional certification expiration dates without

having a verification program under way. This is considered incon-

sistent with the purcose of conditional certificatien.

|

l
IX. When tr ors were found whfen affect more than one certified version j

of the code, corrections in various versions were not clearly

documented. The possibility exis a for some unc:r ectad versions

to still be available for use.

X. De 3resen ;roceduras are not clear wnetner calculaticns :er#cmed

| to verify enanges and cor sch:3ns are recuirta to foilew existing
!

arocadures (.1PG-CaC2-01) for stocassing Of NPGD ? scarse Calcu tions .
|

|

|
? 1
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S. Observations 'mm 171I-2 ind Bellefonte insoections:

a) Individual calculations when they are perfomed are not certified

correct and are not signed by independent reviewer.

b) When a final calculation is completed (could take more than a year),

the originator signs form SWNP-20210, a reviewer is also assigned

for an independent review and signs the same fem.

c) In both the TMI & Sellefonte cases the results of the (SAR) calcu-
,

lations were released by B&W to t a utility prior to the originator

and the reviewer signing the appropriate fem.
,

d) Casign calculations must follow NPG 0402-01. Calculations per'ormed

for the safety analysis of the plant and in support of licensing of

the plant which are not design calculations,in S&W's opinion do not,

fall under any of the present procedures.

e) If PSC (Potential Safety Concern) is not filed, there is no procedure
|

,

for(1) detemining the impact of the er-or, and (2) the correction

of the error.

C. Insoection of E.xamole Deffefences beviously 31scovered

I. Small Sreak !.CCA Analysis

The worst break location in small break analyses discoverec in Acril,

1978 was the result of an incomplete examination of the smail treak

saect: .im anen the calculations vere per ermed in 1972-72. 3&W,d

at .no time, did not recogni:e the relationship tetneen break area

and break location.

A-14
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The worst case break location was discovered during the course of

generic calculations on small breaks by two individuals. As a

result, a PSC was filed due to the indicated significance of the

error but rior to the evaluation being completed and CA'd. The

NRC was also notified prior to formal management approval of the

evaluation. In general, the notification of NRC was prcmpt, within

a few days of where the new break was first discovered.

B&W did not feel that the present procedures would have uncovered

this erter, although better record-keeping might have helped. In

addition, B&W stated they examined their present precedures for

areas of possible imcrevement and stated none were found. Present

practice was stated as a technical review by the manager of these

types of cakulations, which would include reviewing the bases upon

whien the break spectrum was selected. The actual review process

was unclear for this type of situation, sinca it is a user % riented

type of problem wnich the procedures do not address.

II. Gravity Head Sten Erme

The gravity head sign errce was discovered in the process of caanging

over frem version SPP to version 7 of the CRAFT 2 ::de. Caiculations !
;

resulted in the peak cladding termoerature changing by greater than

20*F, from which it was decided ts notify NRC.

3&W did not know now :ne eme got into the ::ce. Se c ce was generally

enecked in 1972, but the er cr *as not discsvered.
1

|
3&W's preceourts co not resuirt line-by-line checking si ::ces, tu: 1

it 4as felt that line-by-line ;rceabiy wuld have :augnt this tr Or.
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Present practica sometimes includes a line-by-line check of code

modification, but no existing procedure requires this, and no

documentation is required.

For this error, a PSC was not filled out. B&W (Dunn) does not believe'

i- that ncn-compliance with Appendix K is necassarily a safety concern.

The licensing section was informed however, since it was considered

a generic issue. A period of about five months elapsed between the

time the error was discovered to have a greater than 20*F impact and

the time the NRC was informed. Individual plants were not notified,

sinca, in 3&W's coinion the corrected calculations indicated no
'

plants would exceed 2200*F. Since no PSC was generstad, no file on

this error was kept. Occumentation of the 3&W findings is not
,

'

available.

The present procedures do not require recorting those errors wnich

were not identified as a PSC to the customers.

3&W did not reevaluate or revise their procedures to insure a better

review of progrses, and did not give a thorougn review to the C.UF 2

code based on finding these ernes.

III. Three-Mile Island Steam Line 3reak Analysis

Pmvious (1975) Chapter 15 (Appendix 158) staam ifne :reak calculations*

are based :n the FLASH-P code. RACAR code calculations tid not snew

any 3 8 oc:ur-ing in the core. Later analyses using ne ~ RAP 2 anc

RACAR coces predicted 15: of the core went ina 38. Based on excerience,

A-16
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3&W attributed this difference primarily to differences between the<

TRAP 2 and R. ASH-P codes. The F1. ASH-P code was originally used since
|

it had an interim certification and TRAP 2 was not certified. The

TRAP 2 code is 3&W's code for steam / feed line break analyses and has |

been submitted for review in August,1975. The R. ASH-P code was |

never submitted for review.

After the differences were noticed, S&W re-reviewe the :nodels in

TRAP and concluded they were conservative, but were unable to

quantify the conservatism. No PSC was filled out because B&W did

not believe the cladding integrity had been violated even thougn

13% of the core experiencsd CNB.

NRC rejected this argument and required that all pins with DNBRs

less than 1.3 be assumed failed.

3&W did not infor.n its customers of :his difference and based on the

TMI results, other plants were not recalculated with the TRAP 2

code.

1
l

:

|
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MEMORANDtM FOR: I. R. Fosztoczy, Chief, Analysis aranch 055

FROM: 8. W. Sheron, Analysi, Branch OSS'

i THRU: L. E. Phillips, Section Leader, Analysis Sranch, 055
3
3 SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT: INSPECTION OF GE QA CONTROLS FOR SAFUY

ANALYSIS CODE DEVELOPMENT

Enclosure (1) doctments the report of the trip which you, Jack Guttman,
and I took to GE on 9/11-9/14. The purpose of this trip was to accomeany,

the Region IV inspectors (R. Srickley, D. Anderson) on their inspectiont

: of GE's QA controls for Safety Analysis Code Development in the thermal-
hydraulic area.

The observations reported in enclosure (1) are consistant with the
inspection report. While these obse:vations may imply rec::mnended

. changes to the procedures, it is not the intant of this report to put
i forth such reconuendations. The final report documenting the results

of the entire review will present any reconsendations and conclusions.

(64t.Cf,E /H

Brian Sheron
Reactor Analysis Section
Analysis Branch

cgsu Division of Systams Safety

cc: R. Mattson
R. Tedesco

'

T. Novak
K. Kniel
R. Brickley, Region IV 5. Hanauer, EDO
D. Anderson, Region IV POR,

C. Hale, Region IV J. Guttman,

!'
W. Rutherford, IE J. Spraul
A. Sates, ACRS

; W. Lyon, RES
W. Haass, DPM
J. G11 ray, CPM,

Contact
NRR:3. W. Sheron, Ext. 27588

|

|
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ENCt.05tJRE (1)

A. Introduction: Overall Observations

The inspection plan was to audit two ECCS codes and two transient
'

codes. These w re the CHASTE. REFl.000, 00YN, and REDY codes. The

CHASTE code calculates the hot pin heatup, REFT.000 the reflood dynamics,

and both REDY and ODYN calculate the steam line break accident and ,

other transients.

Similar to previous experience, it was found that only two codes

(the ECCS codes) could be properly inspected in the time available.

It was found that early development of these codes was based on *

procedures not in effect today. The basic concerns in the procedures
,

appeared to be in the areas of indeoendent review and verification.

In addition to the above codes, the staff also examined four code

deficiencies previously reported to NR:. These were 1) reflood

vapor venting logic 2) the core pressure drop for leakage flow,

3) the minimum pressure used for reflood calculations, and .4) the

peach Sottom tests. The purpose of this was to determine the cause

of the deficiency (i.e., not following a procedure) and to see if

any improvements in the procedures would help pnvent its recurrenca.

3. General Observations

The observations that follow wre based on the staff's review of

the existing orecedures, and are only for consideratien by GE at

this time.

1. Present procedures are not clear on independent verification

requirsments. There is no requirement to check the formulatien

4-19
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of equations to be progrenned. The programing is checked but

is acceptable if the progranner himself perfoms the checking. .The

programer himself can also be the responsible engineer generating

i the equations. Thus the entire code change can be initiated,

accomplished and checked by one single person. This was the case

for the various versions of the REF1.000 code. A later step in the

process requires review and verification by a comittee (Methods

Review Connittee or Design Review Cor.mittee). The Methods Review
;

Cmeittee typically spends less than 20 minutes on a code review

and recomendation. The comittee, to a large extent, bases its

opinion on the infomation presented to them (verbally) by the

cogni: ant engineer. The computer findings are reported in brief

statements without identifying the material reviewed, the extent

of the review, or the reasons for the findings. Neither do they

specify the restrictions placed on the use of the code. When a

design review connit*.ee is appointed, a design review report is
'

prepared.

2. It did not appear that the design review team required that they

review the resolution of all open items found during their verifi-

cation review, based on the CHASTE 06 report.
I

3. Section 4.1 of E0P 40.5.00 requires the code developer to send the

design package *.o the verifier- for review. The procedure does not

state wnether this recuirement must be femally doc.anented, and no

records in the CiASTE-06 file indicate that this was done prior

to the CHASTE-06 design review team verification meeting. j

i

.
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4 Procedure E0P 40.600 spells out requirements and responsibilities

for the code developer, verifier, and responsible manager. For
|

the developer, this includes identification of the verification '

method. For the responsible manager, this includes (1) concurrence

with verification method-(2) designation of verifiers and (3)

review of total verification. The procedures do not require all actions

on the above items to be docanented.
,

Thus there is no traceability as to what verification method was used,

and whether the management concurred in the methad.

5. GE's procedures (EOP 40.300) specify that a level 2 production coce

must be verified, but not necessarily qualified. Since GE defines

qualification as the measure of how well the calculation comaares

to data, it appears they have no fonnal requirement to comaars their

codes to applicable data. Itam A1 3 of Appendix A to EOP 40.6,00

discusses the use of test data in the verification process, but

) there is no requirement to use this method.

{ S. ECP a0.6.00 (Independent Design Verification) issued 7 77 requires

that the v rifier perfonn certain steps as part of the verification
;

process. This includes the preparation of a verification staterment,

!
attasting to the verification, including (1) the identification of'

| the docunent verified, (2) the name and signature of the verifier
J

and the verification date, (3) a description of the extant and
.

j depth of the verification, and (4) a statement of the results of

the verification. . Mot all of the infor-nation as required by ECP

a0.5.00 section 4.2,' was found in the docunentation file for the

CiAST1E-C6 coce.

A-21
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7. There is no requirunant to retire a cooe that is known to have errors.

Codes (including level 2 codes) are used with errors. Furthemori,

GE will not retire a code unless NRC has approved the new version

of the code. Warning is not provided to users of ther erroneous

code.- |

8. There is no femal distribution of code certification changes. Users

learn of certification changes by talking to the cognizant engineer.
|

9, There appeared to be, in general, insufficient documentation.
!

Concerns, opinions, rec:ssnendations were expressed by various people

involved in the review process. In most of these cases, a

followup does not exist in the file. There are many open itams

unanswered. The actual changes from one version to the next are

not described or referenced in the file. I

10. There appears to be a lack cf procedures to handle corrections of |
|

errors which are not identified as a Potential Reportable Concern (PRC).

Errors found in certified codes am not reported in a traceable manner.

There is no notification to users. There is no docunentation of the

correction. One of the sample cases reviewed was icentified as

PRC's, and docunentation was very brief, if any.

11. PRC precedures do not seem to guarantee a timely resolution and

reporting of the identified problems. Procedures pemit evaluation

of the problem for years without a finding and without reocrting.

A-22
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12. In reviewing to find out how did the " errors" slip through the nor-nal

QA procedures, two out of the four looked at did not go through

a verification process (no design review). One was properly

identified as early as 1975, but followup wrk indicated to GE

that there was no problem. More recent tests verified the original

findings. The fourth item falls in a category, where there wrei

no formal procedures at the time, but established practice included

a check by supervision.

13. Design record files are not defined. At the beginning of a review

the subject organization provides the file; later on, as questions

are raised, other documents are produced from various sources and are

in some occasions inserted in the file.

14. The CHASTE-06 design review or, the gassa s: nearing :nodel was held

9/23/77. Closure of a design review team open itam s*ated CHASTE-06

application would be restricted until the review was closed. No

document was found identifying what restriction would be placed
;

|
on the code in this interim.'

l C. Code Deffefencies

i 1. Reflood vapor Venting

The venting logic was put in the code when the, code was develoced.

The error was found in October,1976 by the oser dcing analyses on

plants, in which he noted an inconsistancy in the results. A iore

|
detriled review located the error, which pecbably occurred because

the code was not given a detailed design review wnen it was develooed.

GE believes that today's procedures would have caught this error.

!
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They did not reassess their existing procedures for adequacy

subsequent to discovery of this error. Moreover, they did not

reverify the code to detemine if additienal logic errors exist.

The method by which the error was discussed was that the user*

discovered the anomaly, and went to the code developer to find out

why. A joint comparison study was perfomed which identified the

The code inveloper stated he wrote a letter on the error,error.

but replaced it with the letter d ich notified NRC'of the error.

The question was raised as to whether the affadavit signed by

utilities on correctness of analysis is entreet, tince GE may

know of a small error. It appears that GE does not feel they

have to report small. errors to customers (i.e., <20 F) unless a

large (>20 7) error is found. There is no requirement in ECP's

for engineers to report any errors discovered.

2. Core Pressure Dron for Leakaoe Flow

GE asstmed that the driving head for the ifquid entering the lower

plenum from bypass channels was due to gravity effects only, and

that the pressures in the upper and lower plenuns were the same.

This assumption was based on steam flow pressure drops through a

fuel bundle. What was not considered was that under conditions of

counter-current two-phase flow, the pressurs droo is not negligible

and could be as high as 1.0 psi. Data, supcorting the higner pressure

~droo under counter-current two-phase " low conditions was available,

but not to the code developers as it was obtained in other parts of

the organi:stion.

A-24
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3. Pressure Rule

GE stated this error occurred because the behavior of the results was

assumed before results were available. GE assue d a constant system

pressure during the REFT.000 calculation, and it was obtained from a SAFE
,i

code calculation at bottom of core recovery (30CREC). It was discovered

that under certain conditions, lower pressures would be predicted

after 50CREC. Since the minimum pressure is most conservative, GE was

not always using the most conservative pressure in their calculations.

| It was pointed out that myiew process only reviews individual codes,

but does not review models Witch can be made us of a nureer cf codes.

This was an area where the design review group might have icoked but

probably didn't, and no specific code integration review was made,

nor was it required by the procedures. In addition, no design
,

procedures existed at the time the problem was discovered. The

present procedures still do not require the rsview and certification

of analytical methods as compared to compu.ter codes.-

4 READY Errors Indicated by Peach Bottom Tests

READY is a SidR thermal hydraulic transient code used for the evaluatien

of anticipated transients like turbine trip. '4 hen the READY code

| was develooed years ago, present procedures were not in effect at

that it:ne. Nevertheless, ecuivalent procedures were used.

GE axperienced difficulties with the code in 1971 and early

1975. It became obvious that the s.eam line recresentatien in ce

|
cooe ws oversi=olified and ina;crt;rdate. "he resocnsible 3E

l

:ganager noor.ed the. staan line f.eficiency as a Potential

Recertacle Ccacern (PRC). The steme line e:resentation was
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: corrected during the stener of 1975, but the corrected version
,

; of the code gave less favorable results. Following the correction a

design review committee reviewed the code. The cosaittee concluded j
'

that the code was not appropriate for licensing applications even in its

]
corrected fom. Additional experimental verification was needed before

: the code could be used.
'

l
I

E did not infom NRC or GE's customers of their finding and continued
,

i

using the uncorrected version of the code in licensing applications,

f In 1976, based on comparisons with calculations perfomed by a
i

ScandinaYian code (RAMONA), GE decided on continued use of the code

| again.

i . .

In the :neantime, GE initiated the development of a new, imoroved

code (CDYM) and initiated tests. The tests were c::nducted in

|
April 1977 on the Peach 3cttom plant in cooperation witP. EPRI and

i Philadelphia Electric. The test results 1.ndicatad significant

i errors in the READY code. GE continued use of the code and intends

; to do so until the NRC review of ODYN is c::mplete.
I

; D. Code Use
;

1. GE keeps a mester file for each plant in wnich all ECCS calculations

are documented. A single fem is used to document the run numoer
,

and other key identification information. The doc:anentation of

input, including who per'ormed the deck setup, as well as who
I verified it, is provided through initials of the individual on

the form. The doc:anentation of the results review and verification

art provided for in the same manner (individual initials and dates

fors}.
<
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The fann also provides for documentation of observed differences

from any previous calculations.

If errors are discovered in the code inputs, and are not corrected

prior to the calculation being released, the user is to notify his

managenent of the error, but is not mquired to do this fennally.

Any PRC issued is done so by the manager and not by the staff

engineer. PRC's can be initiated by a staff engineer, but are

formally issued by the section manager, which is a 3rd line |

1

'

management position above the subsection and unit managers. If

a manager does not agree with the staff engineer's concern and

doesn't concur in the PRC, then the staff engineer can appeal

such a dacision up to the company vice president, or he can

write .1RC directly.

.

\
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u=rio svaras:

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISslCNya ,, ,,

fs. WAsMN4roN. D. C. 20008

\...../i i

007 I 2 1978
:

MEMORANDUM FOR: Z. P. Rosztoczy, Chief, Analysis Branch, 055 i

I

FROM: 8. Id. Sheron, Analysis Branch, Reactor Analysis Section, 055'

,

THRU: L. E. Phil11ps Section Leader; Reactor Analysis Section.
Analysis Branch, 055 gfr/

SU3 JECT: TRIP REPORT: INSPECTION OF WESTINGHOUSE QA CONTROLS:

FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS CODE DEVELOPMENT
1

i
' Enclosures (1) and (2) conerise the report of the trip which Norm Lauben,
j Wayne Hodges, and I took to Westinghouse on 09/11-09/14 The purpose

of this trip was to accompany the Region IV inspectors (R. 3rickley,1

D. Anderson) en their inspection of Westinghcuse's CA controls for
i Safety Analysis Code Development in the thermal-hydraulic area.

Enclosure (1) summarizes the overall observations of the inspection"

and enclosure (2) provides more detailed information on specific
observations. These observations are consistent with the inspection

-recort. While these observations may imply reconmended changes to the
procedures, it is not the intent of this report to put forth such
reconnendations. The final report documenting the results of the entire

; review will present any rec:mmendations and conclusions.

r)'
!

} (& /* Ar%
3rian W. Sheren
Reactor Analysis Section
Analysis Branen
Division of Systems Safety'

i cc: R. Mattson W. Lyon, RES
' F. Schroeder W. Haass, OPM

T. Novak J. Gilray, OPMa

R. 3rickley, Region IV S. Hanauer, EDO
; D. Anderson, Region IV PCR.

C. Hale, Region IV W. Hodges
W. Rutherford, IE N. Lauben
A. Sates, ACRS 7 Sheron ]

Contact: 3. W. Sheron, NRR, X27Sa8
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Enclosure (1)

|
Sunniary

.

The inspection plan was to audit two thermal-hydraulic safety analysis

computer codes, one transient and one ECCS. These were selected as the

LOFTRAN and LOCTA codes respectively.

The procedures for thermal-hydraulic safety analysis code control were

recently issued and were not the ones in effect when the codes were

originally developed. *

In addition to the depart:nental procedures, Westinghouse also has divisional

procedures for each division,which are called division standards. These

documents however, appeared to be more specificatien documents on how

to use the safety analysis codes within that division.

No discussions with Westinghouse staff engineers on quality control

practices for code use 4 sere held due to time limitations.

Enclosure (2) provides discussions of our observations regarding their

procadures. These observations were provided to Westinghouse m.anagement

at the exit inter siew of the, inspection. Some additienti discussion I

however, has been provided to better clarify the observations.

A-29
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Enclosure (2)

A. 3eneral Observations

1. Procedures do not address how errors identified in NRC-reviewed )
codes are reported to NRC. Westinghouse stated that only those

errors in non-LOCA codes which would affect technical specifica-
,

tion limits are considered reportable. No procedures exist f ?

reporting violations of Appendix X to 10CFR50.
.

2. Warning statements regarding reconnended restrictions on code

appitcability were found in design record file documentation.

There was no indication that followup action was taken to either

resolve the concern or to fomally restrict use of the code.
1

It was unclear if licensing analyses wre affected by these

use restrictions.

3. Some microfische records were not legible. These records were

not the design record file however.

4 It is not clear wnich codes should constituta the LCCA ECCS

-evaluation model and which should not, with particular reference

to ancillary codes used for input data manipulation / preparation.

While it was acknowledged that the codes whfen comprise the ICCS

model were agreed uoan previously with NRC, it was noted that a

code used to calculate the steam generator initial entaaloy

|
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distribution, called HMSGFD, could be construed as part of the

model per the requirements of 10CFR50.46(C)(2). Westinghouse

did not consider it part of the model however.

5. 'Jse of only a design review is not considered as either independ-

ent or adequate verification for safety analysis computer code

development or modification. Design review in this case means

a review by an individual or comittee that does not include

the performance of alternate calculations, comparisons to data,

etc. by that individual or comittee.

Westingnouse documents work performed on code modifi. cation or

develcoment on "calenotes". This is a standardized for n wnich

is given a division docunent number for-each calenota, and

provides for an originator and reviewer.'s signature. The

reviewer is considered the verifier, in that his review of a

calenote is considered verification by " design review". Ac ual

verification work is usually performed by the originator.

6. During the review of the calenotes for the Zirconium-Water error

correction, it was noted that other modifications were made to

the LOCTA code wnich affected the LOCTA-calculated PCT by 24*F.

No followup calculations of the effect on a complete ECCS

calculation were per'ormed nor were the model changes identified

in WCAP 9220. It was noted, however, that the model enange

and modifications were made as part of a more tnorough review

of the LOCTA code after the Zirconium-Water error was found.

A-31
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7. The meaning of independent verification is not clearly identified

on the Computer Program Change RNuest Form. This form contains

spaces for an originator and verifier to sign. This however,

does not refer to verification of the technical work, but only

assurance of successful updating of a computer tape. This was

confusing, since for tape updating, the originator is normally

the verifier, and therefort the same name wuld appear on both

parts of the Change Request Form.

3. Westinghouse does not consider mo-e QA procedures to be cost

effective for uncovering code errors. . .

9. Westingnouse procedures do not require the reexamination and

re-evaluation of procedures in the event of code errors. This
8

does not mean a re-evaluation that determines it is not accro-
i

priate to re-evaluate procedures. Westingnouse stated that after j

*he discovery of the Zirconium-Water reaction error, they determined,

that it was not a fault of the procedures and therefore did

-not reexamine the procedures.

!
'

10. Other codes tsferenced in coccuter program documents are not

described or referenced adequately.

In reviewing the LOF7RAN doc *sent -reference was nade to the FRED

-code. No reference nor-even a brief desc-iotion as rovided of

this code. For reviewers outside of Westinghouse, this could

-present difficulties in the review.

i

|

|
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11. No requirements exist for the correction of errors in WCAPs.

Documentation was found which discussed errors in a WCAP report.

No procedures exist which assure that thesa errors are

corrected in a timely manner, especially for those reports

submitted In support of Itcensing action.

12. Code input options do not appear to be sufficiently identified

in the Safety Analysis Standards document. Westinghouse has

internal documents called Division Standards. These docJnents

contain procedures one step removed from OPR procedures and are

primarily related to details of code use. Little information on

either code input options available, or model cptions available

in the code was found in the Divisien Standards.

13. New versions of codes are not regularly compared against

available data that earlier versions of the code have been

compared against.

This information could contribute significantly to verification

efforts, yet it appears Juch ccmcarisons are not frequently

Mrfor:1ed.

14. Std. fl9 of thc; Safety Analysis Standard references an out-of-date

-version of the topical for LOFTRAN

15. Standards have not been revised to correct @ficiencies known

to exist (in some cases the corrections have been ;enned in).

These standards appear to onstitute a major part of *Me code

.
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use information, yet they are not controlled documen.ts and

provide no means of assuring they are kept up to date.

16. Appendix A of procedure OPR-WRD-300-1 discusses verification of

a computer code and varification of the apolication of a ceter

code. The latter is also referred to as qualification. It

was not clear what the distinction is between these two.

17. Calcnote forms do not require the verifier to docJnent what

was done to verify the material in the calenote, only a signature

is necessary.

3. Code Deficiencies

1. Zirconium-Water Reaction Rate Errer

The error in Zirconium-water reaction rate was discovered by

Framatone Company in France, whien has a licensing agrement

with Westinghouse. In the course of per#craing errant pellet

analyses (mixed enrichment with 2ne pellet at a higher enrich-

ment than others) they noted the Zirconium-water reaction rate

was . tot as high as expected on the higher anrictinent pellet.
'

Framatone followed up with heat balance checks and concluded

the error was in the Zirconium-water reaction rate calculation.

They notified Westinghouse, who confirmed the error, and the

Westinghouse Safety committee was insnediately informed. The'

sequence of dates was:

March 1ith, 19*8 Framatone sends Westinghouse a Telex of suscectad

emr
i

I
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March 22nd. 1978 Westinghouse confirms error

March 24th, 1978 Brought before Safety Conmittee, determined

in violation of Appendix X, and NRC was

ismediately notified.

As a result of the error Westinghouse reviewed the whole

subroutine in which the error was found. This lead them to

make other modifications to the code.

| Tr.e error was apparently put in the code during the 1974 EM
~

.L4e1 approva1s, and Westinghouse feels that' rush to get an,

apuroved EM medel at that time probably caused the error.

2. Mer Head iemoerstur_e_

This error was also introd9e:J in 1974 The pressure distribution

in apper head was assumed uniform and was assumed to be at the

cold leg tammerature.

.

Subsequent 1/7 scale tests showed there was a radial pressure

gradient in upper plenum. The result of this was that fluid

could flow from the uceer plenum to the upper head, wnich was

. contrary to the initial assumotion. Westinghouse found a plant,

Connecticutt Yankee, with 8 thermoccuoles in the upper head. This

data showed the upoer head temoerature at astue 70% of the way
i

to T frem That ccid*

Westinghouse per ot-ned more analyses, and looked for more plantd
,

data. The issue was taken to the safety Committee, wnien con-

A=35
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cluded that it was a violation of Appendix K, plus an unreviewed

safety issue.

The whole prea:ess took about 3-4 months from the time it was

first thought to be a problem to the time it was reported.

Westingnouse also undertook an upper head temperature test

program. These results also showed the upper head temperature

was somewnere between Thot ""d Iceld'

Westinghouse stated that they did examine the model to see if

there were othee places wrong input might be possible, but

none were discovered.

3. LOFTRAN

The LCFTRAN error was. tha* a safety valve flow was not included
)

in the esiculatien of to*.31 steam ficw.
f

The cogni: ant engineer stated that this was due to a misolaced

card in the program, and was not considered to be the type of

mistake that.bsttter procedures would have f. aught. The error

was found by discrepancies noted between the LOFTRAN calculation

and a similar calculation per#crmed with a different code.
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:

MEMORMotM FOR: I. R. Rosztoczy, Chief. Analysis Branch 055

FPCM: 8. W. Sheron Analysis Branch

THRU: L. E. Phillips, Section Leader, Analysis Branch 055 MP
1

SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT: INSPECTICN OF CCMBUSTION ENGINEERING QA |
'

CONTROLS FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS COCE CEVELOPMENT

Enclosure (1) docianents the report of the trip wnich Paul Norian, Nor.n
Lauben and I took to Combustion Engineering on November 14-15, 1978.
The purpose of this trip was to accompany the Region IV inspector (0, Anderson) i

on his inspection of CE's QA controls for Safety Analysis Code Develo;xnent |

in the thermal-hydraulic area. '

The observations reported in Enclosure (1) are consistant with the -

insoection report 4 While these observations may imply rec:: mended changes
to the procedures, it is not the intent of this report to put forth suca
reconmendations. The final report documenting the results of the entire
review will present any ree:mnendations and conclusions,

h% CU *ttg
Brian W. Sheren
Analysis 3 ranch
Division of Systams Safety

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: R. Mattson POR
R. Tecesco
T. Novak
K. Xniel
R. Srickley, Region IV
0. Anderson, Region IV
C. Hale, Region IV
W. Rutherford. IE
A. Bates, ACRS
W. Lyon, RES
W. Haass, OPM
J. Gilny, CPM
3. Hanauer, EDO
P. Morian
G. N. Lauben

Contact: NRR:3. Sheren, Ext. 27538
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1.0 Introduction
:

On November 14-16, 1978 P. Norian, G. N. Lauben, and S. Sheron
4

accompanied D. Anderson of Region !Y on an inspection of CE's QA

controls for safety analysis code development in the thennal-hydraulic'
4
i

area.
I

| The two computer codes inspected were the STRIKIN-II ECCS code and

the CESEC transient analysis code.
,

i

STRIKIN-II is used to calculate the peak cladding tamperature
i

j and local clad oxidation throughoist the LOCA analysis. CESEC

i is used to calculata the system thermal-hydrsulic transients.
,

In late 1975 througn 1976. CE perfonned aedits en the STRIKIN-II
4 and CDUSH codes. As a result of these audits, a number of errors

found in the STRIKIM code were reported. Since these have been

the only errors reported by CE to date, since they were all discovered

as a result of the audit, and since they all got in the cede during
' the evaluation model approval period of 1974, no saparata review
!

! of previous code errors, how .they were discovered, etc. was c:nducted

similar to reviews conducted during other vendor inscoctions.
:

1
'

2.0 Arese for Considerstien bv Ceneustion Enoineering

The following 14 items were identified 'at the end of the inspection to

| the Costustion Engineering . management for c:nsiceration and are documented
1

as follows:'

1. Tnere cows not appear to se any cantrsi inaex .o define what
!

constitutas the code design file, or a project design file.'

,

4
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2. Procedures do not address how modifications to NRC-approved codes are

reported to MRC.

3. The "tCC3 Licensing Analysis Verification Checklist" was found in the

System 80 CEF1. ASH calculational input file, but not in other files.

We encourage the use of such a checklist for all calculations and its

inclusion in the design files.

4. There appears to be no infomation in the EC".3 code files regarding

veMfication.by enspaMson to test data. Such compaMsons are

available through programs such as the standard problem program.

We believe this form of veMfication to be app 1' able to parts

of evaluation model codes and should be included in the code

verification files.

5. On the ECC3 Licensing Analysis Verification Checklist,. itas 25

was checked "yes", indicating expeMmental data were empicyed. No

evidence of how the expeMmental data were employed was 'ound.

6. procedures do not address how errors identified in codes are

dispositioned.

7. A chronological listing of development, review, aporoval and changes

to redes had not been doc:mented.

8. Procedures do not exist for detailing the process to be fo11cwed when

existing codes are used in applications otner than those for which

the code was originally developed.

9. Doc.mantation of comoaMson of codes with previsus results is not

being maintained.

10. Documentation of the review of CA Folders for _as is not being

main *ained.
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11. . Occtmentation is not being maintained which addresses why a change

to a code is being mada.

12. Departmental level procedures for code davelopment, review, approval,

and control do not exist.

13. CISSAR/FSAR/ System 80 LOCA Analyses were submitted te NRC prior

to the completion of independent review of the analyses. QA review

and verification of all docunents should be c:mpleted prior to'

submittal tc NRC.

14. procedures do not address how individual codes are to be used in an

| overall analysis mdal or package. Also, there a,re no recuirements
! for assuring that intagral results deveicced frem more than one code

| are independently reviewed.
<

3.0 Other Observatiens

3.1 In 1976, CE perfomed an internal QA audit of the STRIKIN EC".S

! code. This was dene at the time the QAEM (Quality Assurance

Design Manual) was first issued. prior to issuance. of the QALM,

no femal code "c:ntrol" precedures were in existanca.
i 3.2 CE precedures make clear that independent verification is not
,

i

required.only independent review of verificaticn. Verificatien'

(i.e., altarnate calculations, etc.) is nomally perfomed by the

developer and independently reviewed. The "detsited docmantation

required by CZ provides a traceable description of verification

methods, and doc:ments the extent of the indecendent review.

3.3 An ECCS calculational flow chart showing all of the cadas used in

an EC".3 calculation indicated a number of utility ecdes used. CZ

defines utility codes as " minor c: des *nica aut:mata hand calcula:icns

4
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I
or perfone simple data processing manipulations". (5.2.4.1 of SADP |

!

5.2). Based on 10 CFR 50.46 (c) (2) (definition of evaluatica model) |
,

these utility codes are part of the ECCS model. CE considers them as

part of the model, and stated that they undergo the same QA as the big I

ECC3 codes, have the same cartification. etc.

The notebook for the CEFLASW-4A system 80 Large Break analyses providad

a well-documented trail of input data deHvation such that it could be

traced without recourse to the oHginator. The octabook also contained

a signed and dated checklist by the reviewer, as wil as an analysis |
|

cover sheet signed and dated by the author and reviewer.
;

3.4 For the Systas 80 calculational file, the results were checked ac=rding

to the doc:montation, which implies they were checked against the |
ECCS Licensi.1g Analysis Verification checklist. This is not clear,

and in no instance was any documentation found in wnich the mthod of

checking the output (rtsults) was descMbed.

3.5 There appears to be no infonnation in the ECO3 code files regarding

verification by comparison to tasts. CE participatas in the standard

problem program and therefore such comparisons are available. De

results and conclusions from such comcaMsons should be incorocrated

in the code design file.

CE dcas not believe the results of such emoaMsons are acclicaole

to the Di version of the coce, since the E!i version is accreved and

therefort no further verificatien is needed. As such, no =mearisons of

integral systems data ars considered applicable for veMfication, and

therefoes not used or contained in the code design file. This apoears
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to be another area in dich the veHfication method of comparison

to data in ANSI M.45.2.11 is inapplicable to Licensing code development.

CE did state that the expeMments run 'or the standard prob 7en program

do help them in developing best-estiaste codes.

3.6 CE stated that the present QA psocedures wem not in effect at the time

the code audit was performed, and therefore notebooks documenting the

checkout of the code corrections are not available. An internal letter
dich describes the errors and how they were corrected was wMtten.

CE stated that independent reviews, etc... were perfor:ned for these

changes.

3.7 Most of the System 80 FSAR ECCS calculational notebooks, wnich

docunent the deHvation of inputs, were not signed by the independent

reviewer, although the FSAR had already been submitted. CI stated

that these were not signed because all of the input received from

engineeM ng had not been veMfied by EngineeMng as final. As such,

there was no evidence that the System 80 FSAR ECCS analyses had any

sort of vedffcation perfened pHor to their submittal to NRC.
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Dockat No. 99900031/73-03

Exxon Nuclear Ccmpany
ATTN: Mr. G. F. Owsley

Manager, Reload I.icansing-
2101 Horn Rapids Road
Richiand,-Washington 99352

Gentlemen:

This refers to the QA Program Inspection conducted by Mr. D. G. Anderson
of this office on Octocer 30 - Novester 3,1978, of your facility at
Richland, Washington, and to the discussions of our findings with you and
mec=ers of your staff at the c nclusion of the inspection.

Areas examined during the QA Program inspection and our findings are
discussed in the enclosed report. Within these areas, the inspection
consisted of an examination of procadures and representative records,
intarviews with personnel, and observations by the inspector.

1

Ouring this inspection it was fcund that the imolementation of your Quality
Assuranca Frogram failed to meet cartain f4RC requirements. The specific
findings and references to the pertinent requirements are idantified in
the enc!csures to this isttar.

Please provide us within thirty (30) days a writtan statament c:ntaining,
(1) a description of any staps that have been or will be taken to correct
this itas, (2) a descriptien of any steps that have been or will be taken
to preven: recurrenca, and (3) the datas your corrective actions and
preventiva measures were or will be completed.

In ace:rtanca with Section 2.790 of .he Oc=:ission's " Rules of ?ractica,"
Part 2, "itle 10, Coda of Federal Replations, a c:py of this lettar and
ycur re:iy together with the enclosed inspection report will be placed
in ne C =:ission's Public Occument Room. If this report contains any
information that you believe to be proprietary, it is necassa7 that you
make a writtan application within thir y (30) days to this offica to.

withncia suca information frem public disclosure. Any such spolication
T.us: inc!cca a full statament of the reasons on the basis of wnica it
is claimac tnac the information is proprietary, and shoulc be prepared so
that pr::riatary information identified in the acplication is c:n:ained
in a separata part of the dccumant. If we do-no: hear from ycu in this
regar: wi:nin .ne specified perico, :he repor. will be placac in .he
?uolic 0:cu . ant ?.ccm.
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Exxon fiuclear Company -2-

Should you have any questions cencarning chis inspection, we will be
, pleased to discuss them with you.4

Sincarely,

r n.
.

% S

Uldis Potspovs, $kiai
, .

4

Vendor Inspection Branch'

1

Attachmanc:i
1. Notica of Daviation'

2. Inspection Report No. 99900C81/73-03'

4

Occ:
20/RCI (REINMUTH)
E FILES

.iRR: CPM:0AB
REG. I. II, III, & V

:

POR H0S
CENTRAL FILES
WEVETTER, RIV

-

!

b
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Exxon Nuclear Comoany
Docket No. 9990CC81/78-03

NOTICE OF DEVIATICN

Based on the resuits of an NRC inspection conducted on October 30 -
Novemoer 3,1978, it appeared that :ernin of your activities were not
concucted in full compliance with NRC requirements as indicated below:

1

Criterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings) of Accendix 3 to
10 CFR Part 50 states in part, " Activities affecting quality snail be'

prescribed . . . and shall be acconglished in accordance with these
"

instructions, procedures, or drawings." The corresponding amplicable
Section 3.0, Design Control, of the Exxon Topical Report, XN-NF-1, states
in part that "The Preparation of design documents are performed in acc.ord-
ance with approved procedures . . . ."

Contrary to the above, certain activities were not prescribed by or
'

ac=molished in ac=rdance with approved precadures:

1. Procedures do not exist describing the method by which changes to
the evaluation model are reported in amendments submittad to the NRC
as required by paragraph 1.b. of Section II of 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.

2. In two cases, calculation fanns had not been ccmoleted and calculation
indexes had not been ;:repared as required by Procadure XN-4F-500, C02,

; Section 6.0, Design Procass.

!
l
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VEN00R INSPECTION REPORT

U. S. NUCLEAR REGUL; TORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
REGION IV

Report No. 99900081/78-03 Program No. 44010

Company: Exxon Nuclear Comoany
2101 Horn Rapids Road
Richland Washington 99352

Inspection Conducted: Oct eer 30 - November 3, 1973

Inspectors:~77 M&E /m si/is/rr4

cata
AD. G. AncersonCerincipal Inspec:ar, vencorInspection Branen

;

|
Other
Personnel: '77 N' T5 k[w ri/ic/ e

Cata
pS. W. Sneren, refiear Engineer, OSS/NRR

|

W || I5/=! Y is/,rJ-.y
"Jara64.R. F. Aucene, ttuclear Engineer, 055/NRR

7

!! fth|Tf!

| 1_*'_ 12*C
. E. Norlan,'SectfAn Laacer, 055/NRR Cata

t/ /ta/77T/hF 14-Aaproved by: cacaJ. dale, Calet/ Vancor Program ivaiuation
#g,Section, Vender Inspection Branen

| Sur=ar:i
3 '978 '399CCOSI,'75-02:

Soecial Inspection conductad en Oct:cer 30 - Novem:er

10 CFR 50, Accendix 3, and T:pical Report ,1N-NF-1 asAreas Ins:ectad:
acpliec :s :ne asablisr=en; and imelements:1on. of procacures s ::ntrei

B-4
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the development and revision of safety analysis computer codes. The
inspection involvad thirty (30) insnec:ce hours on site by one (1) USNRC

| Region IV inspector.

Results: In t!!e area inspected there were no unresolved items and one
(1) caviation with tw (2) examples identified as follows:

4

Deviation: 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, and Section 3.0 of Topical
Report XN-NF-1-procedures do not exist for the evaluation and reporting of
significant changes in the evaluation model as referenced in Criterion II.b.
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix K. (See Notice of Deviation, Enclosure, Examole 1.)
Calculation Forms were not completed and Calculation Indexes were not
prepared as required by procedure XN-NF-500, 002 (See Notice of Deviation,
Enclosdre, Example 2).

i

!
!

!

' .

*
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i DETAILS SECTION

(Prepared by O. G. Anderson)

} A. Persons Contacted

j *R. E. Collingham Manager, System Model Development
*G. C. Cooke, Manager, Fuel Response Analysis
'M. S. Foster, Manager, EDP Prograsming
*K. P. Galbraith, Manager, Nuclear Safety Engineering
*S. E. Jensen, Manager, Systems Analysis
*0. C. Kolesar, Engineer
*G. F. Owsley, Manager, Reload Licensing
*0. K. Perry, Quality Assurance Engineer

j *J. A. Perry, Manager, Quality Assurance

* Denotes those present at the exit meeting.

3. Introduction
4

This report covers a special inspection conductad to examine tne
j establishment and implementation of procedure controlling safety

analysis computer code develocment. The objectives of this inspection;

are:
'

1. To determine that, adequate procedures to minimize the potential
for analysis arrors to go undetected have been established for
control of the development and revision of these codes.

2. To determine that these procedures were fully implementad during
the development and revision of selected codes.

C. Control of Safety Analvsis Comeuter Codes

1. Establishment of Procedures

a. Inscection

(i) The Exxon Nuclear company Toofcal Report, XN-NF-1,
requires in Section 3.0, Design Control, that " Design
of fuel assemolies and related components and the
preparation of design documents are perdomed in
accordance with approved procadure and tacnniques."
Section 3.5 statas that "The adequacy of product
casigns may be verified in several ways, inclucing in
reactor experience of similar design per'ormanca

,

|
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of design reviews, alternata calculations, or design
testing." These conurit:nents are implemented by the
following Exxon Nuclear Company procedure:

XN-NF-500, 002, Fuel Design and Engineering Quality
Assuranca Procedures for Fuel Fabrication - Product
Line and Related Comocnents.

(2) An examination of XN-NF-500, 002, revealed that there
are requirements for testing, documentation, verifica-
tion, and control of ecmputer programs. The verifica-
tion documentation is required to be maintained in a
design file at the Control Files location. Section

6.9.2 identifies those records to be included in the
design file. A Ccmouter Code Council is responsible
for the administrative and quality assuranca aspects
of Exxon Nuclear Ccmputar programs and programming.

This precadure also details the requirements for
development of ECCS Ccmputer programs and the modifica-
tion of existing c::mouter programs are established
along with the definition of responsibilities of
individuals in the verification chain.

b. Findines

The procedure used to implement Exxcn Tcoical Report,
XN-NF-1 appears to meet the requirements of ANSI N45.2.11
as appropriata to verification, and doc.snentacicn of this
verificat on for Safety Analyses Ccmouter Codes. During
the examination of this imolementing cr:cadure and the
documentation generatad as a. result of following the
prec.2 dure, the following items were identified and Exxon
Management indicated that they would c:nsider further actien,
as aopropriate. Any action taken by Exxon will be examined
during a future inspection.

(1) There are no for nal procedures for the doc.mantation,
timely assessment, and resolution of potential safety
concams, nor are there any procadures for recorting
ECCS mecal changes per the requirements of D CFR 50,
Acpendix X.

(2) There are no procadures c:nsidered by Exxen to be
applicable to coce deveiccment. Existing procacures
are only c:nsidenc acplicaole .o code use.

B-7
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(3) Verification information should be documented in the
project files. Exxon also stated that Management
signatures on topical repcrt constituted verification
by design review. We do not believe this to be an
acceptable method of verification.

(4) When changes are made to the code, letters to code
users infaming them of the changes should be issued
and included in the code file. When code versions are
approved, the approval letters should be kept in c:de
file..

(5) In some instances, signatures indicating that independ-
ent checks wert perf med on final calculations were
not found.

(6) It was found in some cases that input data calculattens
were datad after the ECCS analyses were comaleted and
the topical report approved by Exxon Management and
sutmitted to NRC. Indeoendent caecks were dated as:

! much as 3 months after Management approval. This itam
was identified by Exxon in an Intemal Audit. Corrsc-
tive Action has been initiatad.

,

(7) There is no precedure wnich requires. input data, as it
is put into the code, 4 te independently checkec.

(8) Exxon should have precedures specific to how codes
developed by Exxon =ntractors are to be checked out
and verified by Exxon. These procacures should be more
scecific than those that presently exist in the area
of verification rtquirements.

(9) Precedures do not exist wnich describe the detailed
preparation, development, review, accreval, and control
of comcuter c:ces.

(10) Precedures should address the details of orecaration,r

comcletion, checking, signing, identification, indexing,
etc., for calculation foms wnica are used in =de
cavelocment.

,

(11) P-ocadures do not address hcw er crs are icanti'iec,
c:rrectac, or flagged in castar c:ces.

('2) he catagordtation of =das into 3 classas; mastar,
develc mental, and s:ecial, cces not to: ear to be
sufficient to assurt 3r0tacticn of NRC-acpreved =cas.

B-8
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More specific categorication whicn provides better
protection of NRC-approved codes against unautnoM:ed
modification is reconnended.

(13) There is no evidence. that c de design and project
files are indexed, nor is there any requirement that
they be indexed. Without indexing, there is no record
of what documents c:nstitute a code design or project
files.

(14) Definitions in procadure XN-NF-500, 002 should be
more extensive, encomcassing such items as verification,
qualification, etc...

(15) In some instances, calculational files are only signed
by the enecker on the first page. This signature is
intended to indicate that all pages of the calculation
were checked. Bettar c:nficence that all pages were
checkea would be obtained if (1) all pages were signed,
and (2) the caecker cocumentad in a brief statament the
extent and scope of the check.

2. Imolementation of procedures

a. Inscection

The develocment and revisicn of the following c:r:cutar
programs was evaluated for resting ne requirements of
procadure XN-NF-500, CO2 relatec to verification and c:ntrol:

WREM: The base for the Exxcn Nuclear C mcany P'.iR
generic water reactar evaluation mccel. The PWR
evaluation model includes REUP-4 EM, REUP-4<

FLC00 and TOCCEE 2. REUP-4 EM =mcutas the
space and time variation of the ther .ai-qydraulic
conditions of the primarf and sacendarf systems
during the dec::mcression of the primarf sys am
following a LOCA. REU P 4 .' 000 is used to
calculate the refleccing ratas starting at the
aeginning of =re rec:verf. TOCCEE 2 calculatas
.no het fuel rod tamcerature analysis #r:m
be:::m of c:re rec:verf thr ugn :::e neficoc
pericd until c:re quench.

PT52WR 2: A. digi al c.msu.ar ::r:gr2m, wri tan in .:Or ran
language, wnica si..:uia es the :enavice f ncn-
jet pu:::o 5WR's uncar ir egular = art:ing =nciti:r

B-9
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!such as steamline isolations, coolant recircula-
tion malfunctions and feecwater malfunctions.
Calculates fluid conditions, flow rates, heat
flux reactor power and reac-ivity as a function
of time.

The inspector examined the documentation contained in the
design file on these cuo (2) comouter prcgrams which
consisted of eight (8) memoranda transmitted between Exxon
and Servica Computer organizations, sixteen (16) internal
memoranda related to computer code changes, seven (7)
computer code Topical Reports contained in Exxon documents,
twenty-nine (29) calcuation fanns related to verification
of computar programs, seven (7) meeting minutes of the
Computer Code Council, one (1) internal audit of the
Computer Code Council, twenty (20) Standarc Sacple Problem
Verification Forms, fifteen (15) verification indexes,
five (5) Master Computer Code Aoproval For ns, one (1)
Computar Code Masterization Procedure Checklist, too (2) i

Master Code listings, two (2) telechone memoranda related |

to questions fro:n Service Computer organizations about
computar code use, and nine (9) computer code runs related
to code verification.

b. Findines

In this area of the inspection, no unrisolved items were
identified. One (1) deviation from contnitment with two (2)
examples was identified (See Notice of Deviation, Enclosure).

D. Exit fdesting

An exit meeting was conducted with management recresentatives at the
conclusion of the inscaction en Novemoer 3, 1978. These individuals
indicated by an astarisk in Section A of the Catails Section of this
recor. were in attandanca.

The inspector discussed the st.tcial nature of this inspection and the
scope and finding indentiff ad during this inspection. Management
represantatives of Exxon ace towledged the sta':ments by the inscactor
with resoect to the one (1) deviation presanted.

B 10
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Docket No. 99900400/78-03

Th3 Babcock & Wilcox Company
Nuclear Power Ceneration Division
ATTN: Mr. J. H. MacMillan

Vice President
Post Office Sox 1250
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505

Gentlemen:

This refers to the QA Program Inspection conducted by Mr.. R. H. 3rickley,
' of this office on August 19-31, 1978, of your facility at Lynchburg,

Virginia, and to the discussions of our findings with you and members of
your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

Areas examined during the QA program inspection and our findings are dis-
cussed in the enclosed report. Within these areas, the inspection consisted
of an examination of procedures and representative records, intertiews with;

j personnel, and observations by the inspector.

During this inspection it was found that the implementation of your QA
program failed to meet certain comitments in your Topical Report No.'

3AW-10096A. The specific findings and references to the pertinent require-
ments are identified in the enclosures to this letter. |

IPlease provide us within thirty (20) days a written statement containing, ,

(1) a description of steps that have been or will be taken to correct this |
item (2) a description of steps that have been or will be taken to prevent |

| recur-ence, and (3) the dates your corrective actions and preventive measures
j were or will be completed.

| In accordance with Section 2.790 of the Comission's " Rules of Practica,"

|
Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federsi Regulations, a copy of this lettar with
enclosure and your reply together with the enclosed inspection report will.

bo placed in the Consrission's Public Document Room. If this report contains
any infomation that you believe to se proprietary, it is necassar/ that
you make a written application within thirty (20) days to this office to

I withhold such infomation frem public disclosure. Any such acclication must
incluce a full satement of the reasons on the basis of which it is claimed'

|
that the infomation is proprietary, and should be prepared so that procri-
etary infomation identified in the amplication is contained in a separata

|
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The Sabcock & Wilcox Company -2-

4

part of the docunent. If we do not hear from you in this regard within the
specified period, the report will be placed in the Public Document Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.,

Sincerely,-

*< )),
1

7

Y (0 V'

uldis Potarsvs, Chief'

! Vendor Insrection Branch
:

i Encidsures:
| 1. Notice of Deviation
i 2. Inspection Report No. 9990C400/78-03

1
|

!
1

' bec:
! AD/RCI (REINMUTH)
{ IE FILES

NRR: CPM:QAB
'

1 REG. 1. II. III. & V
j PCR HQS
] CE'tTRAL FILES

WEVtii R. RIV
i

4

)

.
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The Babcock & Wilcox Company
Nuclear Power Generation Division
Docket No. 99900400/78-03

NOTICE OF OEVIATION

Based on the results of an NRC inspection conducted on August 29-31, 1978,
it appears that certain of your activities were not conducted in full
compliance wita NRC requirements as indicated below:

Criterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings) of Appendix 3 to
10 CFR 50 and the corresponding Section 5 of the Sabcock & Wilcox topical
report SAS10096A (S&W NPGD Quality Assurance Program For Nuclear Equipment)
state that adivities affecting quality shall be prescrtd by documented,

instructions, procedures, or drawings, of a type appropric?3 to the circum-'

stances and accomplished accordingly. Section 5 of 3AW-10J.5A further states
that these procedures are implemented by publication in the NFa0 Administra-
tive Manuals.

Contrary to the above, cartain activities were not ac::mplished in accordance
with your procedures as follows:

1. Step 11 of Exhibit 3 (Certification of Computer Programs) to published
procedure NPG-0902-06 (Computer Program Development and Certification)
states in part, ". . . File oHginal documentation in certification,

i files." Further Step 1 defines a typical program package to censist
of the request, program, and program manual.

Contrary to the above, the original documentation for the Conditional
Certifications for Version 4 of TRAP 2 issued January 24, 1973,
and Version 4.1 of TRAP 2 issued February 9,1978, were not filed
in the Certification Files for the TRAP program.

' 2. Step 12 of Exhibit B to NPG-0902-06 states in part, ". . . Initiate
Program Abstract and insert in NPGD-TM-338."

Contrary to the above, the Program Abstract "or Conditional Car:tff-
cation of Version 3 of TRAP 2 issued on Decemoer 20, 1977; Version 13
of TRAP issued on March 3,1973, and Version 4.1 of TRAP 2 issued :n
February 9,1978, were not inserted in NPGD-TM-333.

3. Section IV (Program' Abstract) of NPG-C902-05 states in part, "
...

This (Program Abstreet) is a computerized fcnnat . . . that descMbes
certain aspects of the program (i.e. . . . Responsible Engineer and |Programmer, . . . . " |

|

Contrary to the abcve, the latest revisien (14) to NPGC M-333 d:es I
not describe (identify) the Responsible Engineer and ?rogran:er.

B-13
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Results: In the area inspected there were no unresolved items and one
oeviation identified as follows:

Deviation: 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V and Section 5 of Topical
Repore 5AW-10096A . three (3) examples of a failure to follow precedures
in the development and revision of safety analysis computer codes. (See
Notice of Deviation enclosure.)

4
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VENDOR INSPECTICN REPORT

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCt99ISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV

Report No. 99900400/78-03 Program No. 44081

Company: The. Sabcock & Wilcox Company
Nuclear Power Generation Division
Post Office Box 1260 |

Lynchburg, Virginia 24505

Inspection Conducted: August 29-31, 1978

Inspector: W /c/ 78'M/z.e 9/7d7R. H. Srickley, PrinGfpal Inspec:ce, Vencor DataInspection Branch

other WN2 9/7|77Personnel I. R. Rosz:cc:y, Chief, Analysis Sranen, NRR Cate

9M7%ehAw etrhrS. W. 5 heron, Nuclear F.ogineer, AS/aRR Cate

'72 h' TbwhAw 9/rbrJ. W. Giiray, See:1on C.Qf, QAB/MRR Cate

Approved by:
, s h-/2-Y[C. J. We, chief, Projects sec:1cn, vencor Cate

,

'

Inspection 3 ranch
i

Sunnary
'

Special Inspection conduc:ad on August 29-31, 1978, (99900400/78-03) I

i

Areas 'nscected: 10 CFR 50, Appendix 3 and Tcpical Report 3AW-1009EA as :

a oilec o .::e establishment and imolementation of procedures to c:ntrol
~

the develc: ment and revision of safety analysis c mputer c: des. The
inscection involved twenty-four (24) inspector hours on site by One .'tRCRegicn IV inscectsr.
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i OETAILS

I i

A. Persons Contacted
-

;
t
i *J. J. Cudlin, Manager, LOCA Methods Unit
.' "S. M. Dunn, Manager, ECCS Analysis Unit
! *0. W. La Belle, Manager, Safety Analysis Unit

*C. D. Morgan, Manager, Technical Staff'

K. C. Shieh, Principal Engineer, ECCS'

* Denotes those present at the exit interview.
;

j 3. Introduction

This report covers a special inspection conducted to examine-the
estabitshment and implementation of procedures controlling safety

i analysis computer code-development. The objectives of this inspec-
tion are:

|
J

1- 1. To detemine that adequate procedures to minimize the potential
| for analysis errors to go undetected have been established for
: control of the development and revision of these codes.
t .

I

! 2. To deternine that these procedures were fully implemented during

|
the development and revision of selected codes.

C. Control of Safety Analysis Comouter Codes
,

1. Establishment of Procedures

a. Insoection

An examination of the Nuclear Power Generation Division
; (NPGD) Administrative Manual, which contains procedures
i implementing topical report 3AW-10096A (B&W NPGD Quality

Assurance Program for Nuclear Equipment), revealed that
procedure NPG-0902-C6 (Computer Program Development and'

Cartification) is the principal docunent governing this*

activity. Procedure NPG-0903-03 (!nternally Ceveloped
Computer P~agram Manuals) governs the preparation and
issuance of tne " user" manual.,

.

The examination of procedure NPG-0902-C6, Revision I dated
January 25, 1978, revealed that it requins certificathn

;

: of all comouter codes, except those not used for contract
work, emolayed in the performance of calculations for non-'

safety rela:ed items onsisting of 100 or less Fortran
staterants, prepared and used prior :o Septamber 23, 1973,

f

B-16
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,

but no longer employed at the performance of design
verification calculations, and nonproduction computer

; programs that do not solve a mathematical equation. However,~

the procedure requires that the programs not subject to
certification be independently reviewed and documented in
accordance with their intended application. There are four
(4) levels of certification required: Full Certification,
Conditional Certification, Prior Certification and Interim
Use. Full Certification applies to programs which have been
subjected to careful examination for programming and =cdeling
accuracy, to verification of results using analytical and/or
experimental data and to production testing (execution of
sampling cases which typify production usage) prior to use.*

Conditional Certification applies to new programs or modified
versions of production programs, when the new or modified
p.ogram must be released for production work prior to the
completion of the full certification process. Prior Certifica-
tion applies to programs which have been superseded by new
or revised programs but which must be retained for further<

analysis on those contracts where analyses are in progress
or have been completed. Interim Use applies to all programs

4 which have been sutraitted for use but for which verification /i documentation only exists in contract records. Computer
programs which are ve*ified and certified for contract use

l
are identified as production programs. These programs are

i; jointly developed and doc:anented by Computar Services and
!4 Technical Staff and are programs approved for use. Exhibit A 1

'

of this procedure. is a flow diagram identifying, by title,
the individuals involved in compute; program development
and the requirements for each step of the process. Exhibit 3
of this procedure is a flow diagram identifying, by title,
the individuals involved in computer program certification*

! and the requirements for each step of the process.
.

| The examination of procedure NPG-0903-03, Revision 3, dated
! May 2,1977, revealed that fully certified computer programs
; are required to have a Program Manual when they are released

for use. Those programs released with a conditional certifi-'

cation are required to have a Conditional Progra::t Manual4

defined as consisting of a Program Abstract, input instructicas,
and output information.

b. Findincs

During the examinaticn of the 3&W acministrative procedures
the following items were identified and 3&W :nanagement statad,

4 they would consider further action, as aopropriata. Any
action taken by S&W will be examined during a future inspection.

B-17
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(1) Procedure NPG-0902-06 does not require a specific
time limit on how long a computer program can remain
in a conditional certification rtatus before it must
undergo the full certification process.

(2) Procedure NPG-0902-06 does not appear to specify a
method for termination of a version of a code which is
found to contain an error and/or has been superceded
by a new version.

(3) Procedure NPG-0902-06 does not require that users of a
code, t!.4t subsequently was found to contain an error,
se notified of the error .and requested to evaluate its
effect on past analysis. In addition, the procedura
does not require that the corrective actions taken to
correct an error found in one version of a code be applied
to other versions.

(4) Procedure NPG-0903-03 dcas not require that the computer
emgram manual be a controlled document similar to the
IJW Administrative Manual even though these manuals
are used in safety analysis work.

(5) Procedure NPG-0902-06 does not specify a method that
provides traceability between Fo m PDS-21177 (C:mouter
Program Certification), Fonn 705-21125 (Request for
Programing Services), Program, and Program Manual
(Revision) submitted for Full and Canditional Certification.

(6) Procedure NPG-0902-06 does not specifically define the
revision / version notation of the camputer programs, i.e.
Is it Version A of TRAPI or Version 1A of TRAP; Version 2
of TRAP or Version 0 of TRAP 2, etc.

(7) Step 8 of Exhibit 3 to NPG-0902-06 statas that the
" Technical Staff Engineer" (B&W representatives statad
that this meant Technical Staff Manager) " Assign
Technical Staff Engineer to evaluate the pr: gram."
Since a Technical Staff Engineer can initiate the
request for certification it is not clear that the
same person can perfer.n this evaluaticn.

(3) There appears to be same confusion as to the extant of
the aoolicability of procedure NPG-Ca02-01 (Processing
of NPGD Prepared Calculations) with respect to the
independent verification review and d cumanation of
the develocment, revision, and certification of c:mputer
program.

B-18
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(9) Procedure MPG-0902-06 does not require the docu-
mentation of evaluations when detected program errors'

y -
are determined not to have any safety significanca.

2. Imolementation of Procedures

a. Insoection

The development and revision of the B&W computer program TRAP
(Transient Reactor Analysis Program) was selected by AS/NRR

;

personnel for examination. The inspector examined the
official files maintained on this program f.e. twenty-five

1 (25) 10Ms,. ten (10) Form P05-21186 (Recuest for Programing,

Services), eighteen (18) Form P05-21177 (Computar Programi
! Cartification), program manual NPGD-TM-414 (TRAP 2-FORTRAN

Program for Digital Simulation of the Transient Sahavior of
the Once-Through Steam Generator and Associated Reactor
Coolant System), and NPGO-Tii-338 (Computer Program Abstracts).i

b. Findinos

f (1) The IDMs examined covered a variety of subjects concarning
the TRAP program e.g. Basis for Ccnditional Release
of TRAP dated Septamter 27, 1973; Conditional QA for TRAP;

: dated April 25, 1974; TRAP Digital Simulation Comparison+

with Oconnee 1 Transient Data, May 6, 1975; Problems with
i TRAP 2 dated November 25, 1975; Change needed in TRAP 18,

!
dated June 28, 1976; Request for TRAP 2 Code Modification

! dated March 30, 1977; Errors in TRAP 1 & 2 dated
January 12, 1978; etc.

(2) The foms PDS-21186 that were esamined are part of a
package (Request, Program, and Program Manual) submittad

| for Full and Conditional Cartification. This formi

|' requires a statament of the Program Parametars/Specifica-
tion which shall contain a general description of the'

calculation to be evaluated, the actual equations and
;

j a suggestad solution technique (if known), a description
of the necessary program inout and output, and sample

| test data sufficient to tast the options requestad
|

(Section 't of MPG-09C2-06).
|
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(3) The Forms P05-21177 that were examined were for the
Conditional Certificatica of various versions of the
TRAP code i.e. Version 1 of TRAP, Version IA of TRAP,
Version 18 of TRAP, Version 2 of TRAP, Version 3 of'

TRAP 2, Version 3.2 of TRAP 2, Version 4 of TRAP 2.
and Version 4.1 of TRAP 2. Some of these versions had
their Conditional Certification reissued several times.

: (4) Three (3) examples of a single deviation were identified.
(See Notice of Deviation)..

D. Exit Interview
,

An exit interview was held with anagement representatives on August 31,4

1978. In addition to those ind .iduals indicated by an asterick in
paragraph A, those in attendance were:

J. D. Agar. Manager, Contract Licensing
C. A. Armontrout, Lead QA Engineer
L. L. Barinka, Manager, Applied Mathematics Unit
P. N. Calpo, Manager, Engineering Applications Program Unit

'

A. L. MacKinney, Manager. QA Departant
J. H. MacMillan, Vice President
P. J. Motiska, Principal QA Engineer
W. E. Patscheider QA Engineer
D. H. Roy, Manager, Engineering CapartmentI

R. H. Standt Manager, Thermodynamics Unit
3. W. Whitaker, Manager, General Senicas Capart=ent1

'

E. A. Womack, Manager, Plant Design

The inspector sumari::ed the scope and findings of the inspection.
Management coments were generally for clarification only, ort

acknowledgement of the statements by the inspector.

,

i
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THIS DCCUMENT HAS NOT'SEE
unitsostaras REVIEWID FOR PRCPRIETARYjp %g muct:An necuuronY comessica INFORMATION AS CESCRI3ED! ' ' , , naciomiv IN 10 CFR 2.790'g ..', .j S11 nYAN Pt.A2A OnlVs.SUITI 1000 ~

a
8 ARUMcToN. TEXAS 75011 fj ,

'%..... 27 SEP 1978 g Q
'

0:cket No. 99900403/78-03

'
The General Electric Company

. Nuclear Energy Business Group
'

ATTN: Dr. R. H. Beaton
Vice President and Group Executive

175 Curtner Avenue
San Jose, California 95125

;

Gentlemen:
,

>j This refers ta the QA Program inspection conducted by R. H. Srickley of
this office 01 September 11-15, 1978, of your facility at San Jose, California
and to the discussions of our findings with J. Barnard and members of your
staff at the .onclusion of the inspection.

Areas examined during the QA Program inspection and our findings are discussed
in the enclosed report. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of an
examination of procedures and representative reccrds, interviews with1

personnel, and observations by the inspector.!

During this inspection it was found that the implementation of your QA
Program failed to meet certain comitments in your Topical Report
No. NEDC-11209-04A. The specific findings and references to the pertinent
requirements are identified in the enclosures to this letter.

4

Please provide us within thirty (30) days a written statement containing,
(1) a description of steps that have been or will be taken to correct thesej

itans, (2) a description of steps that have been or will be taken to prevent.

! recurrence, and (3) the dates your corrective actions and preventive measures
were or will be completed.

4

| In accordance with Section 2.790 of the Comission's " Rules of Practice,"
Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter with;

enclosure and your reply together with the enclosed inspection report will,

be placed in the Comission's Public Document Room. If this report contains
i any information that you believe to be p oprietary, it is necassary that you i

make a written application within thirty -(30) days to this office to withhold '

such information from puolic disclosure. Any such aoplicaticn must include
,

a full statement of the reasons on the basis of which it is claimed that the !
infomation is proprietary, and shculd be prepared so that proprietary4

|

infomation identified in the application is contained in a'secarate part !,

: of the document. If we do not hear from you in tais regard wi-hin the i

specified period, the report will be placad in the ?ublic Cecwent Rocm. '.

B-21
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|
The General Electric Company -2-

|

\

Should you have any questions c:ncerning this inspection, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.

|
Sincerely.

I'

:

C(ve pgsu

.

Uldis Potapovs, Chief 1
Vendor Inspecticn Bra &5

:nclosures:
1. Notica of Deviation
2. Inspection Report No. 99900403/78-03

bec: ~ '

AD/RCI(REINMUTH)
IE FILES
NRR: CPM:QABt

l REG. I. II, III, & V

'OR HQS
CENTRAL FILES
'4EVti t tR. RIV

|
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The General Electric Company
Nuclear Energy Business Group
Docket No. 99900403/78-03

NOTICE OF DEVIATION

Based on the results of a NRC inspection conducted en September 11-15, 1978,~
it appeared that certain of your activities were not conducted in full
compliance with NRC requirements as indicated below:

' riterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and Orawings) of Appendix B tc
10 CFR Part 50 states in part, " Activities affecting quality shall be
prescribed . . . and shall be accomplished in accordance with these instruc-
tions, procedures, or drawings." The corresponding Section 5 (Instructions,
Procedures, and Drawings) of the General Electric Company Topical Report
NEDO-11209-04A states in part " Activities affecting quality, inculding
methods of complying with 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, are delineated, accomplished,
and controlled by such documents as policies, procedures, operating instruc-
tions, design specifications . . . ."

Contrary to the above, certain activities were not ace::mplished in accordance
with your procedums as follows:

1. Subsection 4.2.d. of E0P 40-6.00 (Independent Design Verification)
issued July 7,1977, states in part, concerning the veMfier, " Prepare
a veMfication statement that ths design document is verified . . . ."
Additionally, Subsection 4.2.c. of E0P 40-10.00' (Design Record Files)
states in part, " Develop DRF contents to provide documented traceable
and retrievable evidence of technical activities undertaken, such as
. . . Evidence of appropriate design veMfication."

Contrary to the above, neither the verification statement nor other
evidence of appropriate design verification was in the Design Record
File for CHAST 06. Additionally, the file did not c:ntain the results
of a design review on September 23, 1977, cf the ganna smearing model.
It does appear; however, that the design verification was accomolisned.

2. Exhibit 3 (Design Review Report) of EP&P 5.39 (Design Reviews) issued
September 22, 1975, presents instructions for comoletion of the Design
Review Report (CRR) for f.e., Type of Review (Conceptual Preliminary,
Problem, Final or VeMfication) and Discussion of Design Review
Presentation (detailed text of design review proceedings).

Contrary to the above, the ORR for the Septamter 1,1975, review of
CHAST 05, Swelling and Ruptun Model, did not indicate the Type of
Review nor provide a Discussion of the Msign Review ?msentation.

B-23
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3. Exhibit C (Design Review / Verification Cover Sheet) of EP&P 5.39
(Design Reviews) issued Sep' ember 22, 1975, requires a statement of
design adequacy per paragraph 5.2 which states, ". . . the review
team shall in the reporting documentation establish a position which
will provide either, a. An unconditional stateunt of design adequacy
cr b. A statement of adequacy conditional upon the resolution of
certain specific documented open items . . . ."

Contrary to the above, the Design Review / Cover Sheet for the CFAST 05
Swelling and Rupture Model, Design Review of Septemeer 1,1976, did not
have a statement of design adequacy.

1
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VENDOR INSPECTION REPORT

U. 5. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'0FFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV

Report No. 99900403/78-03 Program No. 44082

Company: The General Electric Company
Nuclear Energy Susiness Group
175 Curtner Avenue
San Jose, California 95125

.

'

Inspection Conducted: Septemcer 11-15, 1978
1

Inspectors: 7.d.78 % Mrr/77
. R. H. Selexley, Prtweipal Inspec or,"tencor Cata'

Inspection Branch

>A - _ __ j_
_ f/D/78-

; 0.'G. Anderson, Principal Inspector, Vancor ' Da ta
.

Inspection Branch
!
{

'T* M M fd'd/ersonnel: /
-

pJ. Guttman, Nuclear Ehgtneer, AS/ttRR Oata
~

I

b / d.N M 9 /zr|77
] Z. R. Ros: toc:y, ChiefgAS/t4RR Cata '

;

E|d. S 9//Z/77
; 3. W. 5neron, Nuclear Enrineer, AS/NRR Cara

Approved by: b
'

C. J. r2n, Chief, ?rojeca secticn, Vencor Cata
Inspection 3ranen

,
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Summary

Special Insoection conducted on September 11-15, 1978 (99900403/78-03)

Arsas ins:ected: 10 CFR 50, Apcendix 3, and Tcpical Report NECO-11209-04A
as appliac to the establishment and implementation of precedures to control

, the development and revision of safety analysis ecmputer codes. The
| inspection involved sixty-six (66) inspector hours on site by two (2) NRC,'

Region IV inspectors.

Results: In the area inspected there were no unresolved items and one
cav1ation identified as follows:

| Ceviation: 10 CFR 50, Apoendix 3, Critarien V, and Section 5 of Topical
Repor: .1CO-11209-04A - three (3) examoles of a failure to folicw precadu.es
in the develcpment and revisien of safety analysis cc=:: uter c: des. (See
Notice of Devistien Enclosure.)

I

f
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DETAILS SECTICM

(Prepared by D. G. Anderson and R. H. 3rickley)

A. Persons Contacted

L. S. Bohl, Manager, Cesign Review; Reliability Engineering;
Nuclear Energy Engineering Division (NEED)

*J. O. Duncan, Manager. ECCS Engineering
*0. E. Lee, Manager. Quality Control; NEED
*R. B. Linford, Manager, Systems Dynamic Methods; NEED
'J. L.. Murray, Manager Quality Assurance; NEED
A. 5. Rao, Technical Leader ECCS Analysis; NEED
R. W. Schrum Engineer, Systems Dynamic Methods

*S. S. Shiralkar, Manager, Thennal Hydraulic Methoes; NEED
*J. M. Sorensen, Technical Leader, Thermal Hydraulic Methods; NEED
'J. .E. Wood, Manager Nuc'ea" Cere Technology; NEED
A. I. Yang, ResponsTole 'RE.A.0CD )

*0enetes those preser.t M, .ae exit interview.

3. Introduction
|This report covers a special inspection conducted to examine the

establishment and imolementation of procedures centrolling safety 3
'

analysis c mputer cooe development. The objectives of this inspection
are:

1. To detensine that adequate precedures to minia:1:e the potantial |

for analysis errors to go undetected have been established for
1control of the development and revisicn of these codes.

2. To determine that base procadures were fully implementad during ithe development and revision of selected :: des,
j

C. Centrol of Safety Analysis Comouter Cedes

1. Establishment of ? mcedures

a. Ins:ection

(1) An examination of the NEED Engineering Ocerating P-:ca-
dure (EOP) Manual, wnich c=ntains procacures im iementing
Topical Recor NECO-11209-04A (Nuclear Energy Business
Group Boiling Water Reac.or Quality Assuranca P : gram
Desenptien) reveatri that precadure ECP .10 3.00

,
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(Computer Programs) is the pHncipal document governing i

this activity. Requirements for independent design
verification, the design review program, and the design
record files wem found in ECPs 42-6.00, 40-7.00, and
42-10.00 respectively.

i.
'

(2) The examination of E0P 40-3.00 (fonnerly EP&P 5.36)
revealed that it defines responsibilities and procedural
requirements for the control of digital and hybrid
Engineering Computer Programs (ECP). The procedure was
found to assign status levels for all ECPs that were
defined as follows:

Level 1: ECPs under development and those not authcM::ed
,

for design applications.
J

; l

; Level 2: Approved Production Programs i.e. ECPs veMfied
; and documented for design applications and for
j all technical activities used in developing
) design related infonnation.

! Level 2R: Restricted Approved Production Programs i.e.,
ECPs that do not satisfy all requirements for2

; Level 2, but may be-applied to specfic design
tasks with the appmval of cognizant managment.

>

'

Level 3- Archive Programs i.e., ECPs approved for design
use but whica are no longer the most recent;

j approved version.
'

Level 4: HistoH eal Program f.e., ECPs that am inac.ive
*

and not currently used for design.
-

4

| This procedure further requires that:

An Encoded Technology Review be conducted in accord-
ance with E0P 42-6.00 (Independent Design Verification),,

- to provide independent verification and qualification.

! of the ECP and Program Data Library before approval of
a Level 2 status.

A Matheds Procedures Connittee !:e established to provide
user /develooer interfaces, technical specifications
reviews, and appropriate assistance to control devel-
ment and use of ECPs.

'
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Changes to ECPs be controlled via change verification
and documentation, and reassignment of status levels.

An ECP Design Record File (CRF) be established and
maintained in accordance with E0P 42-10.00 (Design
Record Files).

(3) An examination of ECP 42-6.00 (famerly EP&P 5.38)
revealed that the following four (4) :nethods of design
veM fication were established: checking, alternata
calculations, testing, or design review. When verifica-
tion is by design review, the procedure requires the
reviewers consider specified cMteHa 1.e., the basic
questions from subsection 6.3.1 of ANSI M45.2.11 plus
additional NEED critaria. In addition, this procedure
establishes factors which effect the extant of design
verification, provides critaria on the verification
method to be used, and assigns responsibility for the
conduct of procedural activities.

(4) The examination of EOP 40-7.00 (famerly EP&P 5.39)
revealed that reviews conducted under this program
evaluate the adequacy of product designs including
concepts, the design process, methods, analytical models,
criteria, materials application, and development programs.
These reviews may be used to verify that product designs
meet functional, contract, safety, regulatory, industry
code ano standard, and GE requirements. This precadure
also requ!res:

The establishment of a Design Review Board consisting
of individuals independent of the itam being reviewed.

The development of an Action Plan in response to desige
review open itams which must identify soecific action
itars, scheduled close-out, and the responsible individual.

1 The placament in the CRF of the Design Review Report,
Action plan, and action itam comolation when tne design4

review is a part of design ved fication.

The writtan notification to Quality Assurance wnen
significant design deficiencies appear to result fr:m
the engineeMng management systan.

(5) The examinatien of ECP 42-10.00 (fornerly epi? 5.1.10)
revealed that it requires the establishmenc of a ORF
consisting of inf:reatica related to a soecific design

B-29 I
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activity or engineering problem so as to provide
traceable and retrievable doc:anentation for design,

: veHfication and satisfy GE, code, and regulatory design
record rtquirements. The types of information to be

".
placed in a DRF are listed e.g., design basis data, design
notes, calculations, records, design conclusions, and

: evidence of appropriate design verification.

b. Findings

DuMng the examination of the NEED . procedures, the following
i itans were identified and General Electric management stated

they would consider further action, as appropriate. Any
action taken by Gen (ral Electric will be examined during a

] future inspection.

(1) ECP 40-3.00 (Cemouter Precrams)

1 (a) The procedure dcas not provide a specific definition
of originator, verif ter, or reviewer e.g., neither4

. tr.e Methods Review Cossaittee nor the Design Review
j Team are specified as the verifiers of the computer

program.

| (b) The procedura does not define what constitutes a
! qualified program.

(c) The procedure does not require a check of the
I forslation of the equations that make up the
q c:suputer program.

(d) The procedure does not require that the Methods
Comerittee document their review and concur-anca

) with any restrictions on use of the c::mouter program.

(e) The procedure does not require that a computer
program known to have errors be retired.

(f) The procedure does not require that a warning
notification be transmitted to the user organiza-
tions of record of a c:znputar program found to
contain an error.,

(g) The procedure does not require a formal distribu-
tion of c::mputer certification changes.

'
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,

(h) The procedure does not imcose a restriction on,

'

the length of time permitted to remove a computer
program from the program Library following a Level 4

i certification.
f

(f) The procedure does not require the signature of
authorized personnel on computer program abs *Jac'J.

; (j) The procedure does not require documentation of
all computer program errors that are identified,

and the results of their evaluation.

(2) ECP 42-6.00 (Indeoendent Desion Verification)
;

(a) The procedure do's not require the femal documenta-e
tion of the contents of the Design Review Package

j and its submittal to each of the reviewers (Metnods
Review Coneittee/ Design Review Team) prior to the
review meeting.

t

(b) The procedure does not require the signature of
authorized personnel on documentation of completion.,

i of responsibilities e.g., designate verifier, define
! extent, and depth of verification.
I (c) The procedure does not require the verifiers of a

connuter program (Methods Review Ccamittee/ Design
Review Team) to check the adequacy of the calcula-<

I tions used in the program caeck.
:

j (3) EOP 40.7C0 (Desien Review peersm)

Although the ORT chaiman must concur with the action
plan, the procedure does not recuire that the .w thodse

j Review Coeurittee/0esign Review Team document the close-out
and their acceptance of acticns taken on open itams and
reconnendations resulting from their review..

(4) ECP 42-10.00 (Desien Record Files)

The procedure does not require that the Design Record
File for a c:mouter program c:ntain a cross reference.

to other Design Record Files that contain documentatten,

of activities perfomed as part of the review process'

e.g., a reference to the CRF containing verification
calculations.
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j 2. Imolementation of Procedures
.

j a. Inspection !

The development and revision of computer programs CHASTE
;

(Core Heatuo Analyses Model) and REFLOCO(Analytical Model:
1 for Loss of Coolant Analysis) were selected by AS/NRR

personnel for examination. The inspectors examined the CRFs.

maintained on these programs consisting of seven (7) topicali

i reports, four (4) user manuals, seven (7) notices of design
reviews, eighteen (18) design review reports, forty (40)'

ICMs, eight (8) design verification cover sheets, four (4)
design review report /open items lists, seven (7) ECF status

,

i sheets, three (3) ECP abstracts, two (2) program logs, three
: (3) microfiche files, four (4) functional specifications, one

(1) progresser's manual, three (3) computar program submittal
: for.ns, and one (1) design procedure.

b. Findings

(1) The ICMs examined covered a variety of subjects concerning
'

these programs e.g., QMST 06, Sensitivity Studies, dated'

July 13, 1977; Closure of CHAST 06 Design Review Open
: Items, dated October 25, 1977; Fuel Properties for LOCA

Analysis dated February 5, 1978; GEGAP III - CHASTE4

4 Interface dated April 24, 1974; Minutes, Design Review
Board, dated January 9,1975; Response to Design Review

j Report - SWR LOCA Models, dated February 23, 1974; Design
i Review Board Minutes, BWR LOCA Evaluation Modals, and

Improvement Programs, dated July 11, 1975; Themal
Hydraulics and Transient Analysis Methods Procedures
Committee Meating Minutes, dated July 21, 1977; etc.

(2) Three (3) exareles of .a single deviation were identified.
j (See Notice of Deviatior.)

(3) There were no unresolved items identified.
'

O. Exit Interview

An exit interview was held with management representatives on
September 15, 1978. In addition to those individuals indicatad by an
asterick in paragraph A, those in attendance were:

J. Sarnard, Manager, Nuclear Energy Product and Ouality Assuranca Opentions
(NEP&QAO)

R. C. Soesser Manager. Quality Assuranca and Coerating Methods;
Nuclear Energy Projects Division (NEPD)'

, .

I
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.g.

A. Breed, Manager, Quality Assurance, NEP1QA0 ;

D. L. Fischer, Manager, Nuclear Engineering, NEED |

L. K. Holland, Manager, Plant Performance Engineering, NEED |

A. I. Kaznoff, Manager, Product Assurance, NEP&QA0 |A. J. Levine, Manager, Project Licensing fl. NEPD ;

D. F. Long, Manager, Engineering Services Operation, NEED .

F. M. Paradiso, ECCS Engineering NEED |
W. J. Roths, Manager, Reliability Engineering Operation, NEED
H. E. Stone, Vi:e President and Gereral Manager, NEED
R. N. Woldstad, Principal Licensing Engineer, NEPD

,

The inspector suunnarized the scope and findings of the inspection. |
-

Management connants were generally for clarification only, or acknowl-
edgment of the statements by the inspector.

J

]

4

5
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'li!S OCC:JMENT HAS NOT SEE:l

REVIEWED POR PRCPRIETARY

./, . *%,, INFORMATION AS DESCRISEC
umteo stares

suct. san necui Arony commssic"
IN 1 CFR 2.790'd .

* %
ngGION IVii '' ~

sii ny4N n.4:4 on vs. suits toco' is j AnuMGTON. TEXAS 79011 ,[ h [%, v. ... . / 110CT 9

Docket No. 99900404/78-03

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
ATTN: Dr. W. H. Arnold, General Manager

PWR Systems Division
Post Offica Box 255

; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

'

kntlemen:
.

; This ref.ers to the QA Program Inspection conducted by Mr. O. G. Anderson
of this office on September 25-23, 1978, of your facility at Monroeville,
Pennsylvania, and to the discussions of our findings with Mr. E. J. Krah,
and memoers of your staff at the conclusion of the 'nspecdon.

Areas examined during the QA Program inspection and our findings are;

discussed in the enclosed report. Within : nase areas, the inspection
consisted of an examination of procedures and representative records, j

j interviews with personnel, and observations by the inspector.

During this inspeedon it was found that the implementation of your Quality i
Assurance Program failed to met cartain NRC requirements. The specific
findings and referencas to the pertinent requirements are identified in
the enclosures to this lettar.

Please provide us within thirty (30) days a written statament containing,
(1) a description of any staps that have been or will be taken to correct
this itam, (2) a description of any steps that have been or will be taken
to prevent recurrence, and (3) the datas your corrective actions and
preventive measures were or will be c::mpleted.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the Conmission's " Rules of Practica,"
Part 2, Title 10, Cada of Federal Regulations, a copy of this let.ar and
your reply together with the enclosed inspection report will be placed
in the Connission's Public Occupent Room. If this report contains any
information that ycu believe to be proprietary, it is necassary that you
make a written acplication within thirty (30) days to this offica .o
witanold such information from ublic dsclosure. Any suen acclicadon
:nust include a full statament of the reasons on the basis of which it
is claimed that the infomation is preorietary, and should te ;recarso so
that proprietary infomaden icantified in the soplication is centained
in a sacarata part af the document. If we do not hear f em you in this
regart within the specified period, the report will be placed in the
Puolic Occument Room.
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Corporation

Should you have any questiens c::ncarning this inspection, we will be
pleases to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

y n
Uldis Potapoyn,
Yendor Inapection Branen

Attac.'unent:
1. Notice of Ceviation
2. Inspection Report No. 99900404/73-03

ccc:
AD/RCI (REINMJTH),

: IE FILES
'

iRR: CPM:QA8
REG. I, II III, & V
POR HCS

; CENTRAL FILIS
WEVr.iidt, AlV

; .

<

,

!
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VEN00R INSPECTION REFORT

U. S. NUCLEAR REGUI.ATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV

i
.

Report No. 99900404/73-03 Program No. 44081

Company: Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Pressurized Water Reactor Systems Division
P. O. Box 355

|
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15220

i

Inspection Conducted: September 25-28, 1978

AY = fo/S/78Inspectors: /
O. G. Ancerson, Pr1ncipal Inspector, vencor 'Daf.e'

Inspectica Branch

W /N. /8n_b AC/s/7YLw
GattR. rt. 3rickley, Principal gpector, vencor!

|
Inspection Branch

/4/S/7B| s nnel: -/
4/ 8. W. Sharon, Nuclear Engineer, 055/NRR Cate

j

s0 A AC/$/76=

M, / G. M. Laucen, Nuclear ingineer, 055/NRR Cate

b 49/S/78__

hM. d. ricages, Princ1 pal Reactor ing1neer Oate
;

DSS /NRR
;

loh|77/AY|0 WApprovud by:
1on, Yencor Jace~

gC. J. riale, Chief Pro,;egs Sec:
Vender Inscoction Brancaj

i
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Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Docket No. 99900404/78-03

NOTICE OF OEVIATION

Based on the results of an NRC inspection conducted on Septamber 25-23,
1978, it appeared that certain of your activities were not conductad in
full compliance with NRC requirements as indicated below:

Criterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings) of Appendix 3 to
10 CFR Part 50 states in part, " Activities affecting quality shall be
prescribed . . . and shall be accomplished in accordance with these
instructions, procedures, or drawings." The correspondin
Section,17.1.5 (Instructions, Pmcedures, and .Orawings) g applicableof the Westing-
house Topical Report, WCAP 8370, states in part, "The Quality Assurance
Program provides that activities affecting quality will be acccmolished
in accordance with documented instructions, procedures and drawings . . . .",

Contrary to the above, procedures do not exist describing the method by
which changes to the evaluatica model are reported in amendments submitted
to the NRC as required by paragrach 1.b. of Section II of 10CFR50,
Appendix K. (See Section O. 2.b.)

i

}

.
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Summary'

i Special Inspection conducted on Septamber 25-28, 1978 (99900404/78-03)

Areas Insoected: 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and Topical Report WCAP B370
i as e.)pliac to tne establishment and iglementation of procedures to

control the development and revision of safety analysis computer codes.
The inspection involved fifty-six (56) inspector hours on site by two
(2) USNRC Region IV inspectors.,

Results: In the area inspected there were no unresolved items and one
(1) caviation identified as follows:

,

Deviation: 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, and Section 17.1.5 of
Topical Report WCAP 8370-procedures do not exist for the evaluation and
reporting of significant changes in the evaluation model as referenced in
Critarion II.b. of 10 CFR 50, Appendix K. (See Notice of Deviation,
Enclosure.)

,
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DETAILS SECTION

(Prepared by D. G. Anderson and R. H. Srickley)

A. Persons Contacted

*t.. A. Campbell, Senior Engineer
*

*R. A. Dannels, Manager, Methods Development
*V. J. Esposito Manager, Safeguards Engineering
5. M. Handley, Advisory Scientist

*R. A. Margolis, Senior Engineer
*J. J. McInerney, Senior Quality Assurance Engineer
P. T. McManus Senior Quality Assurance Engineer

*R. A. Muench, Manager Safeguards Analysis
*R. W. Stef tler, Manager, Reactor Pmtection Analysis

' Denotes those present at the exit meeting.
; S. Action on Previous Insoection Findinos

1. (0 pen) Deviation (Report No. 77-02): Records which were not yet,

in the permanent storage facility were not being maintained in
duplicate sets in separate geographical locations. Corrective'

action on this item is still in progress. Westinghousa has
c:mmitted to the completion of filming, jacketing, and transfer
of all equipment descriptions, system descriptions, and QA
specifications to the Soyers Records Center by the end of
December, 1978. This item will be inspected wnen corrective
action is completed.

F

| 2. (Closed) Deviation (Report No. 75-02): Several computer program
abstract forms (55374) had not been approved by the innediate
sanager. The inspector reviewed the corrective actions described
in the Westinghouse letter of response dated September 15, 1978,,

; and confirmed that the computer program abstract forms identified'

in the inspection report had been signed by the innediate manager.
The inspector also reviewed a memorandum dated August 18, 1978,'

wnich instructed all personnel in Configuration Control (Methods
Development) to only accept forms which has been c::mpletad as

. required.

C. Introduction

This report covers a special inspection c:nductad to examine the
establishment and implementation of procedures controlling safety
analysis c:smuter code development. The oejectives of this inspection
are:

#
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1. To determine that adequata procedures to minimi:a the potential
for analysis errors to go undetected have been established for
control of the development and revision of these codes.

2. To determine that these procedures were fully implemented
during the development and revision of selected codes.

D. Control of Safety Analysis Comouter Codes

1. Establishment of P-ocadures

a. Inspection

(1) The Westinghouse-PWRSO Topical Report, WCAP 8370,
requires in Section 17.1.3, Design Control that "Where
computar programs are used in design analysis, these
programs are verified and their usage is controlled."
These cesaritments are implemented by the following
Westinghouse Electric Corporatien-Nuclear Energy
Systams-Water Reactor Divisions Policy and Procedures:

(a) OPR 'Jb300-1, Verification and Qualificatica of
Com w ter Programs Used in EngineeH ng Analysts,
Design, or Safety Analysis (Policy).

(b) OPR-300-5, Configuration Centrol of Ccmputar
Programs (Procedure).

(2) An examination of OPR-300-1 revealed that there are
requirements for verification of camouter programs
and documentation of that verification for inclusion
in a Central Program File Package which is then
meintained by the Configuration Contrei Section of

: Methods Develep=nt. Aependt: A :f 0.?s Policy outlines
' nine (9) alternatives for verification of a computar

program and can (10) altarnt.thas for qualification of
a computar program.

(3) An examination of OPR-300-5 revealed that recuirements
for the submission of new commutar programs and the
modification of existing comouter programs are estab-
lished along with the definition of resocnsibilities
of individuals in the verification enain. The comoutar
program forms whien make up a portion of the verifica-
tion documentation are incluced as Appendix C.

(4) The Nuclear Safety Procadures Manual contains the
imolementing precadures to te used at the depar*:nental
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level. Since this special inspection was restricted
to computer codes used in safety analyses, the applicable
group procedures within the Nuclear Safety Depart:nent
were as follows:

(a) General; Procedure 1.1, Configuration Control of
Computer Programs.

(b) Reactor Protection; Procedure 4.5, Preparation of
SAR Analyses; Procedure 4.5, Preparation and Review
of Calculation Notes; Procedure 4.12, Qualification
of Computer Codes Used by Reactor Protection.

(c) Methods Development: Procedure 6.2.1, Quality
Assurance of Reactor Code Systems (QUARCS) Benchmark
Library; Procedure 6.2.2, Quality Assurance of
Reactor Code Systems (QUARCS) Testing Programs
with 3enchmarks; Procedure 6.3, Preparation /
Preservation of Verification Documentation.

(d) Safeguards Engineering: Procedure 5.2, Pmparation
of Design Analyses; P-ocedure 5.3, Paparation of
Calculation Notes; Precedure 5.4, Generation of
Safeguards EngineeMng Standar".s.

b. Findings

The procedures used to isolement WCAP 8370 aopear to meet
the requirements of ANSI N45.2.11 as apprepMate to verifica-
tion, and documentation of this verification for safety
analysis computer codes. DuMng the examination of tnese
isolamenting procedures, the following items were identified
and Westingnouse management indicated that they would consider
further action, as approoMate. Any action taken by Westing-

i: house will be examined during a future inspection.

(1) Procedures do not address how errors identified in
computer programs are reported to the USNRC.

(2) Procedures do not address how warning stataments
regarding restMctions on code usa are resolved.

(3) Microfische records used in engineering analysis am
not always legible.

(4) ::ccumentation tid not soecify which codes constituted
the LCCA/ECCS evaluation :nocel.

!
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(5) The meaning of independent verification is not clearly
identified on the Computer Program Change Request Fom
(55375).

(6) Procedures do not require the reexamination and
reevaluation of procedures in the event of code errors.

(7) Ancillary codes referred to in computer program doc-
uments are not described or referenced adequately.

(8) Procedures do not address the correction of errors
. identified in computer program WCAP doc:mients.

(9) Safety Analysis Standards do not sufficiently identify
code input options.

(10) Procedures do not address c:moarison of new versions
of codes against the same data used to verify the
original version.

(11) Standard No. 19 of the Safety Analysis Standard references
an out-of-data version of a computer code.

(12) Procedures do not address updating of Safety Analysis
Standards.

2. Imolementation of Procedures--

a. Insoection

The development and revision of the following camouter
programs was evaluated for meeting the requirements of
OPR-300-1 and OPR-300-5 related to verification and control:

LOCTA IV: A c=mputer code designed to calculate the wall
temperatures of the fuel rod, average pellet
temperature, average clad tamperature, and
fluid tamperatures during the loss of coolant
accident (LOCA).

LOFTRAN: A digital camputer code which calculatas the
detailed transient behavior of a one locp
pressurited water reactar systam.

The inspect:rs examined the doc: mentation contained in
the Central Program File Package on :nese two (2) c:mcuar
progrsms wnich consisted sf five (S) memoranda transmittad

i
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between Westinghouse and the USNRC, twelve (12) internal
memoranda transmitted between departments in Westingnouse,
twelve (12) computar code topical reports contained in WCAP
documents, twenty-nine (29) calculation notes, one (1)
Safety Review Committee meeting minutes, four (4) Computer
Configuration Control Forss, twenty-two (22) Computer Code
Change Request forms, three (3) Safeguards Engineering
Standards, one (1) copy of the Safety Analysis Standards,
nineteen (19) conputer program runs on microfilm, and three
(3) Chronological Code Change Index forms.

b. Findinos

In this area of the inspection, no unresolved itaes were
identified. One (1) deviation from commit:nent was identified
(See Notica of Deviation, Enclosure).

Additional inforsation related to this deviation was noted during
the review of calculation notas for the ::1rconium-water reaction
error analysis. These calculation notas reported that after
modifications had been made to LOCTA IV, recalculated values
for tge peak clad temperature resulted in a tamperature increase
of 24 F. It was further noted that no failewup action en this
item had been performed nor were model changes identified in
the resuturitted topical report (WCAP 9220). With respect to
this itas, paragraph 1.b. of Section II of ICCFR50, Appendix K,
requires that "The description (of the evaluation model) shall
be sufficiently detailed and specific to require significant
changes in the evaluation model to be specified in amendments of
the description. For this purpose, a significant change is a
change that would result jn a calculated fuel cladding temperature
different by more that 20 F from the temperature calculated (as

' a function of time) for a postulated LOCA using the last previously
accepted model." DSS /NRR will followup cn this item *4 determine
if reporting requirements have been : net by Westinghouse.

E. Exit Meetino

An exit meeting was conducted with management recrasentatives at the
conclusion of the inspection on Septanter 23, 1973. In additien to
those individuals indicated by an astarisk in Section A. of the Catails
Section of this report, the following were in attendanca:

T. M. Anderson, Manager, Nuclear Safety
J. A. Surgess, Manager, Quality Assuranca
E. S. Hampton, Manager, Product Assurance Programs
G. G. Harxness, Sys.ams Analyst

|
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K. R. Jordan, Manager, Reactor Protection
E. J. Kreh, Manager, Product Assurance
D. C. Richardson, Manager, Reactor Protection Analysis
R. A. Wiesemann, Manager, Regulatory and * agislative Affairs

,

The inspector sumarized the outstanding items and the corrective
action which was reviewed during this inspection. The inspector
discussed the scope and findings identified during this inspection.
Management representatives acknowledged the statements by the inspector
with respect to the one (1) deviation presentad.

.

?
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Coctet No. 99900401/78-04

Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Atta: Mr. M. R. Etheridge

Vice President
General Services

1000 Prospect Hill Road
Windsor, Connecticut 06095

Gentiemen:

This refers to the QA Program Inspection conducted by Mr. D. G. Anderson
of this office on November 13-17, 1978, of your facility at Windsor,
Connecticut, and to the discussions of our findings with Mr. C. W. Hoffr.an
and =emoers of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

Areas examined during the QA Program inspection and our findings are
discussed in the enclosed report. Within these areas, the inspection
consisted of an examination of procedures and representative records,
intertiews with personnel, and observations by the in:pector.

During this inspection it was found that the implementation of your Quait r/
Assuranca Program failed to meet certain NRC requirements. The specific
findings and references to the pertinent requirements are identified in
the enclosures to this letter.

Please provide us within thirty (20) days a written statement c:ntaining,
(1) a descriction of any steps that have been or will be 'aken to correct
this itam, (2) a descriptien of any steps that have been or will be taken
to prevent recurrence, and (3) the dates your carrective actions ano
preventive measures were or will be comcleted.

In acc:rdance with Section 2.730 of the Cr:.ission's " Rules of Practi:e."
Part 2, Title 10. Code of Federal Regulations, a cecy of this lettar ano
your reply together with the enclosed inspection recort will be :lacad
in the Coc:nission's Public Occument Rcom. If this report contains any
infornation that you believe 3 be procrietarf, it is necessary that you
make a written accliction within thir.y (30) days to this offi:a to
withnold suca information from public disclosure. Any such acclicati:n
must include a full statement of the reasons on the basis of whicn it
is claimed that the information is proprietar/, ano shoulc te precared so
that procrietar/ infor. nation identified in the ac:iication is c:ntained
in a separate part of the document. If we do not hear fr:m you in ::is
Mgar2 within the :;;acified period, the reper. will me placec in the
Public Cocument Rocm.
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Should you rave any questions concerning this inspection, we will be
pleased to dt cuss them with you.

Sin._ rely,
>

;

|
- * *

..

#,I .. a , * ( ., L.,
U1 dis Potapovs, Chief, , .h

- 4

'

Vencor Inspection Branch

Enclosures:
1. No: ice of Deviation
2. Inspec:fon Report No. 99900401/73-04

Occ:

AC/5.CI (RE*N!G)
IE P!!.IS
.AA::PM: CAB
AE3. I. II, III, & V

PCA HQS .. .. . . . - - , ,

h?!;2. .s, ,s. /:W
..-

i
|

|

l
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Comcustion Engineering Inc.
Docket No. 99900401/78-04

NOTICE OF DEVIATION

Sased on the results of an NRC inspection conducted on November 12-17, 1978,
it appeared that certain of your activities were not conducted in full com-
pliance with NRC requirements as indicated below:

Criterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and Crawings) of Acpendix 3 to
10 CFR Part 50 states in part, " Activities affecting quality shall be
prescribed . . . and shall be acc:mplished in accordance with these
instructions, procedures, or drawings."

Contrary to the above, procedures do not exist describing the method by
which changes to the evaluation model are reported in amendments submitted
to the NRC as required by paragraph 1.b. of Section II of 10 CFR 50,
Accendix K.

a

7

,
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U. S. luct. EAR REGut.ATORY C0m!!sI0t<
OFFICE OF IIISPECTION Aft 0 EttFORCEME!!T

REGIO!: IV

Rcport tio. 99900401/78-04 Program No. 51100

Companye Comoustion Engineering, Inc.
1000 Prospect Hill Road
'dindsor, Connecticut 05095

Inspection Conductad: November 13-17, 1973

&|I I
/*'C. :k s /ke p M .7:j-

''

Inspectors: -

0. G. 6ncerson, Principal! Inspec ce, Cate
VendcFTnspection 3 ranch

! .I..N1 (.' v '|O. - // n ' ~/ ;Other %. : -. - .
.

Personnel: \ :

3. d. Sj1eren, huclear in>W- neer, 055/tiRR Cate
v

o ,,

'. / ' . / ,!j !. * *.

G. 24. qupers, ;uclear,ingineer, C55/::RR Cata |

,

.

5| | | '. ' ||'~ 0% ~ /.;
~

.

P. E. |wy,1an, Section,Lescer, 055/ 4RR Oa a

. ! -

I 1 I ' y. 0 'CX Q. . A . // e '*
-

I - s .Accroved by: 's
C. J. Mate.. Chief. Vanc:r'+ :g m ivaluation Ca a

section, flatfor Insoec-ton 3rzn:h

Summar!

Special Inspection conducted on !!avemt:er 13-17,1973 (999C0401/73-04)

Areas inscec:ad: 10 CFR 50, Ao:endix 3, and Tosical ta::or. CE'IFO-Zic-4 as
1ppilec to .Testablishment and fristementation f pr:cadures : ::ntrol

t

9
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the development and revisic't of safety anal sis computer codes. The/
inspection involved thirty (30) f aspector hcurs on site by one (1) USilRC
Region IV inspector.

Results: In the area ins::ected one deviation and cne unresolved item
were icentified as folicws:

Deviacion: 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, precadures do not exist
for the evaluatien and reporting of significant changes in the evaluation
mocal as referenced in Critarion II.b. of 10 CFR 50, Accendix K. (See
Nocice of Deviation, Enclosure.)

Unresol ted item: VeHfication had not been c::cleted on t.io (2)
calculacions wnich resulted in incut to the CESSAR System 80 FSAR (See
Catails Section paragraph C.2.b.).

I

t

*
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DETAILS SECTION

| (Prepared by O. J. Anderson)

A. Persens Contacted

*d. C. Coppersmith, Manager, Cesign Transients Safety Analysis|

! F. L. Carpentino, Section Manager, ECCS Analysis Group
*J. Goldberg, Suoervisor, Standard Plant Licensing
'F. G. Harvey, Engineering Quality Assurance Auditor

! *C. L. Kling, Acting Supervisor, CESEC Development Group
,

J. Longo, Jr., Manager, ECCS Analysis Group
|

H. T. Melcher Engineering Specialist
! *R. R. Mills, Supervisor, Project and Generic Licensing.

*J. C. Packard, Supervisor, Group Quality Systems

! 'Cenotes these present at the exit meeting.

3. int-eduction

This report covers a special inspection conducted to examine the
establishment and implementation of precedures controlling safaty
analysis computer cede development. The objectives of tnis inspec-
tion were:

1. To determine that adequate precedures to minimize the potential
for analysis errors to go undetected have been established for
control of the development and revision of these codes.

i

2. To determine that these procedures were fully implemented curing
the development and revision of selected codes.

C. Control of Safety Analysis Ccmouter Codes

1. EstaelisWent of Smeedures
!

| a. Inscoction

(1) Tne C:mbustion Engineering, Inc., Tcci:31 ?e:or:
r!NPD-210 A, requires in Secti:n 17.3, :esign C:ntrei,
tha: 'The OAQi srececures imolement design :uality
assurance recuirmnents . . . provide specific recuire-
ments for all safety relatad work ac::m;11shed . . .
provide design controis to aculicaole ' activities su=
as; reactse :nysics, seismic, stress, =nmal, hycraulie,
radiation and accident analysis . . . c:ntains an 1:en-
tificati:n system for analyses anc/:r cal:alations

B-50
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prepared for each t:555 project within the section.
This indicates how calculation sheets will be com-
plated. Methods of analises in the form of con:; uter
programs are controlled by the procedure. The ccmouter
programs that are used for safety-related analyses are
cer tfied for accuracy, method, and internal consistency

i prior to verification of the analysis in which it is
used."4

These conmitments are implemented by the fo11cwing!

1 Combustion Engineering Inc., procedures:

QACP 5.2 Casign Analysis
OADP 5.4, Cesign Verdfication

, (2) An examination of procedure QACP 5.2 revealed that
J there are detailed requirments for the precaratien,

review, and verification of analyses and exputer
codes. Requireme:*te for doc =entatien of this verifica-

1 tion are also included in the peccedure. Changes to
analyses or ccacuter programs shall comply witn the
requirements for initial preparation of the analyses or
c:mputar programs. A Comouter Code Certificate is thea

'

pemanent file identification for ccmcuter c: des tnat
have been certified by Combustion Engineering, *nc.<

(3) An examination of procedure CACP 5.4 revealed that
Combustion Engineering, Inc., utiti:es three distinct
methods of design verification: Oasign Reviews, A1:er-
nate Calculations / Analyses, and Testing. A list of;

qualified reviewers is =aintained by saca Superviscr/+

!4anager and indeoendent review of analyses / calculations'

; is csnducted by reviewers selectec fr:m :nis list.

I b. ~1ndin s

CADP 5.2 and CACP 5.4, which are procedures used to 1: sleren:
CDPD-210-A, aspear to meet the requirments of AftS! ::t.5.2.1
as appr:griate to verifica icn, and doc =entati:n of :nis
verificati:n, as acolied s Safety Analysis 1: utar ::as.
During the examinatica of these im=le-enting :recacures an:
tue dec=en a:icn generated as a result of f:ll wing ne

i pr:cedures, Re folicwing itar.s were 1:enti#ied anc manage-
r.er.: of C:n:bustica Engineering, *nc. , indica:ad tra: :ney

'

'

would :ensider fu-.ner action, as a:;:re;ria:e. 2ny a:: ion
taken by Cxtusti:n Engineering, Inc., will :e examined4

dur'n; a future ins;ecti:n.
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In addition to the 1:ss listed below, one (1) deviation
from comit:nant was identified (See Notice of Caviation,
Enclosure). fio unresolved items wara identified in taf s
arsa of .ne inspection.

Items for consideration by Combustion Engineering, Inc. ,
Management:

(1) There does not apoear to be any central index to define
what constitutes the code design file, or a project
design file.

(2) Procedures do not address how :nodifications to flRC-
approved codes are reported to f!RC.

(3) The "ECCS Licensing Analysis Verification Checklist"
was found in the systen 30 CE. LASH calculation input
file, but not in other files. We encourage the use
of such a checklist for all calculations and its inclu-
sien in the design files.

(4) ~hers appears to be no infonnation in the ECCS code
files regarding verification by c moarism to test
data. Such comparisons are availacle througn programs
such as tne standard pr blem progrsm. We believe .his
form of verification to be aaplicable to parts of |

evaluation model codes and should be included in the
code verification files.

(5) Cn the ECCS Licensing Analysis verification Checklist,
item 25 was checked "yes," indicating expericental data
was areployed. No evidenca of how the experi= ental data
was amoloyed was found.

(5) Procedures do not address hcw errers identified in
c: des are dis:csiticned.

(7) A chronological listing of .isveicoment, review, as;roval,
and changes to codas had not been dccumentad.

(3) Freceducts do not address the recess to be foilewed when
existing odos are used in acclicatices other can
:nese for witch the c:de was criginally caveic:ed.

(g) ?mcadurts do act adcress hcw documentation is mair.:lin-'

ed for the felicwing itams:

(1) 2=:aris:n of O ces 41 2 ;rtvious risuits.
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(b) Review of Comcuter Code Quality Assurance i

Folders.

(c) Changes to Computer Codes.

(10) Capartmental level precedures do not exist which
address code development, review, approval, and c:ntrol
of computer codes.

(11) CESSAR/FSAR/ System 30 LOCA Analyses were submitted to
NRC prior to the ccmpletion of independent review of
the analyses. QA ruiew and verifica:icn of all docu-

! ments should be completed price :s sutmittal to NRC.

(12) Procedures do not address how individual c des are :o
be used in an overall analysis model or package. Also,
there are no requirements for assuring that integral
results developed frem mere than One c:de are indepen-
dently reviewed.

2. Imolementation of Procedures

a. Insoection

The develc;=ent and revision of the following c:mputer
programs was evaluated for meeting the requirements of
QADP 5.2 and QACP 5.4 related to devele; ment, verification,
and centrol of:,

STRIKIN II: A Cylindrical Geometry Fuel Red Hea: Transfer
Program. The 5 RIX N II code is a Fortran I'l

!

digital program whic.) is used to calculate the
core hot spot transient clad :emoerature during

! the blowdcwn, refill, and reficed portions of
the 1 css-of-c:olan: ac:1 cent.

CESEC: Gigital Simulaticn of a C:moustien Engineering
Nuclear Steam Sucaly Systec:. Simulates coopier
and moderat:r reactivity feechack, poin: kinetics
neutren behavior, boren and CIA reactivity
effects, multi-noce average and no: channel
reactor c:re ther-nal nydraulics, react:r ::cian:
pressuri:ation and mass transpce:, reac :e c:ol-
ant system safety valves, staam generati:n, staam
generator watar level,.ain staam by; ass sys:am,
safety and turoine valves, as wil as alarm,
c:nt.-ol, protection and Ingineerec Safety
feature Systercs.
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The inspector examined the documentation contained in the
Quality Assurance Folder on these two (2) c:mputer codes
whi:n consistad of fourtaen (14) computer cc:a Topical
Reports, thirty-one (31) copies of interoffice correspondence
twenty-four (24) calculations, seven (7) c:mputer code
certificates, ten (10) lists of qualified reviewers,
six (6) analysis cover sheets, one (1} ECCS licensing:
analysis checklist, one (1) listing of .ne STRIk3N II code
version 77026, and two (2) film cassettes of c:mputer code
verification runs.

b. Findings

13 this area of the inspection, no deviations were identified.
The following finding has been identified as an unresolved
itas and will be forwarded to NRC/NRR for resolution:

During a review of the verification of two (2) calculations
that resul:ec in input to the CESSAR System 80 FEAR, sections
6.2.1.5 and 6.3.3., the inspector noted that the verification
process had not been completed even though the F5AR has been
submitted to NRR/NRC for docketing. Upon discussion of this :
item with Cambustion Engineering representatives, it was 1

,

noted that design input for these calculations had not as yet
been received and theref:re the calcula:icns c:uld not be
completed and consequently could not be verified. 10 CFR 50.b.(s)
requires that for Final Safety Analysis Reports that "A final,

analysis and evaluation of the design and performance of
structures, systems and c:mponents with the cbjective stated
in (a)(4)' of this section and taking into account any
pertinent information cavaleped sincs the sucmittal of the
preliminary safety analysis report."

*(a)(4) refers :s pre: art:icn of preliminary analyses.

The infarence ab:ve :s * final anal / sis" indi:a:es -hat infor:a-
tion should not be suomitted to NRR/NRC wnich 9 " -climinary"
in nature.

As noted before, this item will te f:rwar:ed to 'iRR/NRC for
resolution of wnat constitutes " final analysis" for purposes
of FSAR submit:als.

D. Exit *eetinc

An exit meeting was c:nducted wi:n Comoustion Engineering managecenti

serscnnel at the c:nclusion of -he inssecticn. Those incivicuals
indica:ad by an asterisk in Section A of the Catails See icn of :nis

[ reocr: were in attendance. In acdi:1:n, the folicwing were present:
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J. M. Cicerchia, Licensing Engineer
E. 7. Flynn. Director, Plant Accaratus and Engineering Quality Ar.urance
C. ,.,. Hoffman, Director, Grous Quality Assuran:e
G. J. Huba, Manager, Engineering Quality Assurance

The inspector discussed the special nature of :his inspection, scoce,
and findings identified during the inspection. Management representa-
tives of Comoustion Engineering ackncwledged the stataments by the
inspector with respect 'to the one (1) deviation presented.

t

r

4

i
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GEN ER Alh ELECTRIC uuct:4R a u s ., G y

BUSINESS GROUP
GENERAL ELECTRIO CCMPANY.175 CURTNER AVE. SAN JCSE CAUFCRNIA 95125

i October 20, 1978

|
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
OfSce of Inspection and Enforcement, Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Teacas 76011

Attention: Mr. U. Potapovs, Chief
Vendor Irapection Branch

Reference: Inspection Report 99900403/73-03
Document No. 99900403/73-03
Program No. 44802

Gentlemen:

This is in response to your September 27, 1978, letter which contained the
results of the QA Program Inspection of the Nuclear Energy Susiness Group's

h
facility at San Jose, California, conducted by your office on September 11-15,
1978. Your letter was received in Dr. R. H. Beaton's office on October 2,
1978. Dr. Seaton has requested that I respond to your letter en his behalf.

We find nothing in this report of a proprietary nature which should be withheld
from public disclosure.

:

The report identifies three areas in which there were deviations. The deviations
with our responses are as follows:

1. Indeoendent Design Verification

Deviation
Neither the verification statement nor other evidence of appropriate design
verification was in the Design Record File for CFAS** 06. Additionally,
the file did not contain the results of a desig= review on September 23, 1977,
of the gam == smearing model. It does appear, however, that the design
verification was accomplished.

Renocuse
A verification statement and other evidence of appropriate design verifi-
cation, along with a copy of the Design Review Report (DRR), will be

C-1
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission'

October 20, 1978<

Page 2,

i

properly fued in the Design Record File for the CHAST Enginee'.ing'

Computer Program..

i

) 2. Design Review Report / Design Reviews l

4

I De riation
| The DRR for the September 1,1976, review of CHAST 05, Swening and
j Rupture Model, did not indicate ths Type of Review nor provide a Dis-
i cussion of the Design Review Presentation.

! Resnonse

| The Chairman of the design review team which performed the original
! review win prepare a statement to be attached to the Design Review Re-
j port. This statement win include the purpose, type of review, and
| briefly describe the type of information that was considered. The Design
| Review Report will then be filed in the CHAST Desigr. Record File.
|

] 3. Verification Cover Sheet
4

I Deviation
I The Design Review / Cover She< for the CHAST 05 Swening and Rupture |

Model Design Review of September 1,1976, did not have a . statement of
design adequacy.,

I
j Resnonse
i A statement containing the findings of the design review team and their

conclusion as to the adequacy of the design win be prepared and signedj
i by the : hsirman of the design review team which performed the review
1 in question. This statement will be attached to the original Design Review
j Report and win be properly filed in the CHAST Engineering Computer
j Program Design Record Fue.
\ The actions outlined above for correcting the de*htion as cited by the noted
.

j three items win be completed by December 20, 1978.

i in order to determme if these types of discrepancies exist in other comnuter
programs, a formal evaluation program has been initiated. This evaluation
win include those computer programs for licensing analyses in the ICCS and

|
Transient areas and win be completed by January 15, 1979. If any similar
examnles of deviations are identified, an action plan for corrective ac+1ts; win

j be put in place and a schedule for completion will be specified by Janua:7 30,:

1979.

:

I

' C-2
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i United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
October 20, 1978

Page 3

To prevent any future occurrence of similar deviations, a training class will
be initiated. Information is now being compiled which will form the basis of
special training classes to be attended by methods committee members and
responsible engineers of engineering computer programs used for licensi=g
analysis in the ECCS anci Transient areas. These training sessions will be
specifically designed to instruct the individuals as to the required action to
prevent future recurrences of the types of deviations identified by the NRC
Audit. These training sessions will be completed by the end of the first
quarter of 1979.

In addition to the above deviations, there were findings listed in paragraph
C.1.b. on page 6 of the inspection report. Each of the findings identified in
paragraph C. I.b. are being carefully evaluated by management. Following
this evaluation, any appropriate action will be specified and scheduled. All
required actions will be documented in order to satisfy the requirements of
an issued Engineering Work Authorization which outlines the hdhgs to be
reviewed. The responses will contain either a description of any planned pro-
cedural changes, or the basis on which it is concluded by management that no
procedural change is required. All of these actions will be completed by March
1, 1979.

I believe the foregoing information meets your request for responses to the
inspection report. If further information is required, please let me know.

-

i

Y< 'i. _ |_(!-

John arnar

J3:A3:es

cc: Dr. R. H. Seaton
Mr. A. Breed

,
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. E3)(CN NUCLEAM COMPANY,Inc.

2101 Hom Manias noenf
1 P. O. Bau 12. Richtenef. Weeninreen 99352

Phone (SQ9) 948100 Tener: D-6353

December 19, 1978

L

:

| U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plata Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

j KITENTION: Mr. Uldis Potapovs, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch

: Gentlemen:
:

1

Your letter dated November 22, 1978 reported findings regarding the audit
j conducted by Mr. D. G. Anderson of your organitation on October 30 thrtugh

' November 3, 1978. Your letter stated it appeared that certain of ENC's
! activities were not conducted in full compliance with NRd requirements.
4 These activities were as follows:

i.

1. Procedures do not exist describing the method by which changes to
the evaluation model are reported in amendments submitted to the
NRC as required by Paragraph 1.b. of Section II of 10CFRSO, Appendix K. j.

i |

! 2. In two cases, calculation forms had not been conoleted and calculation
; indexes had not been prepared as required by Procedure XN-NF-500,002, |

i Section 6.0, Design Process. I
.

'

| In regard to these two items you requested that ENC provide "a written
j statement containing (1) a description of any steps that have been ot- will

be taken to correct this ites, (2) a description of any steps that have
been or will be taken to prevent recurrence, and (3) the dates. . . corrective

,

actions and preventive measures were or will be completed."

j In response to Item (1), our procedure for reporting changes to an evaluation
: model will be included in XN-NF-500,002. This change in our Quality Assurance

procedure will formalite ENC's current practice for reporting code changes.
; Thus, this action neither corrects nor prevents recurrence of a safety
i consideration. We. anticipate that the indicated change will be incorporated
* by March 1, 1979.
!

j In regard to Item (2) above, ENC is continuing to follow XN-NF-500,002,
Section 6, with respect to the use of forms and calculaticnal indexes. This,

: includes appropriate personnel instruction and training. We believe the
! current practices in regard to this procedure assure a si.timal reamber of

procedural deviations and that those procedural deviations which may occur
; would continue is be of minor significance.

AN APPOLfArt op RXXoN coMPOAArloN
4
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Mr. U. Potapovs (USNRC) -2- December 19, 19~8

Your lotter also listed " Findings" regarding other general observations
relating to computer codes. These " Findings" principally addressed the
implementation of additional formal procedures for computer code develop-
ment, control, and use. Although ENC believes its present practices are
effective in minimiting the possibility of errors, the advisability of
changes to ENC procedures r) lated to the " Findings" identified in yo.x
letter is being considered.

,

Siny,erely, ,, )

b|,

# . F. Owsley,G ager
Reload Licensing,

GFO:gf

!

!

!
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E:%CN NUCLEAR COMPANY,Inc.

2101 Horn Maoidt Road
P. O. Son 130. MicMend. Weanington 99352
P'one: (509) 943-8100 Telen: 32-6353

'
January 18, 1979

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

ATTE.IION: Mr. Uldis Potapovs ChiefV
Vendor Inspection Branch

Gentleren:

In your letter dated December 29, 1973 you advised us that you needed
additional information regarding Item 2 of your November 22, 1978 letter.
Specifically, you asked that we provide the following information:

1. Your corrective action concerning the two specific cases identified
where calculational forms (for calculations E-0157-2-33-P and
E-0478-965-3) were not completed and prepared in accordance with
your procedure; your further actions to assure that these were the
only incorrect calculational forms; and the date these corrective
actions were or will be completed.

2. Your specific prevantative actions to assure this procedure will be
followed in the future (e.g., retraining / indoctrination of user
personnel and/or increased QA audit emphasis in this area) and the
date those actions will be completed.

The first of the two specific cases which you referred to involved failure
of the person checking input to a licensing calculation to sign that the
input had been checked. Following your audit, the check ~was documented by
his signature on the input listing. This deviation, which occurred in 1974
shortly after implementation of the applicable QA procedure, happened when
individuals involved in carrying out this work were first becoming familiar
with the applicable QA requirements. Subsequent training and indoctrination
emphasited the procedursi requirements for checking and signing input to
final calculations, whether for design or licensing purposes.-

The second case referred to involved failure to sign that the outsut of
a safety analysis calculation had been appropriately reviewed and enecked.
However, as is ENC's standard practice, the results had been reviewed and
checked as required by the analyst and a qualified second party against
previous analyses. Following your audit, the check by the qualified secend

C-6
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Mr. U. Potapovs (USNRC) -2- January IS, 1979

party was documented by his signature of the calculation output. CIC does
not consider this deviation to be a failure to meet safety standards since
the required action was taken. However, this incident was published within.!

the organization to emphasi:e the necessity for appropriately signing and
documenting that QA procedures have been followed for computer outeut,

information.

No further corrective action regarding these specific deviations is planned
since these deviations'did not involve failure to carry out appropriate
safety-related action. However, compliance with verification requirements
of the QA procedure will continue to be roatinely checked during future
Quality Assurance audits.

, Sincerely,
,

|$..,!|i !$ ,)/fy
..

G. F. Owsley, Manage
74 Reload Licensing

GFO:gf
4

k

i

4

|

,
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Westinghouse WaterHenctor maascarv
BactricCorporation Dtrisions Q%a

wunen,

GasselMnagar
m spasmone's November 3, 1978

|
1
'

PAP-EJH-78-424

i Mr. U. Potapovs. Chief Ref: a) Letter from USNRC (Mr. Pota;
Vendor Inspection Branch to W (W. H. Arnold) dated
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission 10/Tl/78

'

611 Ryan Plaza Drive,

Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

,

Subject: Response to September,1978 Audit of Westinghouse PWRSD
(DocketNo. 99900404/78-03) .

| I
Dear Mr. Potapovs:

' Your letter (Ref. a) does not contain any information considered proprietary
to Westinghouse and we have no objection to placement of the report in the
Public Document Room. The response to the deviation resulting from the
subject audit is as follows:

Deviation

" Based on the results of an NRC inspection conducted on September 25-23, 1978,
,

it appeared that certain of your activities were not conducted in full
i compliance with NRC requirements as indicated below:
A

Criterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings) of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 states in part, " Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed . . .
and shall be accomplished in accordance with these instructions, procadures, or-

drawings." The corresponding applicable Section,17.1.5 (Instructions, Procedur
and Drawings) of the Westinghouse Topical Report, WCAP 8370, states in part, "Th.
Quality Assurance Program provides that activities affecting quality will be,

accomplished in accordance with documented instructions, procedures and drawings

Contrary to the above, procedures do not exist describing the method by which
enanges to the evaluation model are reported in amendments submitted to the NRC
as required by paragraph 1.b. of Section II of 1^CFRSO, Apoendix K. (See Sectio
0.2.b. of Inspection Report 99900404/78-03 for additional details).

C-8
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Mr. U. Potapovs -2- PAP-EJH-78-424

Response

OPR-600-1 and Nuclear Safety Procedure 1.9 cover reporting of any significant
errors in any safety related work. Significant errors in con @ uter codes have

. been and will continue to be reported under this procedure as with othar
significant err?rs discovered in the course of our work. Appendix K of
10CFR50 requires separate reporting of changes to NRC reviewed computer codes
which result in a 20*F or more change in calculated peak clad temperature.
Westinghouse has maintained a policy of identifying any such changes to the
NRC.

Although these policies are well known and recognized by those perfoming
safety related work, Nuclear Safety Procedure 5.2 will be modified to include
the following statement in the " Policy and Scope" section:

In addition, it is Safeguards Engineering Policy to evaluate and
report significant changes in the evaluation model as referenced

; in Criterion II.8 of 10CFR50 Appendix K. For significant errors,
Procedure OPR-600-1 and MS Procedure 1.9 applies.

Further, the response to the items identified in paragraphs D.I.b. and D.2.b.
of the subject report are also provided in the attachment. These were identified
and agreed to at the Exit Meeting of Westinghouse and NRC as items to be for
Westinghouse consideration only; however, in the NRC report they ar* ' W *ied
as " findings".

Verification of the implementation of the actions described above can h.
accomplished during your next audit of PWRSD. If we can be of any further
assistance, or if you have any questions, please contact Mr. E. J. Kreh,
(412-256 4584).

Very truly yours,

Q . H . k, -_ _ b .
1

Attachment

t

I

!
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nCMtEhT A TO PA?-EJH-73-424
.

Details Section 0.2.b - The following responsa addresses the specifies of tha
noted deviation.

D.2.b Imolementstier of Prot edures

Additional information related to this deviation was noted during the review of
calculation notes for the zirconium-water reaction error analysis. These
calculation notes reported that after modifications had been made to LOCTA IV,
recalculc!.ed values for the peak clad temperature res'.lted in a temperature
increase of 24*F. It was furthar noted :het no fcilowup action on this itam had
been perfon:cd nor were macel chcr. gas identified in th2 resubmitted topicci report
(WCAP-3220). With res;;ect to this itam, paragraph 1.b of Section II of 10CFR.",0,
Apcand h K, re;uir:: that "The d :cri;-:ca (of thc etala:tien model),shall ec

sufficiently detailed and scecific to req; ire significant changes in the evalue-
tion ::d:1 tc he :pccified in cmendmants of the description. For this purpose,
a sis.11ficant change is a change that r:sult in a calculated fuel claddin7 tema-
erature different by more than |iG'F from the tarper:ture calculated (as a function

'of tica) for a,postulatt'd LOCA using the last previously ac soted : del. DSS /

NPR will followup pn this it:3 to detent:ine if reporting requirenents have been
rcet by Westinghouse.

F.espon e: This particular incident has been deali with in corsidert.bl? te:!.nic:-
en:c:1IIIE the MFC St?ff since the audit. It he.s bri<i (:catr.in.d t!at th::c
cnengas wara not "significan:'' cccording :: IC'R50, Ar.,2ndix ::, .hrt II a.nd ;her -
fore need not have bein repert:c. However, a 12t 2; t:2: sent :: the i?.; itsf? ,

describir.g the subjec chan ts.

The incidant raisec a question th3t parhaps s::e Mastinch:ute em lcyis
did n t fully undarstand the r parting ree:irc qts of ICCF?.50, A':sem K, c1rte .

II. A prescr.:::icn u:s cad. in th: first qu:rteir of 197'.' :: Saftwar.s in.3in teriq
ecalcyees cu 0FR ~00-1. As discussad in c.:e fir:t es:per:a, Wes;.i.ge.:un wili he
r..odifying Ncitar Safety Pro:e6 re 5.2. In acdition, the neu precadre will be
review.id ".h .-11 cffected eerplayees, to strass esparcin; raquirecsnts and
re:,pensibt ! i t'. ws.

.
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iACHMEfiT B TO PAP-EJH-78-424

. Details Section D.1.b. The following responses addres: the items provided-

for consideration:

0.1.b(1): '" Procedures do not addrer; hos errors idactified in cc=puter. programs
are reported to the US;;RC."

Response: See . deviation response in the cover letter.

D.1.b(2): " Procedures do not address hcw warning statecants regarding
restricticas on code use are resolved."'

Res c.er.so: .!n,carrytrg out f;;clea- Safee Drncet. ?.3 (Gen
. 4 .

rec: dure :.er t.irn ard 'J;.": t.ing. . ,.
cr .a6.; ry ene..ys:s s encarcs3, enc .ucle.e t.arety :.. .

.. ; narstico or:e
Safega:rcs Engineering Star:dards) warning st: ten rts reg'rding racommer:d:d
restrict:cns on code a:plicability are rsviewed b; c:ga:L : ersonnel. If tne
restrictirns are detarmined ts be valid, plant 57 fety 3a.lj es cc= sly with such-

restricti;as. The results of :hase revic::: cre ine:13 ra:ed in Safety An-lysis
Standard:. Th2se standards serve as th: guideltas; for the analysts and reviewars
and ara.t:cd in their analyses and ind:g.r: Gent revi:. s.

D.l.bi3i: ";licrofiscse rcccrds. used in ar.;.incering 6:alysis c e not alw2ye.
legible."

R?ssnci : Th: =icrofi che record: cS::-ev. " tc Se not lacible ..:re cc:ics cf tne
engir.io".cc ar.alysis racords. Tha engins- ing anal": ..- ie m d:, .nec h a i.aq ini e.

and '.::ca (vail &bic during the audit. T!.is was acce dedg:s by the audit teau.

[ D.1.b/41: "Occucantation did not specify 1:hich ::.';. c:nstituted the LCfA/ECCS
| evalu:t;;n c.;dai."
t

f

| Resrensa: The cc 2rter codes which were riv4eeed ar.d ccer:ced by tns UR Stiff
anc . 3- ied ed up in a safe at the L'estinghcuse *!:;~ f:: ."'." c e a'e the cc:y.

cadac '.. .ich are part of the : dal .

Also see ur res;casc te C.l.b(7).

D . I . b f.? '.:. ''T're trearing of in.4e;endent verificat4.*: is ro clearlv idantified en-

the Cu-p :er Program Casnge Re;;ast For.: F.5375."

Res=onse: Althcuch we felt that the forn in cents::: u'th the crocedure was-- -

acequa:a, h'astinghouse agrees that add:d er;h: sis ti.; ;gn :larification en the
fon: is appropriate. !ience, the form is being cnangcd a.: fail; ss :.

Old For.: New Fcen

IUddle Section Exccut e - (Progracmsr) Exeertcr (Progriscer)
Near C;tten Executcr Verir:ce (0-her :r:n

Prograr:7.ar)

See Attach =ent C for a copy of the for= with the char e indicated.

C-ll
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TACHMEliT B (cont'd)

0.1.b(6): " Procedures do not require the re-examination and re-evaluation of
procedures in the event of code errors."

Resconse: We:tinghouse has not required por se re-examination and re-evaluation
of today's procedures after code errors were found because it is our policy co
treat any safety related errors in acccrdance with 0?R-C00-1 and t:5 Procedt.re 1.9
and with subsequent, aporopriate actions taken (including re-examination and
re-evaluatien of procedures if appropriate).

In additicn, all procedures are re-reviewed and re-evaluated on a three year cycle
according to divisica p licy.

U.l.b'71: "lucillary codes referred to in computer progr. documents are n:t
cascritec or retercnced ade:;uately."<

1.=sconse: '?estinghouse does not coasider ancillary code: which are used to
general.e irgut,to the evaluation :: del to be "part of t!;. :: del."

Ancillary codes are verified and controlled in a -:anner r"ilar to the ;2C revie.te
computer c:d.ss. The m:- ers of the audit te.9 revio.ed those procecures during th
audi (Safsguards Engincaring Standards and Scie y Analysis Sta6derds).

D ? b(3): "Proccdurcs do not addras; the correcti:n of errors idantifi2d in

compucei prugra:it'dCA? de:uments."

P.w - ?:: L.'cstingh:use d :s ' a: believe that IT*:? typ:granic:1 crrc s innve
caus.: zny Oc. p'ata' coce errcr or CA p; abler.:. - safety rela::d cr c:hm isa.
This is beca>sa the UCAP is always m-itte:1 after the develo-+.ar.: a.1d verificatic,
is done. Detailed intern:1 stancar s (Safegucris Engineering Standards and Safet:
Anelysis Stcr.dtrds) are :te prica source of i . formation for running cc::puter cod::
and perfon-i:g an analysis. The MCA." is used cnly as a background rcfarence.

D.l .M9): "Saf:ty Analysis Standard: do not sufficiently id:ntify c.:de input opt
,

F.einon e: Al th ugh Re::tcr ?retetti in Analysi; has not %und this to be e probis:
ta ca:-:;~tnis .iiil be :=sidered 1: :Ps currenc up='.ing af th2 Safcty An2iysi:
St:::d:rd:.

.1.b(10) : " Procedures do not addrass cc: psrisons of nau versicas of = des agaf:'
:na sara cata used to verify the original var:ica."

Rescensa: f!ev versions of a cada are =mpared : gainst Old versions of th.t see
coce. If the new version gives the same results as the a'd. it would be ur.nects:
to repeat the cc p:rison with data since tne co' parison wauld not change. U ::.
new ver: ion produced rignificantly diffeient res :lts, a c=:arison . tith crigin.1
dats usuld be considered as part of the verification procedure.

Verification is done by the developer and it is reviewed tj an ind :endant
individual or cc=ittee. Verificatien methods are dis us:ed in O!'d-300-i:

C-12
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.rTACHr.ENT:E (cont'd)

A.1 Verification:

The folicwing metncds may be eroicyed to verify c:r; uter programs
other than those recogni:cd to bc in the public c:.r. sin fcr wnich no-,

verification need be perfer ed if it can be justified by virtue of
itr. sufficient history of use. This list does nc preclude the use
of other appropriate methods.

'l. Review and check-out of the program logic and listing.

- 2. Ferral review of program. bfective:, catr/:c:tical m del and
tachniques. ;nca: end cu'pu rtnget:), :. by ; r:cn.;21
comoetent in the er.gir. sering an:1ysis, ce: .gn, cc safety,

analysis, and the pcr;icular cc:puter p::gramming tcchnoicgy.

3. Comparing the progrcr. resa'.ts v.ith approfriata alternatives, such
as oca or core of the follo.- ing:

a. Sufficient num'. tr of hand calculati:n:.
b. Alternata vcri-icd cal:::stional ::::.:ds.
c. Results cf oth:r terified c. grt .
d. Result: cc:ain:J in enr,;-i!. .e its :ni ::s:s.

e. Knc..a soluti:n: for Oi :;lar Or stan;;r.: prob;c s.

f. [42:sur d and c::em:nted plaat dh::.
g. Conrie:nac putiisned d- c ant correlatices.

,

h. Results ci st%:.+rd ur:gres and tri.h :rk;.
i. Paranetric sensitivity analytis.

U:cally, an inda;endent r:vict:ar otrf:r : th2 first t.:; varification sta;s
above and Verifics the develocers perf0rrance of Verif;;ation step 3.

O.1.G(ili- " Standard " .10 of the Safety Analysis Stancarc R2ferences an cut-'

or-cat 4 version or a c mou:er c::c."~

.

-Resn:nsil Sc ' y Luiysis Srine.*rds r: 'n the ;rt:iss of bei.; r;i.*:2d and
Stancar No. 19 wiil be updatsd.

|
0.1.b(1?i: Procedures do not addr:ss updating ' Safety An2;ysis Stan:2rds.

Res:ense: There is a procadure for revising and distributing Standards for
Safecuar:s Engineering.- This pre:edura was reviewed by N?C cu-ing Au:ust audit
and| f:end to be satisf actory. Similar precedur:: cr2 ieing devcioped -cy F.2c:::r
Pr:tection Anclysis.

See Response t: NRC.c ::ent MO. 8 and 11 for additi nal infor=:ticn.
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Westingnouss WaterReactor wencamw
BecnicCorporation DMslons Q. _

wnunas
GenersManegar
muispamsoneen December 1,1978

PA-EJK-78-343

Ref: A) Letter frcm USNRC (U. Potapovs
dated 11/24/78

Mr. Uldis Potapovs, Chief B) Letter from W (W. H. Arnold),
Vendor Inspection Branch dated 11/3/71T
U. S.' Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive
Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

Dear Mr. Potapovs:
|

Reference A requested additional infonnation to the Westinghouse Audit
Response of Reference S. The pur,:ose of this letter is to provide the
requested infonnation.

The corrective action taken was to revise Nuclear Safety Procedure 5.2,
completed November 29,1978. This revision was then reviewed and accepted
by the USNRC principal inspector during the November inspection.

The action to prevent recurrence is a review of reporting requirements and
responsibilities with all affected employees to be c:mpleted by Januarj 31,
1979. An initial step in this review was a reissue of the July 15, 1976
letter from Mr. O. F. Ross, Assistant Director for Reactor Safety - Division
of Systems Safety - Office of NRR, which dealt with documentatien requirements
for ECCS models. This letter was distributed to all affected line management
on October 6,1978 for dissemination to the apolicable employees.

If we can be of any further assistance, or if you have any questions, please
' contact Mr. E. J. Kreh at 412-256-4584

Very truly yours,

k, -k --
.

t C-15
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|

l- Ptsiier Systema Tel. 203/688-1911
Comousnon Engineenng. Inc Telem 99297 |

l1000 pmsoect Mill Rcad
l

winesor. Connocucat 06095

8 POWER
a SYSTEMS

December 22, 1978

Mr. U. Potapovs, Chief
Licensee Contractor, vendor

Inspection Branch
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TI 76011

Reference: Docket 99900401/78-04
Intter from U. Potapovs to
M. R. Etheridge received,

!December 4, 1978

Dear Mr. Potapovs:

C-E Power Systems Group's response to the deviations described in ,

Ithe referenced report is as follows: 1

:

Deviation
|

Procedures do not exist describing the method by which change to the |

evaluation model are reported in amendments submitted to the NRC as
required by paragraph 1.b of section II of 10CTR50, Appendix K.

Resconse

A statement addressing the criteria addressed above regarding
reportable changes in the ECCS evaluation model will be included
in the QADM (Quality Assurance of Design Manual) . This corrective
action will be completed by April 1,1979.

The inclusion of the above items in the QADM assure that all interfacing
design groups will be cogn4 nne of the requirements regarding changes
in the ECCS evaluation model. This preventive action vill be completed
by April 1, 1979.

Items for consideration be Combustion Engineerine, Inc., Manaaecent

A letter addressing these items will be issued to the NRC by April
1, 1979.

C-16
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Mr. U. Potapovs. Chief -2- December 22, 1978
. Licensee Contractor, Vendor

If you have any questions relative to this response, please contact
me.

Very truly yours,

C-E POWER SYSTDIS GROUP

Wk 'b_._._ _ J x
M. R. Etheridge, Vice-President

MRE:ss
1
J

4

|
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Babcock &Wilcox;
m_o ,

P.o. Scz 1260. LynencurgJa. 245c1

Te6eonone (804)384 5111

October 12, 1978

Mr. U. Potapovs, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Office of Inspection & Enforcement

! Region.IV
.

611 Ryan P1aza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 75011

Dear Mr. Potsoovs:

Referring to your leti:er of September 13, 1978, the attached report sumarizes
B&W responses to NRC Inspection Report No. 99900400/78-03. In addition to
describing the steps to be taken to correct the deviation and take proventative
action, our reply contains our planned actions in response to the items identi-
fied on pages 4-6 of the referenced inspection report.

We have reviewed both the NRC inspection report and our reply, and find that
neither includes informatior, that is considened to be proprietary.

Should you have any questions concerning our reply, we will be pleased to
discuss them with you.

Very truly yours,

D
J.H. MacMillan
Vice resident
Nuclear Power Generation Division

JHM:jg
Attachment 1

)

| |

1
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B&W NPGD (LYNCHBURG) REPLY TO
NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 99900400/78-03

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF DEVIATION

The following is our resporae to the Notice of Deviation and its three examples:

Notice of Deviation - Exampie 1

Step 11 of Exhibit B (Certification of Computer Programs) to published
procedure NPG-0902-06 (Computer Program Development and Certification)

,

states in part, "... File original documentation in certification files."
Further Step 1 defines a typical program package to consist of the request,
program, and program manual.

Contrary to the above, the original documentation for the Conditional
Certifications for Version 4 of TRAP 2 issued January 24, 1978, and Version
4.1 of TRAP 2 is sued February 9,1978. were not filed in the Certification
Files for the 1 RAP program.

RESPONSE

The intent of this requirenent is for the certification files to contain documented
evidence that the programning requests have been reviewed by the Programning Manage
and the Applied Mathematics Manager and that the requested programming work has bee'
completed accurately. This requirement for documented evidence can be met with
either an original or a copy. NPG-0902-06 will be revised accordingly by Decenber
15, 1978.,

' Certification files affected by this procedure have been reviewed. Where possible,
i original documentation has been retrieved from other files and placed in the

certification files. Where this has not been possible, the responsible technical;

j staff unit manager has determined that the proper reviews and aporovals were obtaine
i As applicable, evidence of this determination has been placed in the certification
! files.
i

Notice of Deviation - Examoles 2 and 3

Step 12 of Exhibit B to NPG-0902-06 statas in part "... Initiate Program Abstrac-
.

and insert in NPGD-TM-338."
1

i Contrary to the above, the Program Abstract for Conditional Certification of
Version 3 of TRAP 2 issued on December 20, 1977; Version IB of TRAP issued onj'
March 3,1978, and Version 4.1 of TRAP 2 issued on February 9,1978, were not
inser' in NPGD-TM-338.-

!
'

: Section IV (Program Abstract) of NPG-0902-06 states in part ".. .This (Program
Mstract) is a connuterized format ... that describes certain aspects of the p'rog<

j (i .e. . . . Responsible Engineer and Pregansner, . . . "
i

Contrary to the above, the latest revision (la) to NFGD-TM-338 does not describ
j (identify) the Resoonsible Engineer and Pragansner.

C-19
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. r TO NRC INSPECTIdh REPORT
9990040,0/78-03. .w .;

Notice of Deviation - Examples 2 and 3 (Cont'd)

} RESPONSE

: The program abstracts were originally developed to provide an accessible ' document
! where important information concerr.ing the computer programs could be found. They
I were to contain the following information: Program Certification Level, Responsible

Engineer, Responsible Programmer, Statement of Program Solved and Program Limitations
_ However, the program abstracts contained in NPGD-TM-338 have proved cumbersome to
! keep current. Further, the information contained in the program abstracts is
i partially redundant to information in the program manuals.

{ Methods of providing the above information in a more convenient and controllable
] fom have been evaluated and it has been decided to replace the program abstracts.
j This will be accomplished as follows:
!

4 1. All programs requiring certification will have a orogram manual containing
3- as a minimum (1) a description of the problem solved; (2) input and output
j description; and (3) known program limitations.

! 2. A computerized program listing containing the following infomation will
i be developed and maintained:
.

a. Computer program name, version number and revision number.

j b. Certification status and date of certification. i
'

l
! c. Name of programmer and engineer who are currently responsible for ;
j maintaining the program.

;
;

!

d. Current status of the program (i.e., active, obsolete, etc.). |

e. Expiration data for interim and conditional certifications.
.,

l The program manuals, coupled with the computerized listing, will provide all of the
] information presently required to be in the program abstracts.

! Necessary procedure changes to reflect this revised system will be made by Decemoer 1
| 1978.
!

j DEVIATION

! 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion V and Section 5 of Topical Report BAW-1009eA -
1 Three (3) examples of a failure to follow procedures in the development and
| revision of safety analysis computer codes. (See Notice of Deviation enclosure).

RESPONSE,

| An audit of safety analysis canouter program certification files will be conducta,d.
; by NPGD QA prior to January 1,1979. Any deviations uncovered by this audit will

be corrected as outlined in the responses to the specific examples of deviation
cited above. In order to prevent recurrence of this deviation, changes to procedures
NPr-0902-06 and 0903-03 will be made to strengthen the responsibilities and controls2

for developing, certifying and changing computer programs. These procedural enanges
will be imolemented by December 15, 1978. Periodic audits will verify compliance

- with the revised procedures.

1

,
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Page 3

nr. PLY TO NRC INSPECTION REPORT
NO. 99900400/78-03

RESPONSES TO FINDINGS

Our responses and comments to the findings contained in Section C-1-b of the
subject inspection report are presented below.

,

Finding 1-

Procedure NPG-0902-u6 does not require a specific time limit on how long
a computer program can remain in a conditional certification status before
it must undergo the full certification process.

Resoonse

: NPG-0902-C6 will be revised by December 15, 1978 to specify that both conditional
, and interim certification statements will indicate the allowable time limits for
j the particular certification status. The conditional certification status will be

valid for a period of one year and may be renewed for an additional year upon
the approval of the Engineering Department Manager. Interim certification status'

will have a validity period of three months with no renewal cption. In both
cases, the conditions necessary for full certification will be specified in the
certification documentation.

Finding 2

Procedure NPG-0902-06 does not appear to specify a method for termination of a
i version of a code which is found to contain an error and/or has been superceded

by a new version.

j Resoonse

NPG-0902-06 will be revised by December 15, 1978 to require .emoving the certification
i for a version of a code in which an error is found, thereby preventing use of the
! - code for safety related calculations until the error is evaluated. Action to be ,

taken when a code version is superceded by a new version will also be defined. I
;

i

j Finding 3
i

| Procedure NPG-0902-06 does not require that users Of a code, that subsequently
4 was found to contain an error, be notified of the error and requested to evaluate
} its effect on past analysis. In addition, the procedure does not require that
; the corrective actions taken to correct an error found in one version of a code

be applied to other versions.i

Resoonse
1

! Procedure NPG-0902-02 will be revised to require that unit managers using a code
in which an error has been found be notified of the error. Procedures will require'

i that they avaluate the impact of the error on past analyses including those performed
| with earlier versions of the code. Necessary corrective action will be taken as
j app ropriate. These revisions to NPG-0902-06 will be released by December 15, 1978.
i

!
d

e

I L

I
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vaW REPLY TO NRC INSPECTION REPORT
NO. 99900400/78-03

Finding 4
~

Procedure NPG-0903-03 does not require that the computer program manual be ,

a controlled document similar to the B&W Administrative Manual even though
these manuals are used in safety analysis work.

Response

Procedure NPG-0903-03 will be revised by December 15, 1978 to require that
distribution of computer program manuals be done in a controlled manner (i.e.,
controlled distribution list, acknowledgement for receipt of changes, etc.)

,

Finding 5,

Procedure NPG-0902-06 does not .specify a method that provides traceability |
between Form P05-21177 (Computer Program Certification), Fom P05-21186

'

(Request for Prograssing Services). Program, and Program Manual (Revision)
submitted for Full and Conditional Certification.

,

f

]
Resoonse 1

Procedure NPG-0902-06 will be revi.ad by December 15, 1978 to specify a method l

that provides the necessary traceability of technical requirements /information,
review and approval for computer program certification. |

Finding 6

Procedure HPG-0902-06 does not specifically define the revision / version
notation of the computer program, i.e. , is it Version A of TRAP 1 or Version

.

lA of TRAP; Version 2 of TRAP or Version 0 to TRAP 2 etc.
.

Resoonse

Procedure NPG-0902-06 will be revised by Decenber 15, 1978 to specifically define
the revision / version notation for computer programs.

Findinc 7

Steo 8 of Exhibit 8 to NPG-0902-06 states that the " Technical Staff Engineer"
(3&W representatives stated that this meant Technical Staff Manager) " Assign
Technical Staff Engineer to evaluate the program." Since a Technical Staff
Engineer can initiate the request for certification it.is not clear that :ne
same person can perform this evaluation.

Resoonse

The typographical error-in the procedure will be corrected. NPG-0902-06 will be
clarified by Cecemoer 15, 1978 to assure an independent review of the computer

This review will be conducted as part of the computer program certifica-1program.
3 recess in accorcance with the revised procedure.

4

1
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Page 5

..w REPt.Y TO NRC INSPECTION REPORT
NO. 99900400/78-03

Finding 8

There appears to be some confusion as to the extent of the applicability of
procedure NPG-0402-01 (Processing of NPGD Prepared Calculations) with respect
to the independent verification review and documentation of the development,
revision, and certification of computer program.

Response

Calculations made during development and independent review of the developsent,
revision and certification of computer programs are processed in accordance with
NPG-0902-06 and become part of the certification file. Procedure NPG-0402-01 was
not intended to apply to certification calculations and has been revised to to
make this clear. ,

I

Finding 9 '

Procedure NPG-0902-06 does not require the documentation of evaluations when
detected orogram errors are detennined not to have any safety significance.

Response

Procedure NPG-0902-06 will be revised by Decenber 15, 1978 to require that unit
manager, upon detection or notification of a program error, evaluate and document
the impact of the error to determine if the error results in a potential safety
concern. If the error does not constitute a potential safety concern, documentatio
to that effect will be included in the computer program certification file. If a
potential safety concern is identified, we will continue to document and process
it in accordance with procedure NPG-1707-01.

.

l

|
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